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Written evidence

Written evidence submitted by Rt Hon Mr Nick Raynsford MP

1. I am pleased to respond to this call for evidence. I have been concerned for several years about failings
both in terms of the quality and effectiveness of legislation passed by the UK Parliament and the processes by
which this legislation is drafted, scrutinised and approved.

2. I have set out criticisms of existing arrangement in a number of articles, among which I highlight two
in particular:

— Policy Development in a 24/7 media environment published in Policy and Politics, Volume 35,
number 3, July 2007.

— Scrutiny: Rebuilding Confidence in How Government Works, CfPS Lecture 2008 copies
attached.1

I have also been involved in the Better Government Initiative, contributing to several of the conferences and
discussions which led to the publication “Good Government” in November 2010.

3. The rest of this response follows the four questions posed in the call for evidence.

Question 1: “Is there a need for improved legislative standards?”

4. Yes. The evidence of unsatisfactory legislation emanating from the UK Parliament is considerable, as are
the number of authoritative critiques of current arrangements. These can be summarized under three main
headings:

(a) There is too much legislation. The volume both of primary and secondary legislation being
considered by Parliament is excessive and the extent to which it is implemented and either
proves effective or not is inadequately monitored, so it is difficult for any objective assessment
to be made of the extent to which much of it was necessary.

(b) Too much legislation is prepared in haste and in consequence proves defective. Too much
parliamentary time is spent amending bills during their passage through Parliament and, even
so, many Acts prove difficult to implement successfully.

(c) There is widespread confusion about the purpose of legislation, with many media and political
commentators seeing it as evidence of action (“something must be done”) or as a test of a
government’s political standing (the ability to secure passage through both Houses of
Parliament) rather than its likely effect and impact. The absence of effective post-legislative
impact assessment compounds the problem.

Question 2: “What changes to existing processes in Parliament or government would contribute to improved
legislative standards?”

5. The following changes are recommended. These are based closely on Chapter 4 of “Good Government”:

(a) The Cabinet Committee charged with approving proposals for new legislation should require
compliance with the following tests before agreeing to any bill:

— clear definition of the problem/s to be addressed;

— evidence of why existing laws and regulations are not adequate to deal with the problem;

— identification of the bodies which will be responsible for implementation of the legislation;

— confirmation that they are in agreement with the proposals, or if not, the overarching
reason for proceeding against their judgement;

— confirmation that they have the necessary resources for effective implementation;

— definition of the measures which will be used to judge the success of the legislation;

— the relevant economic, social and environmental impact assessments;

— an estimate of the timetable for effective implementation, including the evaluation of
“pilots” if appropriate; and

— clarification of which ministers and officials will be responsible for the measure and
answerable for its implementation.

(b) No bill to be introduced without official confirmation that the above tests have been satisfied.
This would, in effect, be the means of ensuring compliance with the standards expected of all
legislation, specified in a Parliamentary Resolution, as recommended by the Better Government
Initiative, and as set out in “Good Government”, Recommendation 17.

(c) Whenever possible bills should be subject to pre-legislative scrutiny, in the course of which
there should be a strong focus on the need for the legislation and the degree to which the
measures in the bill are likely to be effective in meeting the bill’s stated purposes.

1 Not printed
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(d) Following pre-legislative scrutiny, sufficient time should be allowed for the Government to
make amendments as appropriate reflecting the concerns highlighted in the course of the
scrutiny.

(e) Where a bill has, exceptionally, not been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny the Government
should be required to make a formal statement before Second Reading as to why this has not
been possible, and the timetable for the bill’s parliamentary passage must allow for an evidence
session before the rest of the Public Bill Committee Stage, with an interval between the
evidence sessions and line-by-line scrutiny to allow government to reflect on the issues
highlighted during the evidence session and to prepare amendments as appropriate.

(f) Where a bill is subject to major government amendment during the course of its passage through
either House, recommittal should be mandatory. This would both act as a further discipline to
get the bill right before its parliamentary stages, and ensure effective scrutiny. Criteria defining
major government amendment will need to be developed by the Speaker and Panel of
Committee Chairs.

(g) Draft regulations or a clear formal statement of the scope and effect of the proposed regulations
should always be made available before the Public Bill Committee consider the clauses
empowering ministers to make new regulations. In the absence of such draft regulations or
statements, consideration of the bill should be adjourned by the Committee Chair.

(h) Timetabling for bills should extend to cover the period necessary for proper consideration at
Report Stage as well as during the Committee Stage. Where convincing evidence is presented
to the Speaker that insufficient time has been allowed for consideration of Report Stage
amendments (particularly where these cover issues which have not been the subject of detailed
debate in Committee), the Speaker should have the discretion to adjourn proceedings to allow
further time for consideration before Third Reading. The automatic follow-on from Report to
Third Reading should not apply in such cases.

(i) A formal procedure for post-legislative scrutiny, ideally by the relevant departmental select
committee, should be instituted, based around the timetable for effective implemention as
mentioned in paragraph 5a) above. The responsible minister should be accountable for the
implementation of the bill’s measures in relation to the success criteria set out when the bill
was being introduced.

Question 3: “Should a new mechanism designed to improve legislative standards (such as a Legislative
Standards Committee) be introduced?”

6. I believe that the procedures recommended in my response to Question 2 would, if followed properly,
lead to a huge improvement in legislative standards. These do not require the establishment of a Legislative
Standards Committee. However, there might be a case for a new Legislative Standards Committee to be
established with a remit to oversee the implementation of those procedures and offer advice on specific areas
which might prove controversial or problematic, such as circumstances in which bills should be recommitted,
or Third Readings delayed.

7. A Legislative Standards Committee, able to review findings from departmental select committees in their
post-legislative evaluations of the success or otherwise of specific Acts, would be well placed to provide on-
going recommendations to Parliament and to government on further charges which might be desirable to
improve the processes for the preparation, presentation, scrutiny and evaluation of legislation. The Committee’s
authority would be enhanced by not being part of the process of commenting on individual bills, where there
would be a risk of the Committee being sucked into short-term party political conflicts. For that reason, it
would, in my view, be best for the Legislative Standards Committee, if established, to be given a clear remit
to oversee the whole process, but not themselves to evaluate the standards of any bill presented to the House,
nor conduct the post-legislative evaluation of its effectiveness.

Question 4: “Should all legislation be treated in the same way or is there a case for differentiating between
different types of legislation?”

8. The same principles should apply to all legislation. Whether it is a Finance Bill, other government
legislation, secondary legislation or a Private Member’s Bill, it should satisfy key criteria demonstrating that
it is necessary, proportionate and relevant to the issues it addresses, has been thoroughly prepared, is capable
of effective implementation, and will be subject to evaluation after introduction. However the mechanisms for
assessing and scrutinising different types of legislation should be tailored to that type of bill. While it is
appropriate for a Cabinet Committee to confirm that a Government Bill has met the criteria suggested in
paragraph 5a), this would not be appropriate for a Private Member’s Bill. The Backbench Business Committee
or the relevant departmental select committee might be better placed to fulfill that role.

9. With secondary legislation there might be merit in further differentiating those Regulations that can be
approved without any debate, those that should be subject to a 1½ hour Committee debate and, the most
significant, those which could be “called in” for a debate on the floor of the House. Clear criteria would need
to be established as well as appropriate “trigger” mechanisms for securing a debate on the floor of the House.
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Differentiating between Statutory Instruments in this way would allow for parliamentary attention to be
focussed on the most significant ones, and for less time to be spent on routine processing of non-
controversial regulations.

10. I would be pleased to expand on the views set out in this response if invited to give oral evidence to
the Committee.

April 2012

Written evidence submitted by Nic Dakin MP

1. Generally speaking my observation is that there has been far too much legislation in recent years. Often
designed to solve problems that exist mainly in politicians’ minds!! Fuelled by the media. Quality rather than
quantity would seem to me to be the better approach. Interestingly the current Executive appears to have run
out of its programme but instead of using the time created more creatively for better scrutiny and improvement
of legislation they filibuster the time (eg filling three days with the Local Govt Finance Bill on the floor of the
House when this would be better improved through a proper bill committee stage taking expert witnesses and
having the opportunity to tease out areas of difficulty in a constructive way. Where there are sound ideas from
backbenchers—like Daylight Saving—there should be a proper process for these to be progressed in a sensible
way rather than being vulnerable to wrecking tactics that do no-one any favours.

2. Not sure what legislative standards would look like. If they help and underpin they would be positive, if
they are just more bureaucracy and impenetrable waffle they probably won’t. Hope there is something helpful
in this.

January 2012

Written evidence submitted by Alison Seabeck MP

1. I think what frustrates me most is the fact that we are being asked to legislate time and again, “blind”—
without being able to see the relevant accompanying documents and guidance because they either aren’t
available at all or are the subject of a consultation running in parallel with the Bill. The Localism Bill is a case
in point. Not having sight of the National Planning Policy framework was a serious problem for the Committee.
The line from Ministers was that “it will be okay—trust us we won’t do anything which will damage landscapes
or reduce protection”. Bringing forward legislation with having completed impact assessments is also not
unheard of and again makes scrutiny much more difficult. Bringing forward legislation with endless order
making powers—none of which the Committee has sight of, not even in draft form, cannot be right.

2. Rushing legislation through which has been ill thought through only leads to delay and public
dissatisfaction and what is happening to this Government’s legislative agenda is an absolute case in point.

3. The way in which Private Members’ Bills are treated and can be derailed by two people as we saw with
Daylight Saving is not acceptable and we need to find a mechanism which allows a Bill with a strong majority
and probably which also has Government support being brought back for further discussion at an earlier stage
rather than going to the back of the list or being lost altogether.

January 2012

Written evidence submitted by Hugh Bayley MP

1. I am writing to submit my views for consideration by the Political and Constitutional Reform Committee.

2. I believe that Parliament passes too much Government legislation but gives insufficient time to Bills
introduced by backbenchers. A good deal of legislation is badly drafted when initially presented to Parliament
and some remains badly drafted when enacted after consideration by both Houses of Parliament.

3. I believe that pre-legislative scrutiny should become the norm for all Government legislation, except for
cases where there is a cross-party consensus supported by the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition
that legislation needs to be fast-tracked because of a national emergency or some other exceptional urgency.

4. I am attracted, in principle, to the notion of pre-legislative scrutiny for Private Members’ Bills, but if
introduced, both Houses would need to give more time to Private Members’ Bills and adopt a “fast-track”
procedure for pre-legislative scrutiny of such Bills to enable them to complete pre-legislative scrutiny and all
subsequent stages within a single Parliamentary Session. This would be impractical for Government legislation
but might be possible for Private Members’ Bills because they are usually narrow in scope and much shorter
in length.

5. Pre-legislative scrutiny should be carried out by a joint committee of members of both Houses.
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6. Poor quality legislation is often the consequence of inadequate scrutiny. I suggest that Standing Orders be
amended to prevent timetabling of Government Bills, both in committee in the Commons and at Report, if
they have not gone through pre-legislative scrutiny.

7. Having attended the Commons Report stage debate on the Daylight Saving Bill on 20 January 2012, I
feel that safeguards need to be created to enable Private Members’ Bills to make progress when they have a
broad measure of support from Members. It is important that the rules of procedure protect the rights of the
minority—or even a single dissenting Member—to express opposition and propose amendments to legislation,
but it is not reasonable to allow a minority to use that right to filibuster and talk out legislation when a majority
want it to go ahead. It is important to protect the “rights of the majority” as well as the “rights of the minority”.
It seems to me that two things are needed to avoid the impasse which occurred in the Commons on 20
January: first, more time for Private Members’ Bills (on Wednesday evenings, perhaps, after the conclusion of
Government business); second, a procedural device which allows dissenting Members to voice their opposition
and propose amendments but prevents a Bill being talked out. This could be achieved by timetabling Private
Members’ Bills in broadly the same way as Government Bills, but a better alternative might be simply to
impose a time limit on speeches at Report Stage and Third Reading.

8. The Political and Constitutional Reform Committee is considering the case for creating a Legislative
Standards Committee. I am not persuaded that a Legislative Standards Committee would be more effective in
producing better legislation than pre-legislative scrutiny. If a Legislative Standards Committee was established
in each House, or as a joint committee of both Houses, it could find itself overwhelmed by the volume of
Government legislation. Also, if it acted as a gateway through which all Bills had to pass in order to progress,
it would, in the Commons at least, be liable to be whipped in the same way as Commons Public Bill
Committees and so would lose some of its ability to improve the quality of legislation.

9. I see merit in establishing a Legislative Standards Committee as a Select Committee to examine legislation
after it has been on the statute book for a period of time. It is frequently after the event that bad drafting
becomes apparent. A critical report about the drafting skills or lack of clarity of purpose of a particular
Government Department would incentivise the Department in question to improve the quality of its legislative
proposals. The Legislative Standards Committee should also develop “good practice notes or guidance” to
guide those drafting Bills and those involved in pre-legislative scrutiny and scrutiny itself. The guidance might
include a checklist of questions to be asked: how soon after Royal Assent provisions in the Bill will be brought
into force; how many cases under each provision the sponsor of the Bill expects to be brought before the
courts; what the administrative cost of enforcement will be for the state; what the costs of compliance will be
for citizens and institutions etc?

February 2012

Written evidence submitted by Lord Norton of Louth, Professor of Government, University of Hull

1. The case for a Committee on Legislative Standards has to be put within the context of seeking to achieve
a culture shift among both ministers and backbenchers.

2. The existing method of enacting legislation is flawed. There is nothing new in this. There has never been
a golden age of legislative scrutiny by Parliament. If anything, the position has become marginally better—or
at least less bad—in terms of the committee stage of bills in the Commons than was the case 40 years ago
when J A G Griffith published Parliamentary Scrutiny of Government Bills.2

3. Problems with the process derive in large part from prevailing attitudes. For a minister, failure is not
having a bill to bring forward. The starting point of the legislative process is seen as the First Reading of a
bill. The timing of introduction is largely determined by what Robin Cook termed “the tidal wave” principle,3

with a continuing attachment (despite provision for carry-over) to the sessional cut-off. Legislative “success”
is seen in terms of Royal Assent.

4. The way in which we legislate is thus marked by a large volume of legislation (bigger bills rather than
more bills)—incoming senior ministers wanting to make their mark through legislation, the Government
wanting to show that it “has done something”4—and a process that is constricted and rushed. Creating a
Committee on Legislative Standards is desirable, even necessary, but it is not sufficient. It has to be set in this
wider context. As such, it can fulfil a valuable role, helping address some of these problems.

5. When I chaired the Constitution Committee in the House of Lords, we produced a report on Parliament
and the Legislative Process.5 We were concerned to ensure that we moved away from the existing paradigm
and look holistically at the process by which law is generated, encompassing pre-legislative scrutiny, the
legislative process, and post-legislative scrutiny. The quality of legislation, we argued, would be improved by
2 J A G Griffith, Parliamentary Scrutiny of Government Bills (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1974). See also S A Walkland,

The Legislative Process in Great Britain (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1968). A comparable study of the situation today is
being undertaken by PhD student Louise Thompson at the University of Hull.

3 Robin Cook, The Point of Departure (London: Simon & Schuster, 2003), p. 11
4 Ruth Fox and Matt Korris, Making Better Law (London: The Hansard Society, 2010), p. 13
5 Constitution Committee, House of Lords, Parliament and the Legislative Process, 14th Report, Session 2003–04, HL Paper

1973-I
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involving Parliament at all three stages and not simply the second. It would also be improved by redefining
legislative success not in terms of whether a bill was passed, but rather it terms of whether it achieved what it
was intended to achieve.

6. We argued that none of the three stages should be treated as discrete. We recommended that the
Government should move from deciding which bills should be published in draft each session to deciding
which bills should not be published in draft and publish the reasons why any bills were not to be published in
draft. (We also recommended that pre-legislative scrutiny should then be determined not solely by government
but by negotiation between government and the Liaison Committee.) Pertinent to the current inquiry into
legislative standards, we recommended the use of a clear and transparent checklist by committees engaged in
pre-legislative scrutiny as well as by committees at other stages of the legislative process. As Professor John
McEldowney told the Committee, “Standard setting provides a focus beyond procedural scrutiny of legislation.
This elevates Parliament’s role beyond adversarial exchanges and party political considerations”.6 One
already has a measure of standard setting already takes place through the Joint Committee on Human Rights
and we drew on the evidence submitted to us by the then Chair of the Joint Committee, Jean Corston. As
we reported:

The use of a checklist also has the advantage that it is likely to improve the quality of draft bills,
since it would inject a greater discipline on officials. The value of this was revealed by the Chairman
of the Joint Committee on Human Rights (JCHR), the Rt Hon Jean Corston MP. She believed that
the JCHR had affected outcomes, directly and indirectly. “Here, it is the threat of parliamentary
scrutiny, and an adverse opinion from us, that is the key factor. This threat, I believe, is much
enhanced by the comprehensiveness of our coverage” (Vol. II, pp. 164–167). A clear checklist would
deliver comprehensiveness in a range of areas. Officials would be aware of what a committee would
be examining.7

7. Equally of relevance to the current inquiry, we recommended that the Explanatory Notes to each bill
include a clear and developed explanation of the purpose of the bill, incorporating or accompanied by the
criteria by which the bill, once enacted, could be judged to have met its purpose. This we believed would not
only provide a valuable discipline—ensuring that ministers were actually clear as to what they were intending
to achieve by a measure—but also providing an objective basis for post-legislative scrutiny. Such scrutiny
would not be undertaken on the basis of what members of the relevant committee undertaking the inquiry
thought was the purpose of the Act but the actual intention on the part of government in bringing the
measure forward.

8. When a bill was introduced, especially one that extensively amended earlier legislation, we felt there was
a strong case for a Keeling-like schedule to facilitate Members understanding of how the measure changed the
existing law—something not always clear on the face of a bill. We also contended that every bill introduced
into Parliament should, at some stage during its passage, be considered by an evidence-taking committee.

9. We also recommended the greater use of the carry-over of bills, but subject to an important qualification:
namely, that “bills carried over should be subject to a stipulated cut-off period from the time of their
introduction. We suggest 14 months would be appropriate.”8 This thus addresses some of the concerns
expressed about maintaining the leverage inherent in the sessional cut-off. Such a discipline is maintained
while providing for bills to be introduced on a more staggered basis, thus reducing the pressure in terms of
pre-legislative scrutiny and providing for a better distribution of committee allocation during the session. In
short, it makes it possible to get rid of the “tidal wave” principle.

10. We also recommended that Acts should be subject to post-legislative scrutiny. Our recommendation was
referred by the Government to the Law Commission. The Commission in 2006 endorsed the Committee’s
proposals9 and in 2008 the Government agreed to instigate departmental reviews of (most) Acts three to five
years after enactment. That is now the practice, with reviews sent to the relevant departmental select committee.
However, our recommendation—and that of the Law Commission—for a Joint Committee on Post-Legislative
Scrutiny has not yet been implemented and so far only one select committee has taken up a review for the
purpose of post-legislative scrutiny and that in a particular context.10 Although what has taken place has been
very welcome, the creation of a Committee on Post-Legislative Scrutiny remains unfinished business. The role
of such a committee would be to disseminate best practice and to ensure that no Act that merited post-
legislative scrutiny was neglected because of the overload on departmental select committees. Such a committee
should remain separate from a Legislative Standards Committee.

The Case for a Legislative Standards Committee

11. Should Parliament or government be responsible for ensuring standards in legislation? I do not regard
the choice as necessarily either/or. Government may generate its own criteria, but it is important that Parliament
has ownership of its own standards criteria and processes for scrutinising legislation. The criteria may be the
6 Parliament and the Legislative Process, para. 52
7 Parliament and the Legislative Process, para.56
8 Parliament and the Legislative Process, para. 163
9 Law Commission, Post-Legislative Scrutiny, Law Com No 302, Cm 6945, 2006
10 The Justice Committee in respect of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
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same or overlap substantially with those of government, but it is essential that Parliament is not simply taking
the standards the Government has set for itself.

12. The case for a Legislative Standards Committee has been put in evidence to the committee by the
Institute for Government and by the Hansard Society and endorsed by Nick Raynsford. It was also one of
several proposals embodied in the Report of the Leader’s Group on Working Practices in the House of Lords,
which reported last year. As it recognised, such a committee would be vested with the task of ensuring all
government bills complied with best practice. As for the standards themselves, the Committee offered an
extensive but not necessarily exhaustive list:

94. The exact content of the legislative standards form would be for further discussion. However,
we expect it to include:

— A clear and unambiguous statement of the policy intention or intentions of the legislation,
and of the desired outcomes;

— An explanation of why legislation, rather than other means, was necessary to fulfil the
policy intention, and why such legislation is being brought forward at this time;

— A summary of the Government’s response to pre-legislative scrutiny on the bill, and, in
cases where a bill was not published in draft, an explanation of why it was not;

— An outline of how the bill relates to existing Acts, and whether opportunities to consolidate
such legislation have been considered;

— An informal Keeling Schedule (not part of the bill) showing in greater detail the effect of
amendments to earlier Acts;

— A list of any new criminal offences created by the bill, and a summary of how they relate
to existing offences;

— A summary of any consultation undertaken in preparing the bill;

— An estimate of the costs of preparing and implementing the policy set out in the bill
(including a regulatory impact assessment);

— An indication, where appropriate, of targets and performance measures for
implementation.11

13. As will be apparent, the list dovetails with the recommendations of the Constitution Committee, drawing
together and supplementing the criteria adumbrated by the Committee. It helps put some flesh on this particular
aspect of enhancing Parliament’s role in the legislative process and derives from seeing the process as a whole.
The Group’s recommendation was for a Joint Committee and for it to report before the Second Reading of a bill.

14. In response to the other questions posed by the Committee in its current inquiry, I would just elaborate
on one point and make another. First, there is, as I have already mentioned, some degree of standard setting
undertaken by Parliament. This is not confined to the Joint Committee on Human Rights. It is also undertaken
to some degree by the Secondary Legislation Scrutiny Committee in the House of Lords (previously the Merits
of Statutory Instruments Committee) and the Constitution Committee. The latter is not only required to keep
the operation of the constitution under review but also to report on bills of constitutional significance.

15. This leads to my additional point. One of the questions posed by the Committee is whether there is a
case for differentiating between different types of legislation. This, of course, already happens in the Commons
inasmuch as bills of constitutional importance are taken for committee stage on the floor of the House. The
determination of what constitutes a bill of constitutional importance is determined on the “elephant” approach:
that is, you know one when you see one. However, of more salience in the present context, is that the
Constitution Committee in the Lords has, for the purposes of reporting to the House, to distinguish bills of
constitutional significance from those that are not of constitutional significance. For this purpose, it utilises the
test I devised when the Committee was first appointed, namely the two P’s test: that is, that in order to merit
a report a bill has to affect a principal part of the constitution and to raise an issue of principle.12 This entails
having a view on what constitutes the principles and over time the Committee has enunciated various principles,
which at one stage Professor Dawn Oliver helpfully sought to codify.

16. My point here is that it is possible to distinguish types of legislation as well as to generate sets of criteria
by which to assess legislation. It may be argued, though, that the legislation that may require enhanced
scrutiny—legislation affecting human rights and the constitution—is already subject to such scrutiny through
appropriate committees (the real problem here is not Parliament, but government)13 and that the focus should
be on creating a Legislative Standards Committee to ensure that best practice is applied to all legislation.
Generating and applying such standards would impose a greater rigour on the part of government and provide
Parliament with a means of ensuring best practice. It would provide the essential framework within which the
two Houses could then test the merits of government proposals. If it helped, even in a small way, to help
government recognise that legislation is not for the purpose of responding to a clamour for something to be
11 Leader’s Group on Working Practices, Report of the Leader’s Group on Working Practices, Report, Session 2010–12, HL Paper

136, para. 94
12 Constitution Committee, Reviewing the Constitution: Terms of Reference and Method of Working, 1st Report, Session 2001–02,

HL Paper 11, para. 52
13 See Constitution Committee, The Process of Constitutional Change, 15th Report, Session 2010–12, HL Paper 177.
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done, then it will also have served a valuable purpose. However, it will only be part of what is needed. It will,
though, constitute a notable step forward.

17. I conclude with the observation that changes to how Parliament works, however meritorious, do not
implement themselves. Looking to government to implement changes is inherently problematic. Government
is not always enthusiastic to embrace changes that may result in it being subject to more rigorous scrutiny and
challenge. If it implements change, then to some degree it has ownership of that change. If Parliament is to
strengthen its capacity to scrutinise government legislation, there has to be the political will on the part of
Members to carry through change.14 Generating the political will to establish a Legislative Standards
Committee may be possible in a way that it is not in respect of some other changes because one is dealing
primarily with process rather than substance. Some significant reforms have been achieved in recent years,
notably in the Commons in 1979 and 2010: there is a case, I believe a compelling, case for building on them
and now is an opportune time to act.

September 2012

Written evidence submitted by Jacqy Sharpe, Clerk of Legislation, Public Bill Office, House of

Commons

1. Thank you for inviting the Public Bill Office (PBO) to contribute to your inquiry into Ensuring standards
in the quality of legislation. I have concentrated in this paper on the four issues on which you have asked
for comment.

How does the PBO work with Parliamentary Counsel and Bill teams?

2. The Clerk of Legislation is sent all bills in draft before they are presented to the House so that he or she
can take a view on:

— whether the long title of the bill adequately describes the content of the bill;

— the scope of the bill;

— whether the bill requires Queen’s or Prince of Wales’s Consent;

— whether any of the provisions in the bill require a money resolution or ways and means
resolution; and

— whether the bill raises any issues of hybridity.

3. As both Houses take a similar approach to these issues, the Clerk of Legislation will consult the Clerk of
Legislation in the Lords if the bill is starting in the Commons, or be consulted by him, if the bill is starting in
the Lords.

4. The Clerks of Legislation also read the Explanatory Notes which accompany bills to ensure that they are
factual descriptions of the bill and do not contain extraneous matter. The bill teams are responsible for the
accuracy of the notes.

5. The Office may be consulted by Parliamentary Counsel about whether amendments are considered to be
within scope of a bill and will, in turn, consult Parliamentary Counsel about the grouping of amendments
tabled to a bill. The Clerks advise the Chair on selection of amendments but the decision on which amendments
to call is, of course, taken by the Chair.

6. The Office has very little contact with bill teams. Most contact is through the medium of Parliamentary
Counsel though the Office will supply a department with the provisional selection of amendments list on
request.

Does the PBO think the volume of legislation has increased?

7. As Figure 115 below illustrates, the number of pages in statute has been on a generally upward trend
since the 1960s though, as First Parliamentary Counsel has pointed out,16 part at least of that increase may be
due to changes in formatting.

14 See Philip Norton, “The Norton View” in D. Judge (ed), The Politics of Parliamentary Reform (London: Heinemann Educational
Books, 1983).

15 House of Lords Library Note: Volume of Legislation, September 2011, p 7
16 Q 64
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Figure 1: Pages of Acts and SIs 1961 to 2008

8. I do not think that the volume of legislation can be taken as an accurate guide to the quality of legislation.
Some matters can be dealt with in short bills; other bills are necessarily lengthy documents. And there are, in
addition, bills such as the Statute Law Repeals Bill, currently in the House of Lords, which, though it includes
66 pages listing Acts to be repealed will, if passed, remove considerably more pages from the statute book.

9. Bills which propose to amend or apply by reference an existing enactment sometimes contain a schedule
showing how the enactment will read if the Bill becomes an Act. Such schedules, which are commonly known
as Keeling Schedules, may make a bill longer but may also make its meaning and effect much clearer.

How the proposals from the Hansard Society and Better Government Initiative for a Legislative Standards
Committee would fit into the parliamentary timetable

10. The Hansard Society17 and the Better Government Initiative18 suggested a number of ways in which
a Legislative Standards Committee (LSC) might operate, including performing its role at a new parliamentary
stage between first and second reading. That would allow relatively little time for the Committee to do its work
and, even if the Committee was satisfied that the legislative standards had been met, could possibly delay
second reading. If the LSC concluded that a bill did not meet the standards, the proposed timetable for the bill
might be further delayed.

11. One possible way of reducing delay might be to appoint an external monitor to work in parallel with the
House’s processes and produce a report on a bill’s compliance with legislative standards in time to be
considered by the Public Bill Committee.

12. The Hansard Society, in its report Making Better Law, suggested that one way of improving the legislative
process would be formally to involve select committees in the scrutiny of legislation through a new Legislative
Committee system combining the membership of select committees and Public Bill Committees into one
legislative process.19

13. Public Bill Committees already have the power to hear oral evidence. Standing Orders could be amended
to require every Public Bill Committee considering a government bill to take evidence on whether the bill
complied with legislative standards. That would be an effective use of the Committee’s time and would allow
Members the opportunity to question the ministers who would be taking the bill through the House and the
external monitor, if that option were adopted, about its compliance.

14. Following the recommendation of the House of Lords Constitution Committee,20 the Government
provides certain information when it asks Parliament to expedite the parliamentary process on a bill.21 This
information is published in the Explanatory Notes which accompany the bill, see, for example, Police
(Complaints and Conduct) Bill. The Explanatory Notes could be further expanded to include an assurance that
the necessary legislative requirements and standards have been met. If the assurance was felt to be inadequate,
Members would have the opportunity to raise their concerns on second reading and during further proceedings
on the bill.
17 Ev w18 and oral evidence, HC 74-iv
18 Ev w10 and oral evidence, HV 74-iii
19 Making Better Law: Reform of the legislative process from policy to Act, Ruth Fox & Matt Korris, 201, p 147
20 Fifteenth Report from the Constitution Committee, Fast-track legislation: Constitutional Implications and Safeguards, Session

2008–09, HL 116-I
21 See Annex.
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15. I find it difficult to envisage how the proposal that a bill could be investigated pre-introduction would
be carried out as, until it was introduced, the bill would, in effect, still be a draft bill. It might perhaps be
possible to investigate a bill between presentation and first reading, as the Hansard Society suggests, but that
would change fundamentally the current legislative relationship between presentation and first reading and
would need the agreement of both Houses.

What is the role of the PBO in ensuring standards in legislation?

16. Parliamentary Counsel have published guidance on drafting legislation, see
http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/content/office-parliamentary-counsel. It would be very unusual for a bill to
take such a novel approach to drafting that the PBO would need to raise concerns about standards with
Parliamentary Counsel.

17. The PBO’s contribution to maintaining standards of legislation is greater in relation to Private Members’
Bills. The Clerk of Private Members’ Bills will ensure that the titles of the bills comply with appropriate
legislative standards and that the contents do not breach the rules applying to such bills, particularly the
requirement that the bill may not have as its main object the creation of a charge by way of taxation or
expenditure.

18. The staff of the Office also try to ensure that amendments are properly drafted but, as the First
Parliamentary Counsel confirmed in written evidence,22 they are aware that, if the House accepts an
amendment put forward by a Member, Parliamentary Counsel will be instructed to ensure that it is effective.

Any other comments

19. One way of improving legislation is to ensure that it is understood by those scrutinising, or affected by,
the legislation. Explanatory Notes on bills make a significant contribution in this respect. The House has also
endorsed a pilot of explanatory statements on amendments. The criteria on which this pilot is to be evaluated
were set out in a Written Ministerial Statement on 23 May 2012.

20. The Committee might wish to consider whether printing bills so that the relevant schedules are printed
immediately after the clause(s) to which they relate would make the bills more comprehensible to the reader.
If the House decided that it would normally wish to consider bills in that order, it might also reduce the need
for order of consideration motions.

21. Greater use of Keeling Schedules could also help to make the meaning and effect of legislation clearer.

22. One other option which your Committee might wish to consider is whether legislative scrutiny could be
improved by setting up joint committees on bills as well as draft bills. Although it might not be thought to be
appropriate for some, or even the majority, of bills, and any proposal would need the support of both Houses,
some technical bills might benefit from the same type of concentrated scrutiny as is carried out by the Joint
Committee on Consolidation, &c., Bills and the Joint Committees on draft Bills.

December 2012

Annex

EXTRACT FROM THE FIFTEENTH REPORT FROM THE HOUSE OF LORDS CONSTITUTION
COMMITTEE, SESSION 2008–09, HL 116-I

186. In the light of the evidence we have received about the potential problems and issues pertaining to the
use of fast-track legislation, we recommend that the Ministerial Statement should be required to address the
following principles:

(a) Why is fast-tracking necessary?

(b) What is the justification for fast-tracking each element of the bill?

(c) What efforts have been made to ensure the amount of time made available for parliamentary
scrutiny has been maximised?

(d) To what extent have interested parties and outside groups been given an opportunity to influence
the policy proposal?

(e) Does the bill include a sunset clause (as well as any appropriate renewal procedure)? If not,
why do the Government judge that their inclusion is not appropriate? (see para 198)

(f) Are mechanisms for effective post-legislative scrutiny and review in place? If not, why do the
Government judge that their inclusion is not appropriate? (see paras 208–9)

(g) Has an assessment been made as to whether existing legislation is sufficient to deal with any
or all of the issues in question?

(h) Have relevant parliamentary committees been given the opportunity to scrutinise the legislation?
22 Ev 92, para 10a
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187. We recommend that in its consideration of whether to allow a bill to be fast-tracked through its
legislative stages, the House should bear in mind whether the Government’s Ministerial Statement justifying
fast-tracking has adequately addressed these principles. We will do this in the course of our scrutiny of any
bill that it is proposed should be fast-tracked.

Written evidence submitted by the Better Government Initiative

Preface

1. The production of legislation involves three stages:

— preparatory work by a government department to establish the best means of achieving the
underlying policy objective, culminating in detailed instructions to Counsel;

— the drafting of a bill by Parliamentary Counsel turning the instructions into a form capable of
precise legal interpretation;

— Parliamentary scrutiny and amendment of the bill to prepare it for final enactment.

2. Others will no doubt wish to comment on drafting. Our concern is with the first and third stages: setting
standards for preparatory work on policy development that will ensure that the instructions to Counsel are
capable of being turned into high quality legislation and providing Parliament, as an input to the scrutiny
process, with an explanation of how those standards have been applied.

Executive Summary

3. The BGI emphasises the following key points:

— By standards we mean the standards for the preparation process for policy and the bill, as well
as for accompanying documents given to Parliament, not for the policy itself or the quality
of drafting.

— We see changes in Parliament and changes in the Executive as a single complementary package
with two elements of equal importance. Both are needed.

— We think it is surprising and damaging that there are no explicit and agreed standards for the
quality of legislation which the Executive presents to Parliament. An initiative by Parliament
would strengthen the hand of those within government who do their best within current
arrangements to support the quality of bills.

— The most important contribution at this stage would be for the PCRC’s report to include a text
of the draft standards it would like to see, with the object of getting standards agreed. The text
could draw on either the proposals we set out in our report, Good Government, or on the Report
of the Leader’s Group on the Working Practices of the House of Lords.

— If standards were agreed, consideration of a bill in Parliament, whether in the chamber or in
committee, would naturally start from any questions about the standards of preparation and
the statement of compliance from the Government, irrespective of whether a new mechanism
is introduced.

— We, like the Hansard Society and others, support the idea of a Legislative Standards Committee,
which would have a continuing role in checking that bills meet the standards.

Responses to Questions

Q1. Is there a need for improved legislative standards?

4. Yes. The call for evidence quoted criticisms of the excessive quantity and low quality of legislation from
several sources, including the BGI’s 2010 Report, Good Government. The relevant recommendations in that
report, which are mainly about the preparation of bills and the related information given to Parliament, are
summarised in Annex A to this note.

5. More recently the answer to a Parliamentary Question from Lord Butler of Brockwell (31.1.2012 col
WA313) shows that part or all of 77 Acts from 15 Departments, which were passed in the 2005–10 Parliament,
have not been brought into force. This casts additional doubt on the adequacy of current standards and
current arrangements.

Q2. What changes to existing processes in Parliament or government would contribute to improved
legislative standards?

6. The BGI considers that there is no single cause of this longstanding problem and that changes are needed
both in Parliament and in government. We believe that an initiative from Parliament would strengthen the hand
of those in government who do what they can, within current arrangements, to raise the quality of the draft
legislation which the Executive puts before Parliament. Our proposals go with the grain of improvements
currently in progress.
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7. In our view it is surprising and damaging that there is no agreement between Parliament and the Executive
about the standards for preparation of legislation presented by the Executive to Parliament, or for the
accompanying information. We suggest that the most useful initiative for Parliament at this stage would be to
propose such standards and to seek agreement with the Executive. For that to happen there needs to be a text
for discussion and we propose that the Committee’s report should include one. This could draw on proposals
in Good Government, summarised in Annex A, and the list in the Report of the Leader’s Group on the Working
Practices of the House of Lords (para 94).

8. Other key points in Annex A are that the Government should aim to keep the legislative programme to a
size compatible with full Parliamentary scrutiny; and that pre-legislative scrutiny of draft bills should, as
indicated in the past, now become the norm in reality. The standards would require either the bill or related
documents presented to Parliament to provide adequate information and cover:

(a) the bill’s purpose;

(b) the reason why new legislation is needed;

(c) the costs, risks, and intended benefits in terms suitable for post-legislative evaluation;

(d) a report on consultation explaining why the proposed option has been preferred to other options
or, if necessary, adapted; and evidence, including from the front line, about how the proposal
will work in practice; and

(e) the bill’s effects on Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, if any.

A draft Parliamentary Resolution, covering similar ground (taken from Good Government), is also included
as Annex B.

9. Other possible changes in Parliament, suggested by the Hansard Society or others, are a review of the
working of Public Bill Committees, including their timing in relation to the second reading; and the way its
members are selected—currently by the whips—including the possibility of common membership with select
committees or other bodies which have done pre-legislative scrutiny.

10. Possible changes within government are set out fully in Annex C to this note. These are not a substitute
for the changes in Parliament but in our view are part of a single complementary package with two elements.
Some key points on the executive side are:

(a) the remit of the Parliamentary Business and Legislation (PBL) Committee of the Cabinet should
refer to the standards and to the Committee’s responsibility for applying them. These changes
would be supported by new requirements in the Cabinet Office Guidance on Legislation, which
at present seems to say very little about the quality of bills or responsibility for it;

(b) for a normal Parliamentary session, beginning in May, the draft legislative programme should
be agreed in the previous July. This will allow time for the processes, listed in Annex C, which
are needed to ensure that the standards are met;

(c) PBL should assess the readiness of the bill one month before the intended date of publication.
The assessment for PBL should be done by the secretariat and Parliamentary Counsel not by
the Department. The assessment would cover not only the bill but also related documents
needed to ensure that Parliament has enough information.

(d) no public commitments about the bill’s publication date should be made before it is approved
by PBL; and

(e) on publication of the bill the departmental minister would lay before Parliament a statement
setting out how the standards for legislation and the accompanying documents have been met
or, exceptionally, explaining why they have not been. For these reforms to work the Prime
Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister would need to let it be known that they will back
PBL’s decisions.

Q3. Should a new mechanism (such as a Legislative Standards Committee) be introduced?

11. Once standards have been agreed and a statement about compliance is provided, it would be natural and
desirable for Parliament’s consideration of the bill (and the accompanying documents), whether in the chamber
or in committee, to start with any questions raised about the preparation process. This should happen
irrespective of whether any new mechanism is introduced, a question which is at this stage less important than
the need to set out and agree standards.

12. The BGI does, like others, consider that a new mechanism would be desirable. If this were agreed in
principle, it would of course be for Parliament to decide what precise form this should take. For example,
should there be a single committee serving both houses, as the Lords Leader’s Group would prefer, or two
separate mechanisms? Should it be a standing Committee or the relevant Departmental Select Committee?
What would its powers be? How would standing orders be amended?
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13. As a basis for discussion, our suggestions are:

(a) there should be a new committee, either serving both Houses, or one for each House.

(b) when a bill is presented, the new committee would receive a short factual paper, probably
prepared by a team drawn from the Scrutiny Unit.

This would help the committee to reach a judgment on whether the preparatory processes had
been fully carried out and whether Parliament had been supplied with sufficient information. In
preparing this paper the Scrutiny Unit team would be able to draw on the statement presented
by the Secretary of State (see para 8(e) above) and on the documents mentioned in it.

(c) in most cases, if standards had been agreed and sufficient changes had been made within
government, the committee would probably judge that the way was clear for the next legislative
stage. But if the committee were to judge that more work was needed, the Government would
face a choice between remedying any identified gaps (accepting some delay) and asking the
whole House to overrule the committee (accepting some loss of Parliamentary time as well as
reputational damage). The prospect of such choices would give the Executive an incentive to
raise standards of preparation. In cases where a draft bill prepared for pre-legislative scrutiny
is sufficiently well developed and accompanied by relevant documents, including the statement
of compliance with the standards (para 8(e) above), it would make sense for the new committee
to consider compliance at that stage. Its conclusions could be considered again when the final
bill is presented.

Q4. Should all legislation be treated in the same way, or is there a case for differentiating between different
types of legislation?

14. In our view all kinds of legislation would benefit from these general changes and should so far as
possible be subject to them.

15. We are aware, however, of arguments that bills dealing with a genuine emergency and the wider category
of bills presented in the first session after an election, should be excluded from the changes; and that some
other categories, eg “constitutional” bills, should face tougher procedures. We do not propose to deal fully in
this note with these arguments which are not central to our proposals.

16. But we have comments on the important category of “manifesto” bills or others that are introduced in
the first session after an election. Now that we have fixed Parliamentary terms, it should be possible to arrange
for opposition parties to have access before the election to policy advice, as is already done in Scotland, and
to drafting capacity. The purpose of this would be to ensure that first session bills come as close as possible to
being as fully prepared as bills for later sessions, once agreement has been reached on proposals along the
lines we have proposed.

17. It would also be worth considering with the Executive some changes relating to the first Queen’s Speech
after an election. One option would be simply to allow more time than the existing convention for the need,
merits, purpose and practicability of such bills to be properly considered, an argument that could be
persuasively used for making the change. A bigger option would be to depart from tradition and change the
content of the first Queen’s speech to cover the broader policy objectives of the new Government over the
whole Parliament, so far as they can be foreseen. The legislative programme for the first session would be set
out separately and later.

April 2012

Annex A

PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

A Checklist of Relevant BGI Recommendations in Good Government (2010)

Main relevant recommendations

Quality standards for preparation and presentation of legislation (and other proposals) should be explicit.
Either Parliament or the Executive could initiate this, but it is crucial that both should agree the standards (R
17 and Annex C).

Inside the Executive, a Cabinet Committee should check that proposed bills meet the standards (R10) and a
Cabinet Minister should certify this (R13).

Parliament should monitor these standards (R18). Before a bill reaches the floor, a cross-party backbench
Parliamentary committee should check compliance with the standards. If it judges they are not met, it should
recommend that time on the floor should not be provided until they are.

Pre-legislative scrutiny should be the norm, on the basis either of a draft bill or a full description of the
bill’s intended provisions (R11).
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In addition to standards for individual bills, the Executive should adopt the aim of limiting the legislative
programme as a whole to a volume compatible with thorough Parliamentary scrutiny in the time available
without automatic guillotining in the Commons (R12).

Content of quality standards

The content of the quality standards for preparation and presentation to Parliament is covered in Annex C
to the report and in recommendations (R14,R15). Either the bill or the accompanying documents should:

— define the substantive problem;

— explain why new legislation is operationally necessary (not declaratory);

— provide an analysis of costs (including net fiscal costs), benefits, and risks of different options
(as Impact Assessments are intended to do);

— explain why the proposed option has been chosen, in the light of consultation; and define the
intended effects in terms that can be used in post-implementation evaluation;

— demonstrate, with evidence, how the proposal will work in practice, identifying responsibility
for delivery and resources available; and

— when there are powers to make secondary legislation, explain their purpose and the governing
principles, providing a draft order whenever possible.

Other relevant recommendations

Other recommendations are also relevant either to the preparation or the scrutiny of legislation.

Policy should be based on evidence and front line experience (R3).

The process in support of Ministers’ decision-making should be managed by impartial civil servants, who
should also have the opportunity to give advice before decisions are taken (Rs 34 and 35).

Annex B

Illustrative Parliamentary Resolution on Thorough Preparation of Government Proposals

The resolution could either specify the elements of thorough preparation; or it could refer to another
document containing them, perhaps a report by the Commons Liaison Committee setting out a checklist of
tests which Select Committees should apply to policy or legislative proposals presented to Parliament. The
draft below follows the former approach.

Draft

That in the opinion of this House, the following principles should govern the Conduct of Ministers of the
Crown in relation to Parliament:

Ministers have a duty to Parliament to ensure that their policy and legislative proposals have been
thoroughly prepared.

The main elements of thorough preparation, which should be set out in a document laid before
Parliament when a bill or other policy is presented, are:

(a) definition of the problem to be addressed and explanation of why action is desirable or, in
the case of legislation, why it is operationally necessary;

(b) analysis of the costs, benefits, and risks of different options; and definition of the purpose
and intended effect of the proposal in terms suitable for use as criteria in post-
implementation scrutiny;

(c) demonstration of the considerations which led Ministers to the proposed option;

(d) demonstration of how the proposal will work in practice;

(e) evidence of consultation on the proposal.

Guidance to Ministers should set out how the provisions in the resolution should be interpreted.

Annex C

THE PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION OF LEGISLATION

Improving Scrutiny by the Executive

This annex sets out some measures that the BGI would want the Executive to adopt to improve its own
procedures for the preparation of legislation. They are not a substitute for action by Parliament itself to set and
apply higher standards, as the BGI proposed in Good Government. Rather, we see them as complementary.

The starting point should be that the Government should give undertakings to Parliament that it will apply
the standards set out in Good Government. The following are some suggestions as to the internal arrangements
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Government might need to achieve the desired improvement in the quality of legislation (some, but by no
means all, of these are already in place):

(a) the terms of reference of PBL should be amended to refer to the standards and the Committee’s
responsibility to apply them;

(b) the Government should undertake that bills should normally be published in draft and subject
to pre-legislative scrutiny;

(c) the main enemy of proper preparation is lack of time: the Cabinet, for a normal Session
beginning in May, should agree the draft legislative programme in the preceding July. Bills to
be published in draft need to be agreed by the beginning of that calendar year. Given the
pressure on drafting resources, it may not be possible for Parliamentary Counsel to meet this
timetable straight away. In that case, Government should phase in this approach;

(d) before allocating a bill a place in the draft programme to be put to Cabinet, PBL should receive
advice from Parliamentary Counsel on whether it would be appropriate to seek to achieve the
policy aims using existing powers;

(e) PBL should sign off when a bill is given a place in the draft programme a timetable for
completion of consultation (if not already completed), delivery of instructions and drafting. The
period allowed for drafting must be agreed by Parliamentary Counsel. Any significant failure
to meet the agreed deadlines should be reported to the Committee which, in serious cases,
should rescind the bill’s slot in the programme;

(f) when a bill is allocated a place in the draft programme, the sponsoring department should
present a full explanation of what will be in the bill for PBL’s agreement. The assumption
should be that there will be no substantial additions except to respond to points made in
consultation and during its passage through Parliament, or to deal with emergencies;

(g) Bills without at least outline policy approval from the relevant Cabinet Committee should not
be granted a place in the programme; that Committee should have seen the impact assessment
for the bill, in terms agreed by the Treasury (the aim here is to encourage departments to
produce an impact assessment before the policy is settled, not as an afterthought);

(h) if PBL considers the state of a bill only just before it is due to be published, that is too late.
The progress of all bills in the programme should be reported regularly to PBL by the
Secretariat. The Committee should take stock more formally of the readiness of a bill one
month before its intended date of publication. The assessment of readiness considered by the
Committee should be made by the Secretariat and Parliamentary Counsel, not by the
Department. These officials should be encouraged to be frank. In cases of adverse assessment,
they will need the support of PBL in the face of pressure from departmental Ministers;

(i) this assessment should cover the material to accompany publication of the bill (as set out in the
standards) as well as the bill itself;

(j) this formal assessment should be repeated at the meeting at which the bill is signed off for
publication;

(k) departments should not commit themselves publicly to publish a bill on a particular date until
it has been approved for publication by PBL; and

(l) on publication, the departmental Minister should lay before Parliament a statement of how the
standards have been met.

Changing processes within the Executive is unlikely to work without a change of culture too because, even
if the Leader of the House and other members of PBL want improvement, they may not have sufficient
influence to make their decisions stick. These proposals would therefore only have the desired effect if the
Prime Minister and the Cabinet are behind them. In particular, the Prime Minister needs to let it be known that
he or she will back PBL’s decisions.

Further written evidence submitted by the Better Government Initiative

Thank you for inviting the BGI to give its views on points raised by Andrew Lansley in his evidence to the
Political and Constitutional Reform Committee (PCRC) on 10th January (we are working on the basis of the
uncorrected transcript).

We were encouraged by a number of the points he made, notably:

— that progress is already being made;

— his commitment to making further improvements in the quality of legislation (“to do less and
do it better”);

— his agreement on the importance of clear legislative standards, his belief that “there is pretty
much a consensus about that”, and his encouragement to the PCRC to “bring them forward”;

— his statement that “my job is to make sure that the Parliamentary Business and Legislation
Committee of the Cabinet ensure that we meet those Standards”; and
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— his volunteering that, as a further step at the point of introduction of a bill, “one of the things
we could sensibly do within the explanatory notes is look at the kind of legislative standards
that we are talking about and demonstrate how they have been met”.

All or most of these points could usefully be picked up in the recommendations of the PCRC report.

We agree with Mr Lansley that amendments in Parliament need not indicate defective preparation. But we
hope that in line with the bulk of Mr Lansleỳs evidence, the Government would normally intend to present to
Parliament a bill that is complete, fit for purpose and practicable, after consultations designed among other
things to establish that.

The main points of disagreement, or at least reserve, in Mr Lansleỳs evidence were about the proposal by
BGI and the Hansard Society for setting up a Legislative Standards Committee and how it would work. Andrew
Lansleỳs main arguments on this were that:

(a) it would cause additional delay and might add little value; and

(b) it would not be possible to assess the bill without looking at policy.

On a), although in principle some delay might be acceptable in return for better legislation, we do not accept
that in most cases there would in practice be significant additional delay. The check would normally be very
brief if, as we propose, standards of preparation were agreed between the Executive and Parliament, reforms
were made within the Executive on the lines of Annex C to the written evidence submitted to your committee
by the Better Government Initiative23 and if Parliament received, whether as part of the proposed explanatory
notes or in some other form, a statement of the way in which the standards had been met.

The check could largely take place in, or be part of, pre-legislative scrutiny of a draft bill as that stage
becomes more common, though there might be a need to confirm the original conclusion when the bill is
presented (our written evidence suggested a role for the Scrutiny Unit in this).

Our expectation is that, having agreed standards with Parliament, the Executive would normally strive to
meet them. Nevertheless it seems to us appropriate for Parliament to have its own independent mechanism for
assessing and validating government statements about the quality of the legislation it presents. That would
serve the double purpose of maintaining the incentive to comply with the agreed standards and providing a
forum where the practical application of the standards can be tested and developed.

On b) we made it clear in our written evidence that:

“by standards we mean standards for the preparation process for policy and the bill … not for the
policy itself or the quality of drafting.”

We think it is perfectly possible to judge whether there has been a serious policy preparation process without
attempting to judge the acceptability of the proposed policy. Our proposals for the content of standards set out
in the annexes to our written evidence were designed to show how this can be done. For example the first two
points are:

— “define the substantive problem;

— explain why new legislation is operationally necessary (not declaratory)”.

Both concern the preparatory process. The answer to the first is not a matter of whether the policy is
appropriate but whether a clear definition of the problem (or perhaps problems) to be fixed is available. If it is
not, that strongly suggests that the preparation has been inadequate. The Health & Social Care Bill has been
criticised on precisely these lines:

“What was missing from the entire exercise was…a definition of precisely what problem this mighty
piece of legislation was meant to solve, and how—done in this way and at this time—it did indeed
solve it.” (“Never Again?” by Nicholas Timmins p127).

Equally, if the necessary powers already exist this should be made clear to Parliament and a special case
made to justify a declaratory bill. This would be consistent with the wish “to do less and do it better”.

We therefore hope that the PCRC report will recommend a Legislative Standards Committee. The Leader̀s
Group in the Lords has already done so. Its proposal is that such a Committee should consider and report
on each Bill at a single meeting between publication and Second Reading. The Merits Committee on Statutory
Instruments already does this on Statutory Instruments and the Delegated Powers Committee does it for
legislation containing Order-making powers, as almost all Bills do. The Lords Clerks have confirmed that this
is feasible.

But in our view it is at least as important, and probably more so, for your report to contain a draft text of
standards for bill preparation. It would, after all, be difficult for a Legislative Standards Committee to operate
if standards had not been recommended and agreed and if the Government did not accept a recommendation
that it should undertake to provide a statement showing how the standards had been met with each bill or
draft bill.
23 Dated April 2012
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We therefore hope the report will include a draft of the standards for discussion and agreement with the
executive. Even if agreement is not reached, it would be helpful to know what standards—and consensus about
them—Mr Lansley has in mind.

We hope the report will also recommend:

— the improvements to the Executive’s own internal procedures for the preparation of legislation
described in Annex A to our written evidence to your committee;

— a pledge by the Executive normally to restrict the legislative programme to a size compatible
with full Parliamentary scrutiny;

— that pre-legislative scrutiny should become the norm; and

— that the Back Bench Business Committee should continue to have a separate existence after a
House Business Committee is established.

In response to Mr Lansleỳs invitation to put forward changes in Parliament, the report might mention the
Hansard Societỳs suggestion for a review of the way Public Bill Committees are working, including their
timing in relation to second reading, and the way their members are selected—currently by the Whips—
including the possibility of some cross membership with departmental select committees or other bodies which
have carried out pre-legislative scrutiny.

My good wishes for the success of your report. Please let us know if we can offer any further help.

January 2013

Written evidence submitted by Nat le Roux and Richard Gordon QC, the Constitution Society

The Constitution Society

1. The Constitution Society (CS) is an independent, non-aligned educational trust which promotes public
understanding of the British Constitution and works to encourage informed debate between legislators,
academics and the public about proposals for constitutional change. The Society takes no position on the merits
of specific legislative proposals, but believes that the existing process for constitutional change is in need of
significant reform.

Responses to Questions

Q1. Is there a need for improved legislative standards?

2. Yes: there is too much legislation and too much of it is of low quality.24

Q2. What changes to existing processes in Parliament or Government would contribute to improved
legislative standards?

3. There are very strong political pressures on governments, and individual ministers, to push through large
quantities of new legislation on tight timetables and with insufficient preparation. This is the principal reason
for poor legislative standards. This underlying problem can only be remedied at a fundamental level by a
change in political culture. The introduction of new Parliamentary processes focussed on legislative standards
would be likely to have a positive effect on current norms and, thereby, lead to an improvement in the political
culture. It would be likely to trigger a greater awareness of legislative defects as well as strengthening the hand
of those in government who are working to improve standards. On any view new processes of this kind would
be likely to weed out the most egregious examples of bad legislation.

Q3. Should a new mechanism (such as a Legislative Standards Committee) be introduced?

4. CS supports the introduction of a Legislative Standards Committee. It is for Parliament to decide on the
form the committee should take and whether it should be a committee of one or both Houses.

5. There is broad agreement between CS, the Better Government Initiative, the Hansard Society and others
about the specific standards which should apply to legislation. In addition, CS believes that, to avoid as far as
possible straying into considerations of policy, a Legislative Standards Committee’s principal focus should be
on matters which are capable of objective assessment, including:

— Whether the intended effects of the draft legislation could be achieved through the use of
existing powers.

— Whether the draft legislation grants ministers or public bodies powers which are wider than
those necessary to achieve the stated policy purpose.

— Whether the draft legislation is being used as a vehicle to introduce legislation on matters
extraneous to its central policy purpose.

24 See the Better Government Initiative report: “Good Government”; 2010.
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Q4. Should all legislation be treated in the same way, or is there a case for differentiating between different
types of legislation?

6. CS is strongly of the view that there is a qualitative distinction between constitutional and other legislation
and that major constitutional bills should be subject to a distinct process in Parliament. This is a view shared
by the House of Lords Constitution Committee. We believe that the introduction of specific standards for
constitutional legislation, as part of a general improvement in legislative standards, could provide an
opportunity for some modest progress towards this objective.

Applying Enhanced Legislative Standards to Major Constitutional Bills

7. In the great majority of democratic states, the mechanisms for constitutional change are clearly separated
from mechanisms for enacting other (“ordinary”) legislation and in most cases are deliberately designed to
make any significant alteration in existing constitutional arrangements a relatively difficult undertaking. The
pervasiveness of these provisions is not accidental. The legitimacy of any democratic political system rests on
a generally held belief that all political interests must play by a consistent set of rules which are generally
regarded as fair and cannot be manipulated for political advantage. It follows that constitutional changes should
be made infrequently, and only when there is a broad consensus, extending beyond the government of the day,
that existing arrangements are significantly defective.

8. In current British practice, there is no clear distinction between “constitutional” and “ordinary”
legislation.25 In consequence, constitutional change is conducted at the whim of the government of the day.
Since 1997, it has become the norm for governments to introduce a large volume of new constitutional
legislation. A recent report of the Lords Constitution Committee summarises the current situation:

There are a number of weaknesses inherent in the current practice of legislating for constitutional
change: lack of constraints on the government, failure to have regard to the wider constitutional
settlement, lack of coherence within government, lack of consistency in the application of different
processes, changes being rushed and lack of consultation. These weaknesses arise out of the fact
that the United Kingdom has no agreed process for significant constitutional change.26

9. Many of the weaknesses identified in the Lords report are deeply rooted in existing political structures
and cannot be addressed without major systemic reforms which are outside the scope of the present inquiry.
However CS believes that the application of special standards to constitutional legislation by a Parliamentary
committee would nonetheless exercise a positive influence.

10. Moreover, the application of special standards to constitutional legislation would have a beneficial effect
in itself, irrespective of the content of those standards, because it would, over time, help to establish the idea
of a separate process for constitutional legislation as a political norm.

11. This normative effect would be enhanced if the oversight of legislative standards for constitutional bills
were to be undertaken by a separate Parliamentary committee. CS suggests that, because of their special
expertise, either the present Committee or the Lords Constitution Committee, or a new joint committee, would
be well placed to oversee legislative standards in major constitutional bills.

12. This submission does not propose a comprehensive catalogue of special standards which should apply
to constitutional legislation. However in general these standards may be of two types: enhanced standards,
where the same standards which are applied to ordinary legislation are applied to constitutional legislation but
with greater rigour, and additional standards which are applied to constitutional bills only.

13. There should be an enhanced requirement for consultation and pre-legislative scrutiny where legislation
is of major constitutional significance. In particular, CS believes there is no justification for the introduction of
rushed constitutional legislation in the first few months of a new government.27

14. CS supports the application of an additional standard to major constitutional legislation requiring a
written ministerial statement setting out the impact of the proposed legislation upon existing constitutional
arrangements.28

Defining Constitutional Legislation

15. It is sometimes argued that constitutional legislation cannot be subject to special treatment because there
is no reliable or generally accepted definition of what is “constitutional”. That is certainly the view of the
present Government.29 CS does not find this argument compelling, at least in respect of major constitutional
legislation. CS has formed a Working Party which will attempt to arrive at a definition which can command
25 Except for the practice that bills of “first class” constitutional importance are referred to a Committee of the Whole House

(Erskine May (24th edition) p 555). This practice is not consistently observed: see Hazell R: “Time for a new Convention:
Parliamentary Scrutiny of Constitutional Bills 1997–2005” in Public Law, Summer 2006: from p 247.

26 House of Lords Constitution Committee: 15th Report; July 2011. “The Process of Constitutional Change”: 51
27 The history of the Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Bill 2010/2011 underlines the importance of this principle.
28 Proposed by the Lords Constitution Committee 15th Report:72.
29 The Government Response to the House of Lords Constitution Committee Report “The Process of Constitutional Change”;

September 2011:27
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general support inside and outside Parliament, taking the definition proposed by Professor Sir John Baker as a
starting point (Appendix I). The Working Party will publish its report towards the end of 2012.30

April 2012

APPENDIX 1

Professor Sir John Baker provided the following list of constitutional proposals in relation to which special
measures might be applied:

— any alteration to the structure and composition of Parliament;

— any alteration to the powers of Parliament, or any transfer of power, as by devolution or
international treaty, which would in practice be difficult to reverse;

— any alteration to the succession to the Crown or the functions of the monarch;

— any substantial alteration to the balance of power between Parliament and government,
including the conferment of unduly broad or ill-defined powers to legislate by order;

— any substantial alteration to the balance of power between central government and local
authorities;

— any substantial alteration to the establishment and jurisdiction of the courts of law, including
any measure that would place the exercise of power beyond the purview of the courts, or which
would affect the independence of the judiciary;

— any substantial alteration to the establishment of the Church of England; and

— any substantial alteration to the liberties of the subject, including the right to habeas corpus
and trial by jury.

(House of Lords Constitution Committee: 15th Report; July 2011. “The Process of Constitutional
Change”: 11.)

Written evidence submitted by the Hansard Society

1. Whether or not legislation is deficient in policy terms is a matter of subjective interpretation and political
perspective. However, there is now a growing body of evidence to support the view that legislation is often
technically deficient. There is no single cause for this deficient legislation. The explanation lies in a complex
confluence of factors primarily related to volume, attitude, preparation and deliberation.

2. For a detailed analysis of the deficiencies we refer the Committee to the Hansard Society’s report, “Making
Better Law. Reform of the Legislative Process from Policy to Act” written by Ruth Fox and Matt Korris and
published in December 2010. The recommendations set out in this response are drawn largely from this report.

3. Among the first questions that ought to be asked of any legislative proposal are, is it necessary, and has
it been technically well-prepared? Do the powers sought already exist in another Act on the statute book thus
making new legislation superfluous? Can the issue be dealt with by administrative action alone?

4. Parliament has a right to expect that a bill presented to it for scrutiny will be of good quality; that it will
be technically sound; that appropriate consultation will have taken place (including wherever possible pre-
legislative scrutiny); that the policy objectives will be clearly stated; and the provisions are fit for purpose.

5. At present, however, there is no means within the legislative process simply to evaluate and confirm the
need for fresh legislation and there is no way of imposing a quality standard on the production of a bill before
it is sent to Parliament. A strong case therefore exists for establishing new ground rules to rebalance the
legislative relationship between Parliament and government, establishing a consensual approach predicated on
mutual acceptance of common standards of legislative consultation, preparation and scrutiny.

6. Parliament should at least be a partner in the process of setting the standards of what constitutes a well
prepared piece of legislation, rather than permitting the executive to determine this from bill to bill. If
Parliament is serious about checking the growth of the statute book and improving the quality of law-making,
then it must be both more imaginative and muscular in asserting its role and function vis-à-vis the executive.
The goal should be to build in some incentives and constraints—some checks and balances—to the legislative
process at the parliamentary end such that they might restrain the executive from bringing forward hastily
prepared, ill-thought out legislation.

What changes to existing processes in Parliament or government would contribute to improved legislative
standards?

7. A Legislative Draft Readers Panel should be established on a trial basis to provide light-touch external
oversight of the work of the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel (OPC).
30 Membership of the Working Party is as follows: Prof Sir John Baker, Dr Andrew Blick, Prof Linda Colley, Prof David Feldman,

Richard Gordon QC, Mr David Howarth (Chair), Lord Maclennan of Rogart.
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8. The OPC should agree a protocol with government departments to ensure technical issues are included in
all future draft bill consultation documents.

9. All relevant Cabinet Office and departmental guidance (eg the Cabinet Office Guide to Legislation) should
be amended to ensure that the quality of legislation—technically and procedurally—is a matter of priority in
the bill preparation process.

10. The move to fixed-term Parliaments provides an opportunity to manage legislative business better and
think more radically about how this might be done. Greater use of the carry-over procedure should be used to
avoid the scrutiny of legislation being rushed due to the arbitrary nature of the sessional cut-off date. But an
alternative solution to the management of time problem would be to take an entirely new approach and move
consideration of bills to a legislative rather than a sessional cycle. Time constraints could be determined
differently for each bill in accordance with their date of introduction, in effect providing a rolling session for
each bill up to an agreed maximum number of months. This would address the current problem whereby
detailed consideration of many bills comes to an abrupt end at the close of the session when many measures
are rushed through their remaining stages to avoid the legislation being lost. It would also retain the cut-off
feature—which government and opposition can find advantageous for different reasons—but the actual cut-off
date would be determined by the timing of the bill’s introduction, not the arbitrary, government imposed dates
of the parliamentary sessional calendar.

11. A review of the operation of programming should be undertaken (probably by the Procedure Committee)
with a view to rebalancing the timetabling of business in favour of Parliament and improved time for scrutiny
(ideally, this should be linked to any future inquiry the Procedure Committee undertakes into the operation of
the proposed House Business Committee).

12. Pre-legislative scrutiny should be used to a greater extent than at present. Currently decisions about
which legislative proposals will be subject to pre-legislative scrutiny are wholly a matter for the executive. As
part of the process of agreeing with government a mutually acceptable set of standards for legislative
consultation, preparation and scrutiny, this decision should be agreed in consultation with Parliament.

13. A new House of Commons Business Committee should determine whether a draft bill should be
scrutinised by a House of Commons Select Committee or by a Joint Committee.

14. The trialling of Legislative Committees should be considered. A long-standing criticism of committee
stage is that the expertise built up by select committees is not sufficiently utilised in the legislative scrutiny
process and there is well-founded suspicion that the whips sometimes prevent Members with interest and
expertise from joining committees where their knowledge and expertise could be effectively deployed if they
suspect they will not be entirely loyal. In trialling Legislative Committees the House should seek to appoint or
elect a proportion of those select committee members who took part in pre-legislative scrutiny of a bill to its
subsequent Public Bill Committee.

15. Split committal of bills should be used more regularly, scrutinising contentious clauses in the Chamber
and the remainder of the bill in Committee.

16. Public Bill Committee (PBC) procedures should be reformed. PBCs have now been in operation for
several years and ideally a House Committee would undertake a review and recommend necessary reforms.
We would suggest the following at least are required:

(i) Consideration should be given to the election rather than the appointment of PBC members,
with the exception of those reserved for the representatives of the Government and opposition;

(ii) Programme motions should be delayed to allow for a better assessment of the needs of the PBC
to be made on the basis of the second reading debate;

(iii) An “injury time” provision should allow extra time at the end of a PBC to return to clauses
where debate was cut short;

(iv) During sittings where multiple witnesses are scheduled, it should be left to the discretion of the
Chair to manage time;

(v) Given the complexity of legislation, experts, lawyers and even officials should be permitted
to speak;

(vi) More time is required between the evidence-gathering phase of a PBC and the line-by-line
consideration of the bill.

17. If government tables a significant number of amendments at report stage that substantially alter the
nature of a bill, then the House should be able to return it to committee stage. Where a bill has been heavily
amended a full third reading should take place. Such decisions should be within the remit of a new House
Business Committee.

18. When the Government tables amendments to its own bill it should have to explain, in writing, the reasons
for doing so. In addition to the benefit provided by clarity, there may also be some small time-savings to be
made, as it might mean shorter opening statements from ministers in support of the amendments.
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19. All Acts eligible for post-legislative review between three and five years after enactment should be
considered by a departmental select committee or a new Joint Committee for Post-Legislative Review.

Should a new mechanism designed to ensure improved legislative standards (such as a Legislative Standards
Committee) be introduced?

20. A limited number of benchmarks—pre-introduction tests—that have to be met before legislation can
proceed through Parliament might usefully help to offset the pressures caused by the impetus to legislate that
bear down heavily in Whitehall. Parliament needs a system to “kitemark” bills, establishing standards of quality
and best practice to demonstrate that the legislation being delivered is, at least in technical and procedural
terms, fit for purpose. A Legislative Standards Committee could provide a gateway mechanism for assessing
the necessity of legislation and whether the technical quality of a bill has met those standards Parliament has
a right to expect and demand from government.

21. Empowered to call ministers to account before it and with the ultimate sanction to recommend to both
Houses that they defer consideration of the bill because it does not meet mutually agreed qualifying standards
of preparation, the existence of a Legislative Standards Committee would provide, over time, an important
restraining influence on government and a means to rebalance the relationship between Parliament and the
executive in the legislative area.

How would a Legislative Standards Committee (LSC) work?

22. There are a number of ways in which the LSC might operate. It could be convened as a Commons-based
committee only, performing its role at a new parliamentary stage between first and second reading. A bill
would therefore be formally introduced to the House by the Government but whether it progressed to the
second reading stage would be dependent upon successfully navigating an examination by this new LSC. The
weakness of this model is that it would not apply to those bills introduced into the House of Lords. As such,
it might even have the negative effect of encouraging governments to introduce more bills into the House
of Lords.

23. It could be convened as a Commons-based committee only, performing its role prior to introduction of
a bill in either House. To proceed to introduction in either the Commons or the Lords the Government would
therefore need to navigate this new pre-introduction stage.

24. It could, alternatively, be convened as a bi-cameral committee of members from both Houses. This
committee would consider any bill put forward by the Government prior to it actually being sent for first
reading at this new pre-introduction stage.

25. Ideally members of the Committee would be elected rather than selected by the party whips. As the
Committee is designed to perform technical rather than policy scrutiny we have no preference as to the
chairmanship; it could be held by a backbench member of the governing party(s) though it may be deemed
preferable for it to be held by a member of the opposition.

26. The Committee’s role would be to judge each bill according to a narrow, tightly drawn set of qualifying
criteria, assessing the legislation purely on the basis of whether the legislative standards of bill preparation
have been met, not whether they believe the policy objectives are likely to be realised or whether the principles
and policies enshrined in the legislation are appropriate.

27. Before legislation is presented to the LSC the Government (either the relevant departmental Secretary
of State or the Leader of the House) would be required to certify that it believes the bill does indeed meet the
qualifying standards.

28. As part of the scrutiny process, the LSC would have the option to call ministers to appear before it to
account for their department’s preparation of the bill.

29. Following completion of their deliberations, the Committee would compile a report confirming whether
or not they believe the bill meets the required legislative standards.

30. In the event that the LSC concluded that the bill did not meet the standards, two possible next steps
would be available:

(i) the Government could be invited to voluntarily withdraw its bill, remedy the deficiencies
identified by the LSC, and re-submit it in within a matter of weeks; or

(ii) if the Government declined to voluntarily withdraw its bill the LSC’s findings could be referred
to either House as required (depending on where the Government proposed to introduce the
bill), with the members of that House left to decide on deferral. Alternatively, it might be
deemed preferable if the LSC’s findings were automatically sent to the House of Commons for
the final decision on deferral; this would be possible for all bills if the LSC’s work was
performed at a new pre-introduction stage (rather than between first and second reading).

31. All Members of the House would then be invited to vote on whether or not to endorse the LSC report
and defer the bill pending improvements, or reject the LSC recommendation and allow the bill to proceed to
the next legislative stage in the normal way.
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32. This “gateway” mechanism is not intended to be a means to disrupt or obstruct the parliamentary
legislative timetable. Indeed, by getting the technical and procedural detail right from the outset we believe it
should be possible to make some time-savings at later stages of the legislative process.

33. If the LSC works effectively the number of times when it recommends deferral of a bill should be small;
no minister would wish to suffer the embarrassment of having their bill deferred, and the LSC process should
strengthen the hand of those in Whitehall who also wish to see improvements in legislative standards.

34. Ultimately the decision about whether to proceed with the legislation would rest with Members, and the
Government could whip the vote and proceed regardless of the LSC’s view. However, there are important
reputational risks associated with such an approach that might mitigate in favour of a more consensual and co-
operative approach on the part of the government. If not, then the House collectively will at least have had an
opportunity to reflect and decide on the issue. If it then chooses to allow a bill that the LSC has concluded is
deficient to nonetheless proceed then that is its right to do so. However, in most instances it would be unlikely,
in our view, for the legislation to get to the stage of a vote in the House.

Legislative Standards Committee: Criteria to be Considered

35. At present, any bill should be accompanied by a number of supporting documents, primarily: the
explanatory notes; an impact assessment including the statutory Equality Impact Assessment; a memorandum
on compatibility with the European Convention on Human Rights; and a memorandum on delegated powers.

36. The explanatory notes are deliberately neutral in tone and must not seek to “sell” the bill or introduce a
“political” perspective; although drawn up by departments, copyright is assigned to Parliament and they have
to be approved by the relevant House authorities. The notes are intended: “to make the proposed legislation
accessible to readers who are not legally qualified and do not have specialist knowledge of the subject area”.31

The Cabinet Office guidance states that whilst there are no fixed rules governing the contents of the notes, they
should usually contain the following: “Introduction; summary and background; overview of the structure of
the Bill; territorial extent and application; commentary; financial effects; public sector manpower; summary of
the impact assessment; compatibility with the European Convention on Human Rights; transposition notes;
commencement dates.”

37. In contrast, the impact assessment is owned by the department and there are no restrictions on tone or
language in relation to seeking to “sell” the policy/legislation. The Cabinet Office describes an impact
assessment as “an analysis of the likely impact of a range of possible options for implementing a policy
change”. It “must set out the risk or problem to be addressed and the options available—addressed against a
‘do nothing’ option and any non-legislative or non-regulatory options, such as Codes of Practice, industry
standards or information campaigns. It must also set out the likely costs and benefits of each option. Its aim is
to answer the question ‘Is this the best way of achieving the objective?’”.32

38. The impact assessment is not just about assessing the regulatory burden. It includes specific assessments
on competition, small firms, legal aid, sustainable development, carbon, other environment, health, human
rights, rural proofing, and must also be accompanied by the statutory equality impact assessment.

39. However, the quality of these documents is highly variable and they do not require departments/ministers
to provide parliamentarians with detailed information about many of the decisions taken, particularly in relation
to the legal context and technical standards of the legislation.

40. As part of the pre-introduction process, Parliament should therefore require more detailed information
from government regarding the bill. In Scotland, for example, Executive Bills must be accompanied not only
by an explanatory note and impact assessment but also by a policy memorandum, a financial memorandum
and a memorandum on delegated powers. Aspects of these are already contained within the Westminster
explanatory notes and impact assessment; the existing information therefore needs to be rationalised and
augmented by new material to form a “business case” for the legislation.

41. In determining the qualifying criteria that should be examined by the LSC, consideration should be given
to the “principles of good legislation” outlined by the Better Government Initiative in its report, Good
Government.

42. To give effect to these principles through the development of a set of criteria for consideration, the LSC
might reasonably expect the Government to address at least (though not exclusively) the following questions
and issues when bringing forward a new bill:

— What is the history of past legislation in this policy area? Why is legislation deemed necessary
at this time?;

— Whether the proposed legislation contains duplicate or similar powers/criminal offences which
are already in force and why the new powers/criminal offences are therefore justified;

— Why the provisions in the bill could not be dealt with by administrative action alone;

— Whether there are any legislative precedents for what is proposed;
31 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, chapter 11, “Explanatory Notes”
32 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, chapter 14, paragraph 14.1
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— The justification for the inclusion of Henry VIII powers;

— The justification for the creation of any new forms of Orders/delegated legislation procedure,
and an explanation of why an existing Order/delegated legislation procedure model is not
deemed suitable for adoption;

— Why the bill has not been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny;

— If the bill has been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny whether the Government has satisfactorily
responded to the key issues raised during the scrutiny process;

— What public and stakeholder consultation has taken place with regard to the bill, what key
issues were raised and what the Government’s response is to these points;

— Where relevant, why the legislation is a “Christmas Tree” bill, bringing together an array of
“miscellaneous provisions”, or why it is an “omnibus bill” which is, in effect, several bills in
one, some of which are so large they have to be published in two parts (eg Criminal Justice
Act 2003 or Coroners and Justice Act 2009);

— Why purpose or overview clauses have/have not been included to aid the scrutiny process;

— Why Keeling Schedules have/have not been introduced to accompany the bill;

— Whether the explanatory materials are sufficiently detailed and of appropriate quality;

— Whether and when consolidation may be required;

— Whether there are any implications in relation to devolved powers to Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.

Should all legislation be treated in the same way, or is there a case for differentiating between different types
of legislation?

43. In general, all legislation should, wherever possible, pass through the LSC to be quality assured prior to
detailed scrutiny being undertaken by either House.

44. There are, of course, instances when the Government brings forward “emergency” or “fast-track”
legislation; though in many instances the nature of the emergency rarely justifies the speed of the fast-track
and real emergencies would be covered by the Civil Contingencies Act.

45. Over the last two decades more than 30 bills have been deemed “emergency” legislation and fast-tracked
through Parliament. When emergency provisions in relation to terrorism, particularly in Northern Ireland, are
removed from the mix, two factors stand out. Much of this emergency legislation was brought in to: remedy
an anomaly, oversight, error or uncertainty that has come to light in legislation; or respond to the effects of a
court judgement which are often rooted in poor drafting of legislation which leaves the wording of the Act
unclear or open to misinterpretation. Both reasons are rooted in the fact that the scrutiny process for the original
legislation was not good enough. It is illogical to suggest that the solution to poorly drafted and poorly
scrutinised legislation is further legislation that is poorly drafted and even more poorly scrutinised.

46. However, in some cases it may be in the public interest for Parliament to treat a bill expeditiously (eg
the Witness Anonymity Bill in the last Parliament). Here, it would be best to avoid being prescriptive and the
LSC should adopt a flexible approach.

47. In determining whether to give a bill accelerated passage, the LSC should be mindful of the following
issues:

— Do the circumstances justify the fast-track approach? There may be a case for expediting the
passage of a bill through Parliament but is the degree of acceleration that is sought really
necessary? Would a slower timetable impede the overall goal of resolving the particular
administrative, legal or financial problem?

— Parliamentary procedure is designed to allow for time between different stages of a bill in order
that reflection and consultation can take place—do the merits of circumventing this procedure
outweigh the disadvantages?

— Is the proposed law as clear and unambiguous as possible?

— Are the measures practical and likely to be administratively sound?

48. If legislation is to be fast-tracked then the following measures might be considered:

(i) Changes to the timetabling process to smooth the speed of the fast-track and ensure sufficient
time is provided for scrutiny. Generally, debate on most emergency bills could be extended—
eg beyond the planned adjournment time or by extending the sitting into recess. Debate and
divisions on timetabling motions cut into the time available for wider debate of the substance
of emergency legislation and should therefore be avoided or at least reduced wherever possible.

(ii) Sunset clauses and renewal clauses should be incorporated where appropriate, and particularly
in relation to civil liberties.

(iii) Automatic post-legislative review should be carried out by a Joint Emergency Legislation
Committee at an agreed date after Royal Assent (which may need to be earlier than the
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automatic three to five year wait for the Government’s own post-legislative review), to
determine whether or not the legislation has sufficient constitutional and policy implications
to justify being referred back to Parliament for further consideration. For accountability and
transparency a reporting requirement could be included in the bills, requiring the Government
to report to the Joint Emergency Legislation Review Committee, setting out its view on issues
such as whether the legislation had met the Government’s aims and whether it had unintended
consequences that were not foreseen at the time of its passage through Parliament.

(iv) Renewal, if necessary, by non-emergency primary legislation, rather than affirmative resolution,
as this does not allow for amendment. Non-emergency primary legislation would incorporate
the normal processes and procedures of good scrutiny.

April 2012

Further written evidence submitted by the Hansard Society

The Select Committee has invited the Hansard Society to respond to the concerns about the role and work
of a proposed Legislative Standards Committee as raised by the Leader of the House of Commons in his
appearance before the Committee on 10 January 2013.

Responsibility for Legislative Standards

The evidence given by the Leader of the House lays bare the key dilemma that needs to be addressed when
considering the case for a Legislative Standards Committee (LSC): Is the Committee and Parliament as a whole
prepared to continue to “take it on trust” that the Government (of this or any future political complexion) is
committed to continuous improvement of legislative standards?

If so, then it will be left to the Leader of the House and his successors to try to bring about such
improvements, primarily through the Cabinet’s Parliamentary Business and Legislation Committee (PBL
Committee). However, past history suggests that such an approach, whilst perhaps well-intended, would almost
certainly be flawed and be likely to deliver only minimal and incremental improvements, for the PBL
Committee acts in the interests of the executive not Parliament. The Cabinet Office’s “Guide To Making
Legislation” stresses that the role of the PBL Committee is to manage the government’s legislative programme
on behalf of Cabinet, advise on its strategic management and “ensure that the Government’s legislative
programme reflects its overall priorities and that the passage of each of those bills through Parliament is as
smooth as possible.”33 Throughout the Guide, emphasis is placed on the Committee’s role in scrutinising bids
for legislation from different departments and managing the entire legislative programme to balance the
interests of each department with that of the government as a whole within the constraints of parliamentary
capacity. As such, the focus is placed heavily on the strategic management of competing departmental interests
and the management of time taken for each bill. The keys to a successful bill are deemed to be: “Producing
papers for collective agreement, preparing briefing material and speaking notes, adhering to procedure and,
above all, sharing information with parliamentary business managers in good time.”34 Although it has a role
in relation to “sanctions for failure to translate policy into drafted legislation to a satisfactory timetable”, there
is no mention of sanctions in relation to legislative standards.35

Yet there is, as the Leader of the House acknowledged in his evidence, largely a consensus about the
improvements in legislative standards that are sought. However, successive governments have failed to produce
bills that adequately reflect these agreed standards of legislative preparation, indicating that the problems are
systemic rather than partisan in nature and are deeply rooted in the cultural and attitudinal approach to
legislation in Whitehall. What is therefore needed is a mechanism to bring about a shift in culture and attitudes
up-stream in the legislative process, forcing government to respond to Parliament’s concerns and to explain
and justify any departure from such standards in the future. Unless and until Parliament defines its expectations
for best practice in legislative preparation such practices are likely to continue to be the exception not the norm.

“Separating the policy of a Bill from the drafting of a Bill is an inherently difficult and potentially dangerous
thing to do…”

A Legislative Standards Committee would be established with the express purpose of examining whether a
bill was technically and procedurally compliant with best practice in legislative preparation. It would explicitly
not look at policy as that is a matter of subjective interpretation and political perspective and is rightly a matter
for the current legislative scrutiny procedures in both Houses. There is nothing novel about such an approach:
a number of parliamentary committees have a proven track record of undertaking this form of dispassionate,
non-partisan scrutiny; judging legislation and drawing issues to the attention of each House on the basis of
agreed standards or criteria and not policy merit. This is particularly the case in the realm of delegated
legislation.
33 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, June 2012, p.10
34 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, June 2012, p.11
35 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, June 2012, p.11
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The remit of the Joint Committee on Statutory Instruments (JCSI), as set out in Standing Orders,36 details
the grounds on which it is charged with drawing any instrument to the special attention of each House. The
Committee’s remit includes criteria that fall within the concept of legislative standards such as: that the
Statutory Instrument (SI) “purports to have retrospective effect where the parent statute confers no express
authority so to provide”, “that there appears to have been unjustifiable delay in the publication or in the laying
of it before Parliament”, or that “there appears to be a doubt whether it is intra vires or that it appears to make
some unusual or unexpected use of the powers conferred by the statute under which it is made”. The Standing
Orders also state that an instrument should be drawn to the attention of each House by the Committee “for any
special reason its form or purport calls for elucidation”, “that its drafting appears to be defective”, “or on any
other ground which does not impinge on its merits or on the policy behind it; and to report its decision with
the reasons thereof in any particular case.”

In practice, the JCSI regularly receives draft affirmative instruments from government departments, before
they are laid in Parliament. This informal consultation and eliciting of the views of the Committee is undertaken
specifically to ensure that departments do not receive a negative report from the Committee in relation to the
SI(s) in question. The Committee therefore influences the legislative process—in the way that we see an LSC
functioning in relation to primary legislation—by acting as a procedural hurdle that has to be addressed
substantively and in a collaborative fashion by the executive. The view the Committee is likely to take on any
SI is an inherent part of the thought processes of those in departments as they prepare delegated legislation
and thereby influences the legislative end product.

Similarly, the House of Lords Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee (DPRRC) polices the
boundary between primary and secondary legislation and areas of constitutional concern such as Henry VIII
powers. Such is its influence that in the Cabinet Office “Guide To Making Legislation” specific and repeated
reference is made to the recommendations of the Committee and the need for departmental bill teams to take
this into account when drafting items such as the Explanatory Notes and the Delegated Powers Memorandum.
The section in the Guide dealing with delegated legislation focuses heavily on the need to relate the
departmental proposals specifically to the requirements of the Committee. In turn, the Committee has produced
a helpful document, “Guidance for Departments on the role and requirements of the Committee” which
constructively helps inform the process in Whitehall. The Cabinet Office Guide makes clear that it is usual for
the government to accept most, if not all of the Committee’s recommendations, and consequently there “is,
therefore, benefit in departments anticipating the views of the DPRRC when drafting the bill to avoid the need
for amendments. The DPRRC’s advisers are willing to be consulted informally before introduction.”37 Again,
this is indicative of how this type of Committee approach can add value to the legislative process and influence
legislative development up-stream in Whitehall. As such, these committees perform a constructive and valuable
role in the legislative process.

How would the system work?

Advocates of a Legislative Standards Committee are universally of the view that an LSC need not be
bureaucratic and certainly must not be a tick-box exercise. Other parliamentary committees as detailed above
have avoided this problem and there is no reason why an LSC should not do the same. That the government’s
concerns appear to focus heavily on the threat of delay is indicative of a mind-set in which Parliament is not
treated as a partner in the legislative process but just another hurdle to be overcome on a timetable of the
executive’s choosing.

(i) Structure

There are a number of ways in which the LSC might operate. Preferably, it would be convened as a Joint
Committee of both Houses, considering any bill put forward by the government at a new pre-introduction
stage. This would have the advantage of deploying the experience and attention of members from both Houses,
and rightly recognise that legislative scrutiny is a bi-cameral process and that at its best the scrutiny of one
House complements and adds value to the other.

The alternative would be a Commons and/or Lords based committee only, performing its role at a new pre-
introduction stage or at a new stage between first and second reading. The weakness of a Commons-only
committee (or vice versa) is that it might have the negative effect of encouraging governments to introduce
more bills into the House of Lords first in order to avoid its scrutiny (or vice versa, although the availability
of time in each House would act as a natural constraint here).

However, the House of Commons could decide that, if the committee was convened at a new pre-introduction
stage, it would look at all bills—regardless of where they would first be introduced—thus requiring any bill to
navigate this new Commons stage before being submitted to either House.

(ii) Membership

Ideally, the Chair and members of the Committee would be elected by all members of the House(s) rather
than selected by the party whips, and as such candidates might be expected to demonstrate a pre-existing
36 SO 151 in the House of Commons and SO 74 in the House of Lords
37 Cabinet Office, Guide to Making Legislation, June 2012, p.116
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interest in and knowledge of the legislative standards debate. A challenge facing any parliamentary committee
is to engage the on-going interest and time commitment of its members given the myriad number of other
commitments that they face. The advantage of having members with a known interest in this area is that they
are more likely to commit time to the work in a sustained way. However, as the Committee is designed to
perform technical rather than policy scrutiny it could readily follow the membership model in relation to each
House as adopted in Standing Orders for other similar committees, such as the JCSI. In principle, it might be
deemed preferable for the chairmanship to be held by a member of the opposition. However, for practical
reasons, given the technical nature of the scrutiny to be undertaken, and the underlying concern at the outset
that the LSC not be used for partisan purposes to deliberately disrupt the government’s legislative programme,
there are equally good reasons why the chairmanship could be held by a backbench member of the governing
party(s). Concerns about the LSC being exploited for partisan purposes will also be further offset if it is
convened as a Joint Committee as the presence of Peers—including crossbenchers—would help temper
excessive displays of partisan behaviour.

(iii) Staffing and resources

The Committee would be resourced on similar lines to other committees performing technical, criteria based
scrutiny functions. Taking the JCSI as an example, the Committee would probably need, at a minimum, two
clerks (one from each House), a couple of committee assistants, and between six to eight advisors/counsel.
Additional support might be provided, as needed, by the Scrutiny Unit. The Committee would also have access
to support from the team of media officers in each House, although the nature of the work is unlikely to attract
much attention unless and until the LSC rejects a government bill.

One advantage of a Joint Committee would be that the resource implications of the LSC could be shared
jointly by both Houses, thus making the investment more manageable. The advisors/counsel need not be
directly employed by either House but could be contracted on a consultancy basis as and when required.

(iv) Issuing guidance

As with the DPRRC the LSC should issue, “Guidance for Departments on the role and requirements of the
Committee” as it begins its work. This would help inform ministers and departmental bill teams about what is
expected by the Committee and over time could be revised to reflect lessons learnt through the process.

(v) Use of time

Whatever committee format is adopted, some additional time will need to be built into the legislative process
to allow for this new stage. Ideally the LSC would be operating at a new pre-introduction stage so amendments
to Standing Orders and the parliamentary bill process between first and second reading would not be required.
It is difficult to judge exact timings as the time required to assess each bill will vary considerably, dependent
on its size, but government departments would likely need to build in up to four weeks for the LSC stage prior
to submitting the bill for first reading. However, if the LSC were performing effectively and the government
were acting constructively, then the Committee members and clerks/advisers would have been engaged in
informal discussions and consultation by the departmental minister and bill team about the preparation of the
bill long before it was submitted to them, in much the same way as the JCSI and DPRRC operate. The more
proactive and effective this informal consultation process is, then the shorter the LSC stage is likely to be.
After a while, improvements in the standards of legislative preparation would also be expected to bring about
some later time-savings during the post-introduction scrutiny process.

The nature of the legislative programme means that there will be inevitable peaks and troughs in activity
which will be a challenge to manage; however, the Committee need only sit formally as and when required,
as dictated by a bill entering its final preparatory stages. If the workload pressure on the Committee were
particularly onerous at any one time, building in the risk of delays, then once the Committee has collectively
drawn up its Guidance for departments, the membership could choose to sub-divide into working groups with
each assigned to a different bill, the members of which would then lead on the informal consultation/advisory
process with departmental ministers and officials prior to formal presentation of the bill to the full LSC.

The introduction of a number of new bills at the start of each new session will inevitably create additional
challenges in relation to timing and resourcing. But if the informal consultation process is effective and ongoing
the impact should be ameliorated and manageable. The greater challenge will come at the start of a new
Parliament, and particularly in those instances where there is a change in government and the new
administration wishes to swiftly bring forward a raft of new bills. Clearly, extensive consultation of the LSC
beforehand will not be possible in the same way as would be expected during later sessions. However, when
legislation is produced within just a few weeks of an election—and which has been often subject to no prior
public and stakeholder consultation (green and white papers) or pre-legislative scrutiny—then the role of the
LSC in scrutinising its technical preparation is even more important. The desire for speed of passage should
not absolve any government bill from effective scrutiny by the LSC. The Committee will therefore need to be
appointed in a timely way at the very start of the Parliament to ensure that the members are in place and
available for consultation by departmental bill teams and ministers as required prior to a bill being brought
forward. The appointment of the LSC should therefore be prioritised at the very start of each Parliament.
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(vi) Duplication of scrutiny?

The Committee’s role would be to judge each bill according to a narrow, tightly drawn set of qualifying
criteria (see below), assessing the legislation purely on the basis of whether the legislative standards of bill
preparation have been met, not whether they believe the policy objectives are likely to be realised or whether
the principles and policies enshrined in the legislation are appropriate.

The LSC’s approach would not be duplicative of pre-legislative scrutiny as the latter primarily explores
issues of merit and policy detail. However, for any bill that is subject to pre-legislative scrutiny, it would be
expected that the LSC Chair, clerks or members of the assigned sub-committee working group would liaise
with the departmental select committee that considered the bill in draft to ensure that any issues relating to
legislative standards were picked up and addressed. If issues of legislative standards were considered by the
Select Committee then it could specifically opt to include a recommendation to the LSC in its final report. This
would reduce the risk of duplication and reinforce the prospect that problems with the technical standard of a
bill might be addressed.

(vii) Qualifying standards/criteria

Before legislation is presented to the LSC, the government (either the relevant departmental Secretary of
State or the Leader of the House) would be required to certify that it believes the bill does indeed meet the
qualifying standards.

In general, all bills should, in principle, pass through the LSC. However, over the last two decades, more
than 30 bills have been deemed “emergency” legislation and fast-tracked through Parliament. We set out in our
original written submission to this inquiry how we think the LSC might deal with legislation in this category.

As part of the scrutiny process, the LSC would have the option to call the Leader of the House and/or the
relevant departmental minister (with officials in support if required) to appear before it to account for the
preparation of a bill.

At present, any bill should be accompanied by a number of supporting documents, primarily: the explanatory
notes; an impact assessment including the statutory Equality Impact Assessment; a memorandum on
compatibility with the European Convention on Human Rights; and a memorandum on delegated powers.

However, the quality of these documents is highly variable and they do not require departments/ministers to
provide parliamentarians with detailed information about many of the decisions taken, particularly in relation
to the legal context and technical standards of the legislation. An important aspect of the work of the LSC
would be to determine what improvements are needed in the range, quality and format of information provided
by government to help MPs and Peers in scrutinising a bill. This would be set out in the LSC’s “Guidance
for Departments”.

In determining the qualifying criteria that should be examined by the committee, the “principles of good
legislation” outlined by the Better Government Initiative in its report, Good Government should act as the
LSC’s starting point.

To give effect to these principles through the development of a set of criteria for consideration, the LSC
might reasonably expect the government in its supporting documentation to address at least (though not
exclusively) the following questions and issues when bringing forward a new bill:

— What is the history of past legislation in this policy area? Why is legislation deemed necessary
at this time?

— Whether the proposed legislation contains duplicate or similar powers/criminal offences which
are already in force and why the new powers/criminal offences are therefore justified.

— Why the provisions in the bill could not be dealt with by administrative action alone.

— Whether there are any legislative precedents for what is proposed.

— The justification for the inclusion of Henry VIII powers—whether the bill, as drafted, grants
ministers power that are wider than those required to achieve the intended policy purpose.

— The justification for the creation of any new forms of Orders/delegated legislation procedure,
and an explanation of why an existing Order/delegated legislation procedure model is not
deemed suitable for adoption.

— Why the bill has not been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny.

— If the bill has been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny whether the government has satisfactorily
responded to the key issues raised during the scrutiny process.

— What public and stakeholder consultation has taken place with regard to the bill, what key
issues were raised and what the government’s response is to these points.
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— Where relevant, why the bill may be being used as a vehicle to introduce legislation on matters
beyond the proposed central policy purpose—eg where it appears to be a “Christmas Tree” bill,
bringing together an array of “miscellaneous provisions”, or why it is an “omnibus bill” which
is, in effect, several bills in one, some of which are so large they have to be published in
two parts.

— Why purpose or overview clauses have/have not been included to aid the scrutiny process.

— Why Keeling/Keeling-like Schedules have/have not been introduced to accompany the Bill.

— Whether and when consolidation may be required.

— Whether there are any implications in relation to devolved powers to Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.

— In light of these issues, whether the explanatory materials are sufficiently detailed and of
appropriate quality.

Following completion of their deliberations, the LSC would compile a report confirming whether or not they
believe the bill meets the required legislative standards.

(viii) What happens to a bill if the LSC concludes a bill does not meet the required legislative standards?

In the event that the LSC concluded that the bill did not meet the standards, two possible next steps might
be available:

1. the government could be invited to voluntarily withdraw its bill, remedy the deficiencies
identified by the LSC, and re-submit it in within a matter of weeks; or

2. if the government declined to voluntarily withdraw its bill the LSC’s findings could be referred
to either House as required (depending on where the government proposed to introduce the
bill), with the members of that House left to decide on deferral. To assist the House in its
decision, the responsible departmental minister and/or the Leader of the House, would be
required to submit a written statement explaining their rationale.

Alternatively, it might be deemed preferable for the LSC’s findings to be automatically sent
only to the House of Commons for the final decision on deferral; this would be possible for all
bills if the LSC’s work was performed at a new pre-introduction stage (rather than between
first and second reading).

All Members of the House would then be invited to vote on whether or not to endorse the LSC report and
defer the bill pending improvements, or reject the LSC recommendation and allow the bill to proceed to the
next legislative stage in the normal way.

Ultimately the decision about whether to proceed with the legislation would rest with Members, and the
government could whip the vote and proceed regardless of the LSC’s view. However, there are important
reputational risks associated with such an approach that might mitigate in favour of a more consensual and co-
operative approach on the part of the government. If not, then the House collectively will at least have had an
opportunity to reflect and decide on the issue. If it then chooses to allow a bill that the LSC has concluded is
deficient to nonetheless proceed then that is its right to do so. However, in most instances it would be unlikely,
in our view, for the legislation to get to the stage of a vote in the House.

Where might an LSC have made a difference?

An LSC will not fix all problems with the legislative process, and specifically it will not fix legislation that
is predicated on flawed policy process and provisions. It is therefore unlikely, for example, that an LSC would
have resolved the problems with the recent Health and Social Care Bill as the issues causing it to be withdrawn
and partially re-written went considerably beyond the technical standards of legislative preparation.

However, the LSC would have come into play on the 2011 Localism Bill. Specifically, the bill included
provisions to overhaul the social housing sector and yet the departmental consultation on the housing policy
provisions, “Local Decisions: A Fairer Future for Social Housing”, did not conclude until the day of the second
reading of the bill on the 17 January 2011, and the summary responses to the consultation were not then
published until 28 February 2011 by which time the first four Public Bill Committee sittings had already been
held. The LSC could have encouraged the government not to proceed until the consultation was completed.
However, if ministers insisted on pressing ahead then the LSC could have drawn the early attention of the
House(s) to the problem with a recommendation that they refuse to accept the Bill for consideration until the
consultation process was completed and the impact assessment and related legislative documentation
appropriately updated. The LSC might also have questioned the omnibus nature of the legislation given the
size of the bill.

The LSC would also have come into play with the Public Bodies Bill or the Legislative and Regulatory
Reform Bill in relation to the question of whether the bills, as drafted, would have granted ministers powers
that are wider than those required to achieve the intended policy purpose, as well as in relation to the adoption
of the particular delegated legislation procedures.
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An LSC might also have raised questions about a Christmas Tree Bill such as the Legal Aid, Sentencing
and Punishment of Offenders Bill. The original bill covered issues as varied as clinical negligence, social and
welfare law, domestic violence, knife crime, changes in the law relating to life sentences and the abolition of
indeterminate sentences. The LSC might have asked whether the bill was being used for departmental
legislative convenience to take forward a number of miscellaneous provisions which are notoriously difficult
to scrutinise because of their disparate nature. As such it might have questioned whether the bill should proceed
in this form and, if it should, what additional support (eg Keeling-like schedules/additional information) might
be required to improve the accessibility and effectiveness of the scrutiny process.

A cycle of learning

The Government has confirmed that it convenes internal “lessons learnt” discussions between relevant
officials in the Office of Parliamentary Counsel and departments. However, these are executive focused and do
not engage directly with the concerns of MPs and Peers regarding their thoughts on the quality of legislative
and procedural preparation of each bill, nor whether the information provided by government aided or hindered
their scrutiny of it. The LSC, in addition to setting out its thoughts in its annual report, could helpfully convene
a private seminar once or twice a year with ministers, departmental bill team officials and Parliamentary
Counsel to discuss their mutual concerns—based on exact legislative case studies to illustrate their points—
with a view to seeking improvements in the process and facilitating better partnership working between
Parliament and the executive in the future.

February 2013

Written evidence submitted by the Law Commission

1. The role of the Law Commission is to keep all the law of England and Wales under review, provide
advice and information to government, and recommend reform where it is needed. The driving principle of all
our law reform work is to ensure that the law is fair, modern, accessible and as cost-effective as possible. We
believe that, for the law to be fair, it must be capable of being understood. We strive to remove ambiguity and
make the law easy to understand and use for the courts, legal practitioners and citizens.

2. As a body whose sole business is law reform, it is not within our remit to respond to the specific questions
posed by this inquiry about parliamentary processes and mechanisms. We do, however, have observations to
make about how “good” law can be achieved through the way law reform is conducted that may be of value
to the Committee.

Is there a need for improved legislative standards?

The rationale for a Law Commission

3. The Law Commission was established by the Law Commissions Act 1965 in recognition, by Parliament,
of the need for an expert body to review and reform the law. Parliament defined the Commission’s purpose as:
“promoting the reform of the law” (section 1(1)), and its function as: “to take and keep under review all the
law … with a view to its systematic development and reform, including in particular the codification of such
law, the elimination of anomalies, the repeal of obsolete and unnecessary enactments, the reduction of the
number of separate enactments and generally the simplification and modernisation of the law” (section 3(10)).

4. In explaining the impetus behind the Law Commissions Bill, Sir Eric Fletcher pointed to the need for
improved accessibility and intelligibility in the law: “One of the hallmarks of a civilised society is that its laws
should not only be just, but should be up to date, accessible and intelligible. The state of our law today does
not satisfy those requirements” (Sir Eric Fletcher, Minister without Portfolio. Hansard HC 8 February 1965 vol
706 cc47–158).

5. Today, the Commission is frequently made aware of the impact on the Courts and the citizen of legislation
that has been poorly drafted or badly conceived. Recommendations that the Law Commission should review
an area of law are made by the judiciary, often in judgments, by Members of Parliament, government
departments and other government bodies, as well as by many voluntary and private sector organisations
and individuals.

6. Periodically we open a consultation, calling for ideas for projects for our next Programme of Law Reform.
The suggestions we receive often relate to areas of law that have fallen out of step with modern society. Others,
however, highlight areas where there is ambiguity or extreme and unnecessary complexity in the law or where
the law has become incoherent through multiple changes or simply does not function as was intended. It does
not necessarily follow that the drafting of the legislation is at the root of the problem, but that certainly can be
the case.

7. As a result of the last call we made for ideas, which was in 2010, we received suggestions for more than
200 potential law reform projects. This could be read as an indication of the degree to which there is a need
for improved legislative standards.
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What changes to existing processes in Parliament or government would contribute to improved legislative
standards?

8. Without commenting on existing parliamentary process, we set out for the Committee the part played in
the design and delivery of well-conceived and well-drafted law by:

— the way in which the Commission works;

— the process by which we conduct law reform;

— how we use consultation and specialist advice to inform our work;

— the way we work with departments; and

— our independent status.

How the Commission works

Led by experts

9. There are five Law Commissioners, all of whom work full-time at the Commission. Each has responsibility
for overseeing our law reform work in a specific area of law, supported by the Commission’s four specialist
teams of lawyers and researchers.

10. The Chairman is either a High Court or an Appeal Court judge, appointed to the Commission for up to
three years. If not already an Appeal Court judge, it is expected that, on appointment, the Chairman will be
appointed to the next vacancy in the Court of Appeal. The practical effect of this is that the Commission is led
by a Lord Justice of Appeal who, for that reason, is also a Privy Councillor.

11. The other four Commissioners are experienced barristers, solicitors or university teachers of law. They
are appointed by the Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice for up to five years, although their
appointments may be extended.

12. The reputation of the Law Commission—as expert, authoritative and independent—and the respect with
which it is held in the legal and academic arenas, enables us to attract Commissioners of the highest calibre.

13. The independence of the Commission is of primary importance. No member of the senior judiciary
would put themselves forward for the role of Chairman if the Commission was anything less than independent,
and the fact that the Chairman is a very senior judge itself serves as a guarantee of the Commission’s
independence. Equally, if the Commission were not independent, it would not be able to persuade candidates
of such great experience and expertise to abandon, or put on hold, their existing successful careers to seek
appointment as Commissioner.

Accountability

14. The Commissioners follow a Code of Best Practice that incorporates the principles of the Cabinet Code
of Best Practice for Board Members of Public Bodies and takes particular account of the recommendations in
the First Report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life (the Nolan Committee).

15. Under the Code, the Commissioners are expected at all times to observe the highest standards of
impartiality, integrity and objectivity in relation to the work of the Commission. They are answerable to the
Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice (and, accordingly, to Parliament), and to every person and
organisation having an interest in our work, for the activities of the Commission, the proper use of its funds
and the achievement of its objectives.

16. While answerable to the Lord Chancellor, in carrying out their statutory duties under the Law
Commissions Act 1965, the Commissioners operate independently of the Government of the day. They cannot
be required by government to exercise their functions in any particular manner nor can they be directed to
make recommendations to suit political expediency.

Specialist teams

17. Over the years, we have built a significant body of expertise in specialist areas, which allows us to
approach reform projects with an established knowledge base and keen understanding of the issues.

18. Having teams that are able to devote their attention to specialist areas of law reform has allowed us to
undertake projects of a length and complexity that may not be possible for government departments. It has, for
example, enabled us to undertake a long and demanding project on insurance contract law. Since starting work
on this project in 2007, the Commercial Law team has been able to accumulate a high degree of knowledge
and expertise in the area of insurance contract law, and build solid and productive relationships with highly
influential stakeholders. The team is responsible for the Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations)
Act 2012, which received Royal Assent on 8 March 2012. Further reform proposals are forthcoming in the
areas of post-contract duties, including damages for late payment; pre-contract disclosure and misrepresentation
in business insurance law; and warranties.

19. The teams are led by subject specialist senior lawyers, who work closely on a daily basis with their
Commissioner and lead a group of team lawyers, many of whom are members of the Government Legal
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Service. Each team is supported by a small number of research assistants who are recent law graduates recruited
for their research skills.

Embedded Parliamentary Counsel

20. To smooth the path of our recommended reforms, we almost invariably submit our reports to government
accompanied by draft legislation which, if enacted, would implement our proposed reforms.

21. The Law Commission has always had a team of Parliamentary Counsel embedded in the organisation.
This team is usually made up of Counsel on loan from the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel (OPC), but has
occasionally included former members of OPC or Counsel who have worked as drafters in other common
law jurisdictions.

22. The embedded Parliamentary Counsel team is responsible for drafting the Law Commission’s law reform
bills on the instructions of the relevant law reform team.

23. Working closely with the teams on a daily basis enables the Counsel to develop a thorough understanding
of the team’s intentions and ensure these are reflected accurately and appropriately in our draft bills.

24. Conversely, the discipline of translating our ideas for law reform into legislation is also of enormous
benefit in our development of good law, in that it provides us with an opportunity to test the viability of our
provisional proposals.

25. Our Parliamentary Counsel are also available to give advice on questions relating to legislation and
parliamentary procedure arising in the course of the Commission’s work. This has been particularly valuable
on the occasions when we have supported the implementation of Law Commission Bills.

The process by which we conduct law reform

Programmes of law reform

26. The Law Commission is required, by the 1965 Act, to “prepare and submit to the Minister from time to
time programmes for the examination of different branches of the law with a view to reform” (section 3(1)(b)).

27. The latest such Programme is the 11th, on which we started work in 2011. The Programme includes 14
new projects, which were recommended to us through a process of consultation.

28. The consultation ran for five months during 2010. It was wide and thorough, inviting participation from
Parliamentarians, the judiciary, legal practitioners and academics, senior government officials and many others,
using a mix of direct contact and the specialist legal press.

29. Wide consultation, and the provision of a choice of methods for submitting suggestions, proved effective
in delivering over 200 project ideas identifying areas of law in need of reform.

References

30. In addition to our programmes of law reform, we also undertake projects referred directly to us by
ministers.

31. We are currently conducting a review of the legislation relating to the operation and responsibilities
of the regulatory bodies for health care professionals and social workers, referred to us by the Department
of Health.

32. We also receive requests to provide government with advice.

33. In 2011 we were asked by the Ministry of Justice and the Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills to provide an Advice on the advantages and disadvantages of a common European sales law, to enable
the UK to negotiate constructively with its European partners. We completed this project in October 2011.

Type and scope of project

34. The Commission’s work has always been on technical areas of the law: the unique combination of expert
Commissioners and specialist lawyer teams gives us a capacity to offer effective work on some of the most
technically difficult legal topics. The drivers for reform have been the commercial as well as the legal sector,
and most of our work has had wide social implications. In recent years we have extended our expertise, as can
be seen from the content of the 11th Programme.

35. Our projects on Conservation Covenants and Wildlife (both linked to the Department for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) involve an engagement with the biodiversity agenda; our work on the
Electronic Communications Code (Department for Culture, Media and Sport) requires an understanding of both
technical and commercial factors; and our project on Taxis and Private Hire Vehicles (Department for
Transport) is as heavily influenced by economic analysis as it is by questions of law. These projects demonstrate
examples of the additional areas of expertise we are developing to complement the excellence in doctrinal
legal analysis for which the Commission is recognised.
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Project selection

36. All the proposals we receive are subjected to a rigorous selection procedure. They are measured against
the Commission’s established criteria, reviewed by Commissioners and assessed by the lawyers and our
economics team, to give us a better understanding of the scope of the project and the potential impact of reform.

37. Where projects appear to be appropriate for inclusion in the Programme, we will conduct preliminary
discussions with the relevant government department under the terms of the Protocol agreed between the Lord
Chancellor (on behalf of the Government) and the Law Commission, which was provided for under the Law
Commission Act 2009 and came into force on 29 March 2010.

38. The Protocol governs how we conduct our relationship with lead departments throughout the course of
a project. There is more on this later (paragraphs 77–80).

39. Only projects that are appropriate for the Commission and have a reasonable expectation of
implementation are selected for the Programme.

Selection Criteria

40. We assess each project proposal against the following broad selection criteria:

— Importance: the extent to which the law is unsatisfactory (for example, unfair, unduly complex,
inaccessible or outdated); and the potential benefits likely to accrue from undertaking reform.

— Suitability: whether the reform would be suitable to be put forward by a body of lawyers after
legal research and consultation (this would tend to exclude subjects where the considerations
are shaped primarily by political judgements).

— Resources: internal and external resources needed, and whether those resources are likely to be
available; and the need for a good mix of projects in terms of the scale and timing so as to
enable effective management of the programme.

Provisions of the Protocol

41. The Protocol also requires us to consider:

— the degree of departmental support;

— whether there is a Scottish or Northern Irish dimension to the project that would need the
involvement of the Scottish and/or Northern Ireland Law Commissions;

— whether there is a Welsh dimension that would need the involvement of the Welsh Government;

— whether the independent, non-political Commission is the most suitable body to conduct a
review in that area of law; and

— whether project-specific funding is available (if relevant).

42. One of the most important provisions of the Protocol, and one that may prove to have the greatest impact
on the rate at which our recommendations are implemented, is the requirement on ministers to give an
undertaking that there is a serious intention in the department to take forward law reform in the specified area.
The Protocol stipulates that, before the Commission includes a project in a law reform programme or undertakes
a referral from a minister, the Lord Chancellor will expect the minister (with the support of the permanent
secretary) to give the Commission this undertaking.

Consolidation of legislation: a statutory duty

43. As part of its statutory functions in relation to law reform the Law Commission has always had
responsibility for the production of consolidation bills. The aim of consolidation is to make statute law more
accessible and comprehensible, both to those who have to apply it and to those who are affected by it.

44. Consolidation draws together a number of existing enactments on the same subject, usually into one bill,
to form a rational structure and make the cumulative effect of different layers of amendment more intelligible.
In all consolidation, the effect of the current law should be preserved.

45. The need for consolidation is often particularly acute after there has been considerable legislative activity
in an area of law without the original legislation having been replaced or rewritten. The language can become
out of date and the content obsolete or out of step with developments in the general law.

46. There is also often scope for improving drafting and removing the minor inconsistencies, ambiguities
and obsolete material that can result from successive Acts on the same subject and more general changes in
the law.

47. Modern methods of updating legislation have made it much easier to access reliable, up-to-date versions
and have reduced the pressure to consolidate simply to take account of amendments. There is still, however, a
need for consolidation as a process. This is usually because the law on a subject is found in a number of
different Acts or instruments, or because layers of amending legislation have distorted the structure of the
original Act.
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48. It is not always possible to remedy minor defects in legislation without altering its effect. We have
established a procedure whereby the Commission may recommend small changes of substance be made in
order to facilitate consolidation.

Our Approach to Consolidation

49. The senior Parliamentary Counsel at the Commission will consider any proposed topic for consolidation
with a view to determining whether it is suitable, how acute is the need for consolidation and whether there is
likely to be anyone available to draft it within a reasonable time. Larger consolidations can take two or three
years to complete; there is no point in starting a consolidation unless the underlying law is likely to remain
stable for the period the project will take.

50. Since 2010, the Commission will not agree to a proposal unless that department is fully committed to
supporting the project by making contributions both in terms of resources (typically, a lawyer) and funding. It
is also now expected that a draft consolidation bill will usually be published by the department for wider
consultation before it is introduced.

Our Record and Current Work

51. The Commission has been responsible for over 200 enacted consolidation bills since it was established
in 1965.

52. We are currently working on two consolidation bills: the law relating to Bail and a bill consolidating the
law of co-operative societies and public benefit societies for the Treasury.

Statute Law Repeals

53. In reforming the law, the Law Commission does not just propose new laws. We also propose the repeal
of laws that have become obsolete.

54. This work is known as statute law repeals (SLR). The purpose of SLR is to modernise and simplify the
statute book, reduce its size and save the time of lawyers and others who use it. This in turn helps to avoid
unnecessary costs. It also stops people being misled by obsolete laws that masquerade as live law. If an
Act still features in the statute book and is referred to in textbooks, people reasonably assume that it must
mean something.

Our Approach

55. SLR work is carried out by a specialist team at the Law Commission, with assistance from colleagues
at the Scottish Law Commission. The team work through the statute book and carry out detailed research on
each Act that appears to serve no useful purpose.

56. The topics chosen for consideration in this way form part of each programme of SLR work carried out
by the Commission. Each programme contains about a dozen topics. To complete a programme, the
Commission publishes a report recommending the repeal of every Act that has been identified as obsolete and
including a draft bill to provide for the repeal of these Acts.

Implementation of Repeals Bills and the 2012 Bill

57. Implementation of the Law Commission’s SLR proposals is by means of Statute Law (Repeals) bills.

58. The Commission produced its latest Statute Law (Repeals) bill in April 2012. It proposed the repeal of
817 whole Acts and the part repeal of 50 other Acts.

59. All the Commission’s draft SLR bills have been enacted by Parliament. Our success in our SLR work
owes much to the fact that, unlike any other law reform agency throughout the world, we have established a
permanent team whose sole purpose is that of identifying and researching obsolete statutes. This work is ring-
fenced from the activities of the other teams at the Commission. Moreover we are able to review the whole
of the statute book and not just part of it, as would be the case if SLR work were handled by individual
government departments.

How we use consultation and specialist advice to inform our work

Consultation

60. Our law reform and statute law repeals projects are opened up to public consultation.

61. Consultation is the fulcrum of our law reform projects. It is critical to the final outcome in that it allows
us to gain an in-depth, up-to-date and thorough understanding of an area of law, the problems that arise and
how they are experienced by the courts, legal practitioners and other interested parties, be they business, the
voluntary sector, private citizens or others. The result of our consultation process is virtually always to produce
a more effective set of final recommendations.

62. The first major phase of a project is the preparation of a detailed consultation paper. This involves a
substantial period of in-depth research. The aim is to learn how the law works in other jurisdictions—both
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common law or others—and to develop an understanding of the practices and approaches adopted in the field
in question to ensure that our understanding of the law is properly contextualised.

63. On occasion, we will also conduct a scoping exercise prior to the preparation of a consultation paper.
This allows us to investigate the extent of the legal problems identified, and asses to what degree these problems
translate into practical difficulties.

64. The consultation process involves the publication of a consultation paper. This will often be supported
by an early impact assessment and a summary of the paper. We are anxious to encourage responses and to
avoid over-burdening consultees. Accordingly, we expect consultees to be able to respond on the basis of
the summary.

Enabling Responses

65. Our experience suggests that developing concrete provisional proposals enables a better and more
productive consultation process than asking open-ended, high-level, abstract questions.

66. All our consultation papers and summaries are available online. We have employed a range of accessible
formats and produced tailored overviews for specific audiences, in particular those who are not legal experts.
In line with the Government’s “Digital by Default” initiative, we have begun to offer consultees an opportunity
to respond to our consultations online.

67. Most of our projects touch on a range of interests and have the potential to impact the lives of a great
number of people so we aim to reach as many interested parties as possible, often face to face. For example,
in relation to our projects on adult social care and taxis and private hire services, we have conducted, or expect
to conduct, between 60 and 80 meetings, seminars, workshops or conferences as part of the consultation
process.

68. We also, of course, invite and receive a great many written responses. These often provide us with an
enormously detailed exposition of an issue, set out by people who are experts and experienced practitioners in
the field of investigation.

69. The result of our extensive, in-depth and interactive consultation process is that we are able to develop
an extremely well-informed view not only of how robust our provisional proposals are but also how they would
fit with the particular dynamics and ethos of the practical context in which they would be expected to work.

Consultation Principles

70. All our consultations adhere to the Consultation Principles set out by the Cabinet Office.

Our Consultees

71. Our consultees come from across the whole of society and include ministers and other Members of
Parliament, officials and legal advisers from across Whitehall, the judiciary, practising lawyers and legal
academics, local government, representative and campaigning organisations in the business and voluntary
sectors, and citizens.

72. We make substantial efforts to ensure our target audiences are aware of our consultations. These include
direct contact from the legal teams or via the members of our advisory groups; issuing notices via the traditional
media; and the tailored use of social media.

Specialist advice

73. For many of our projects we will pull together an advisory group to assist in the preparation of our
provisional consultation proposals and impact assessments, and ensure that we are able to reach and engage
all potential interested parties. Depending on the project, an advisory group might consist of half a dozen legal
experts, or 50 organisations representing a far greater number of relevant stakeholders.

74. Our advisory groups provide us with an invaluable source of specialist advice. They can also give us a
unique insight into the impact an issue with the law may be having on the Courts, practitioners, business and
citizens. They help us to build a clear understanding of an existing situation, the experiences of all those upon
whom it impacts and the likely implications of reform.

75. We are increasingly using other methods of engaging and seeking evidence from experts and those who
may be impacted by reform. We have used short, tailored surveys to seek advice on narrow issues from
targeted groups.

The way we work with departments

76. Although the Commission’s work on law reform, statute law repeals and consolidation is conducted
independent from government influence, we work closely with departments in formulating and implementing
our proposals.
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77. How we conduct our relationship with lead departments through the course of our law reform projects
is governed by the Protocol between the Lord Chancellor (on behalf of the Government) and the Law
Commission, which places obligations on both the Commission and government.

78. Under the Protocol, the Commission and officials in the department agree to communicate promptly and
openly with each other. The Commission must keep the department informed about the progress of a project,
and the department’s officials must alert the Commission to any wider policy developments or changes in
priorities that may affect the implementation of reform.

79. The Protocol does allow us to change the direction of projects as they progress, although this can be
done only in consultation with the lead department. We also agree to take full account of the minister’s views
at any review points during a project but ministers are not at any time able to require us to stop working on
a project.

80. The department is required to provide an interim response to every Law Commission report: “as soon
as possible and in any event within six months”, and a final response: “as soon as possible after delivery of
the interim response and in any event within one year of publication of the response”, in each case unless
otherwise agreed with the Commission. If government is minded either to reject or substantially modify any
significant recommendation of the Commission it must first give us the opportunity to discuss and comment
on its reasons before finalising the decision.

81. Commissioners expect that, by obliging ministers to make sure we receive an undertaking of serious
intention to implement before we consider an area of law for reform, and by speeding up the process of post-
report decision making, the Protocol will make a sizeable contribution to ensuring that our work is
implemented.

Memoranda of Understanding

82. In addition to the requirements of the Protocol, we have recently adopted the practice of agreeing
memoranda of understanding with departments other than the Ministry of Justice, where the department makes
a contribution to the cost of the project.

83. The purpose of the memorandum of understanding is to set out the respective functions of the department
and the Commission, explain the basis of the contribution, and reinforce and implement the provisions in
the Protocol.

Working with Bill Teams

84. It is often also the case that our legal teams will provide all necessary briefing and background material
to support the introduction and passage of an SLR bill or a bill that derives from our recommendations
for reform.

85. In some cases the Parliamentary Counsel who drafted a law reform bill at the Commission will, after
returning to the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel, be available to draft the implementing bill for a Law
Commission report. This continuity is extremely desirable as far as the quality of the legislation is concerned,
and is a particular benefit of having Counsel embedded at the Commission.

Our independent status

86. The Commission was set up to be independent of government and the political agenda. Our position as
an arms’-length body enables us to seek the best solutions free from the influence of any political ideology
and, where we feel it is necessary, to speak with a voice that is independent of any department and does not
necessarily accord with the position of the Government of the day.

87. The value of the Commission’s independence has been recognised by government. In October 2010, the
Government concluded, in its Public Bodies Reform Review, that the Commission should be retained on the
grounds of our “performing a technical function which should remain independent of Government” (14 October
2010). In February the following year, speaking in the House of Lords about the 150 organisations, including
the Law Commission, in Schedule 7 of the Public Bodies Bill, former Cabinet Office Minister, Lord Taylor of
Holbeach, acknowledged that “the Government absolutely recognises that some public functions need to be
carried out independently of ministers” (Hansard (HoL), 28 February 2011, vol 725, col 798).

88. The independence of the Commission in the exercise of its statutory functions means that when
Parliament considers the Commission’s bills it knows that they are legally sound and have not been influenced
in any way by political considerations or expediency.

89. Our independence is also crucial to the engagement of our stakeholders. The quality, relevance and
impact of the work we produce is to a high degree reliant on the contributions of our stakeholders, and we
know that many of them continue to be willing to engage with us precisely because they perceive us as being
independent of government and ministers. They trust that we are at liberty to conduct the work of law reform
with a legal rigour that is free from any political constraint.

90. As an illustration, the British Insurance Law Association (BILA) remarked that: “the Law Commission
has shown itself to be assiduously fair in its dealings with both policyholders and insurers” (letter to the
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Evening Standard, 28 June 2012). BILA is a membership organisation representing insurers, insurance brokers
and other intermediaries, academic lawyers, solicitors and barristers. The Association has been a pivotal
stakeholder in our long-standing work on insurance contract law. We understand that BILA considers the
Commission as being closely enough associated with “government” that we can effect change, yet far enough
removed to be able to act independently and achieve balanced outcomes.

91. This perception of the Commission proved particularly valuable in our work on disclosure and
misrepresentation in insurance contracts. We were able to achieve such a level of consensus between the
insurance industry and its influential consumers that government was able to take the Consumer Insurance
(Disclosure and Representations) Bill through Parliament via the House of Lords procedure for uncontroversial
Law Commission Bills, achieving Royal Assent on 8 March 2012.

92. The independence of the Commission can allow us to propose reform in areas where the public might
have reservations about government formulation of policy. For example, our current programme includes a
project on misconduct in public office, which stems from the March 2010 report of the Committee on Issue of
Privilege (Police Searches on the Parliamentary Estate).

93. It is also the case that law reform work often does not capture the imagination of the public. An
independent Commission is free to review areas of law that may not be high on the political agenda, popular
or easy to deal with. It is also able to complete long-term projects that might not otherwise survive a change
in government.

Should a new mechanism, designed to improve legislative standards (such as a Legislative Standards
Committee), be introduced?

94. It is not the place of the Commission to comment on whether a new Parliamentary mechanism for
scrutiny is appropriate. We do, however, believe that the following might be of value to the Committee when
considering that question.

Peer review

95. The ability of the Law Commission to develop good law is greatly enhanced by an internal process of
peer review. This allows each Commissioner to draw on the considerable expertise of his or her fellow
Commissioners, and provides Commissioners as a group with an opportunity to challenge each other’s work.

96. This feature of how the Commission works is critical and adds as much value as the external scrutiny
our projects receive through consultation.

97. Peer review takes place at each of the key stages in a project, up to and including the final report and
draft bill.

Parliamentary scrutiny of Law Commission law reform

98. All work undertaken by the Law Commission is transparent and freely available at a number of stages
for scrutiny by Parliament.

99. We lay detailed information about all our programmes of reform before Parliament prior to
commencement, in accordance with the Law Commissions Act 1965, which provides that: “The Minister shall
lay before Parliament any programmes prepared by the Commission and approved by him and any proposals
for reform formulated by the Commission pursuant to such programmes” (s3(2)).

100. We also lay before Parliament the recommendations for reform that flow from our projects, in the form
of Law Commission reports. These reports also include an exploration of the existing law and the issues and
problems identified; a summary of the consultation, and responses received; and an assessment of the likely
impact—economic and social—of the reforms, were they to be implemented.

101. The 1965 Act also provides that: “The Commission … shall make an annual report to the Minister on
[its] proceedings, and the Minister shall lay the report before Parliament with such comments (if any) as he
thinks fit” (s3(3)). Accordingly, the Commission produces an annual report in which we give a full account of
the progress and status of all our work.

The Lord Chancellor’s annual report

102. The Law Commission Act 2009 creates a duty on the Lord Chancellor to report to Parliament annually
on implementation of Law Commission proposals.

103. The Lord Chancellor’s annual report must set out the Law Commission proposals for reform that have
been implemented during the year and those that have not yet been implemented, including “plans for dealing
with any of those proposals” and, where any decision has been taken not to implement, “the reasons for the
decision”. We consider this to be important in that it increases the transparency of the Government’s approach to
our work and allows Parliament an opportunity to exercise oversight of government’s response to our proposals.
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Implementation

104. The Law Commission cannot introduce a bill into Parliament. To implement legislative reform, we are
dependent on government or occasionally, as with the Estates of Deceased Persons (Forfeiture and the Law of
Succession) Act 2011, upon the support of an individual Parliamentarian who can carry our work forward by
means of a private member’s bill.

105. Once government is ready to introduce a Law Commission Bill in Parliament, there are two additional
routes that can be taken: the Law Commission House of Lords procedure and the procedures for statute law
repeals and consolidation.

House of Lords Procedure

106. The House of Lords procedure for scrutinising Law Commission Bills was adopted by the House in
October 2010, following a successful trial. The procedure allows for the Second Reading of uncontroversial
Law Commission bills to be taken off the floor of the House, enabling valuable legislation to proceed to the
statute book that would previously have found it difficult to secure a place in the main legislative programme.
Three bills have to date been taken through under the procedure, all of which have received Royal Assent: the
Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 2009, the Third Parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 2010 and the
Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations) Act 2012.

107. This procedure is in no sense a “fast track”. The Second Reading, held in a Committee Room, has been
the occasion of rigorous scrutiny and keen debate about the provisions of each bill.

Statute Law Repeals

108. The Law Commission’s draft Statute Law (Repeals) bills and associated reports are laid before
Parliament as Command Papers.

109. SLR bills enjoy a fast-track route into and through Parliament. They are generally introduced into the
House of Lords within weeks of their publication by the Commission.

110. After Lords Second Reading, SLR bills are considered by the Joint Committee on Consolidation Bills,
a Committee appointed by both Houses to consider consolidation bills and SLR bills, before returning to the
House of Lords for the remaining stages.

111. The Ministry of Justice has responsibility for SLR bills in both Houses.

Consolidation

112. Consolidation bills benefit from a special parliamentary procedure similar to that used for SLR bills:
being considered by a joint committee before following more or less formal proceedings through the other
Parliamentary stages.

113. A Law Commission consolidation would not recommend changes that were sufficiently significant to
require the introduction of a normal bill. For that reason, some Consolidation bills are preceded by a programme
bill that includes amendments to the legislation being consolidated.

Achieving reform

114. As a final note, we would like to draw the Committee’s attention to the achievements of the Law
Commission in implementing reform.

115. To date, the Commission has produced 191 reports making recommendations for reform to government.
Of these, 131 have been accepted and our recommended reforms implemented in whole or part.

116. Eighteen Statute Law (Repeals) bills have been enacted since the Commission was established in 1965.
Between them they have repealed more than 2,500 whole Acts and part repealed thousands of other Acts.

117. The Commission has been responsible for over 200 enacted consolidation bills.

August 2012

Further written evidence submitted by the Law Commission

1. In 2006 the Law Commission responded to a request to undertake a study of the options as to post-
legislative scrutiny and who would most appropriately take on the role. In doing so it pointed out that this was
an unusual project for the Commission. While it is usually concerned with reform of substantive law, this
project related to the legislative process and analysed parliamentary, governmental and external processes for
the evaluation of legislation after it had been brought into force. It reported only after extensive consultation,
in particular among those with a detailed knowledge of how the legislative process works. Its consultation
paper (LCCP178) was published on 22 December 2005. Its report (Cm 6945; LC302) was published on 27
September 2006. Both documents are available on the Law Commission’s website www.lawcom.gov.uk
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2. The Law Commission concluded that the reasons for having more systematic post-legislative scrutiny
included the following:

— to see whether legislation is working out in practice as intended;

— to contribute to better regulation;

— to improve the focus on implementation and delivery of policy aims; and

— to identify and disseminate good practice so that lessons may be drawn from the successes and
failures revealed by the scrutiny work.

3. More specifically, it considered that:

(a) The clarification of policy objectives is critical and Regulatory Impact Assessments should be
enhanced in order to provide clarification of policy objectives and to set out criteria for
monitoring and review.

(b) Strengthened guidance from the centre of government to departments would help to ensure that
there is greater commitment from departments to post-enactment review work.

(c) Consideration should be given to the setting up of a new parliamentary joint committee on
post-legislative scrutiny. Under this proposal select committees would retain the power to
undertake post-legislative review but, if they decided not to do so, the potential for review
would then pass to a dedicated committee. That committee, supported by the Scrutiny Unit,
could be involved at pre-legislative as well as post-legislative stages in considering what should
be reviewed, could undertake the review work itself or commission others to do so, and would
develop organically within its broad terms of reference.

(d) A new joint committee may wish to involve independent experts in its review work. However,
there was no need to create a new body independent of Parliament to carry out post-
legislative scrutiny.

(e) Whether or not a bill has formal pre-legislative scrutiny, departments should give routine
consideration to whether (and, if so, how) legislation will be monitored and reviewed. A new
joint committee on post-legislative scrutiny might also consider bills and whether (and, if so,
how) they should be reviewed post-enactment.

(f) Any system of post-legislative scrutiny should ensure that interested parties are able to channel
their concerns about the operation of legislation to the reviewing body and participate in any
subsequent review through consultation or by giving evidence.

(g) For parliamentary review, a new joint committee would be best placed to decide which
legislation should be reviewed. For departmental review, the decision should be for the
department in accordance with guidance from the centre of government.

(h) The timescale for review should not be prescribed in order to allow for flexibility of approach
depending on the type of legislation under review and the type of review.

4. The Commission also suggested that there was scope for parliamentary post-legislative scrutiny of
secondary legislation. In addition it recommended that government give more thought to consolidation of
secondary legislation with the aim of improving the management and accessibility of secondary legislation.

5. In its response to the Law Commission report (Post-legislative Scrutiny–The Government’s Approach,
March 2008; Cm 7320), the Government accepted that there were clear benefits in selective post-legislative
scrutiny of Acts. However, it considered that the basis for a new process for post-legislative scrutiny should
be for the Commons departmental select committees themselves, on the basis of a Memorandum on appropriate
Acts submitted by the relevant government department and published as a command paper, to decide whether
to conduct post-legislative scrutiny of the Act in question. It accepted that in some cases it might be appropriate
for a different parliamentary body to conduct further scrutiny. The Government stated that in this way the
prime role of the Commons committees would be recognised and duplication of work would be avoided.

6. This Committee may wish, in connection with its present consideration of the legislative process, to revisit
the recommendations made by the Law Commission in 2006 and to consider the extent to which those reforms
which were implemented at that time have been successful.

October 2012
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Written evidence submitted by P R E Double, Remembrancer, UK Parliamentary Agent to the City of

London

1. Having followed the inquiry on the Call for Evidence on Ensuring Standards in the Quality of Legislation,
I thought a short comment about the somewhat arcane area of private parliamentary bills might be appropriate.
I have promoted five such bills for the City of London Corporation.

2. As members of the Committee will know, each session a handful of private bills are deposited in the
House. The measures deal with local issues which, for whatever reason, need to be dealt with through
parliamentary powers.

3. There is some debate over the use of private legislation where a public measure might be justified instead.
The private bills which have just been revived by Commons motions in the current parliamentary session
dealing with street trading issues are cases in point.

4. Putting that debate aside, the product of the procedure is, of course, an Act of Parliament. The Act may
deal with local issues, but they may nevertheless be of public interest. For example, the bill which reformed
the City of London’s electoral arrangements was very controversial in the Commons. Its passage through
Parliament took around 3 ½ years and in drafting (and actual) terms what emerged was substantially different
from what had been originally deposited.

5. The practicability of making private measures susceptible to a Legislative Standards Committee is a moot
point. But a number of witnesses to your Committee have made distinctions between different types of
legislation in answering your questions 3 and 4. Constitutional and “Emergency” measures in particular have
been referred to. If there were to be a “variable geometry” approach to the work of such a Committee, there
might be merit in making provision for consideration of private measures too.

6. Perhaps the Committee might want to consider that possibility when formulating its report?

July 2012

Written evidence submitted by Lord Curry of Kirkharle CBE, Non-Executive Chair,

Better Regulation Executive

1. I am writing to you in response to your inquiry into ensuring standards in the quality of legislation.

2. As the Chair of the Better Regulation Executive, I have a close interest in the quality of legislation that
has a regulatory effect. I understand you will be taking evidence from the Leader of the House of Commons
as part of the inquiry. My interest is in how parliamentarians scrutinising bills can draw upon analysis already
done within government.

3. The Better Regulation Executive oversees a range of functions to promote better regulation and ensure
that legislative proposals put forward by departments meet the Government’s principles of regulation. Most
relevant to your Committee is the use of Impact Assessments, and the associated scrutiny that is placed upon
regulatory proposals. Parliament already regularly draws upon Impact Assessments to inform its consideration
of secondary legislation, but there is room for greater use of them when debating bills.

4. Impact Assessments are central to the process of policy analysis. Impact Assessments are a continuous
process during policy appraisal, helping policy makers and ministers to consider whether and how government
should regulate and understand the consequences. They are also a tool for policy makers to assess and present
likely costs, benefits and risks of regulation.

5. The issues covered by Impact Assessments have significant overlap with those identified as key to
legislative scrutiny by organisations such as the Better Government Institute, and include:

— rationale for the policy, including whether regulation is needed at all;

— costs, benefits and risks of policy options; and

— justification of the decision taken.

6. Impact Assessments are first used externally at policy consultation stage, to allow stakeholder scrutiny
and ensure the consultation options are soundly formed and the likely impacts and risks properly understood.
A final version is then required when legislation is published or introduced—including primary legislation.
Both consultation and final Impact Assessments are scrutinised by the independent Regulatory Policy
Committee (RPC), who advise the ministerial Reducing Regulation Committee on whether the analysis is fit
for purpose. The RPC’s opinions on final-stage Impact Assessments are published alongside Impact
Assessments themselves.

7. Since the RPC was established in 2009, it has scrutinised over 1,200 Impact Assessments for regulatory
proposals. This scrutiny is a genuine challenge within government: at the end of 2010 only 56% of Impact
Assessments were judged fit for purpose, and it has required an increase in evidential standards, as well as a
shift in Whitehall culture, to progress to around 80% of Impact Assessments now being deemed fit for purpose.
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It is very rare for ministers to proceed with measures that have not received such clearance, so the existence of
the RPC has ensured better analysis is provided for many policies, and has caused some to be rethought entirely.

8. The existence of a tough, independent body focuses the attention of policymakers on Impact Assessments,
and helps to ensure that the rationale and evidence for a policy is concentrated in a single place. It therefore
seems to me that if you wish to recommend that parliamentarians increase their scrutiny on how policies have
been formed and justified, their Impact Assessments and associated RPC opinions are an excellent place to start.

9. Greater focus on Impact Assessments in the scrutiny of primary legislation would go well with the
excellent work of the Secondary Legislation Scrutiny Committee, who use Impact Assessments to scrutinise
and challenge regulation made through secondary legislation. Primary legislation already receives detailed
scrutiny during by the parliamentary process, and Impact Assessments could provide a very helpful source for
parliamentarians engaged in such scrutiny, clarifying the analysis behind a measure much as explanatory
memoranda clarify the legal wording presented in bills.

10. I am of course very happy to provide any further information about the issues I have raised in this letter.
I would also be very grateful for any feedback on how useful Impact Assessments are in fact found, and
whether they can be made more useful for parliamentarians.

November 2012

Written evidence submitted by Claire Clancy, Chief Executive and Clerk, National Assembly for Wales

1. Thank you for your invitation to submit written evidence to your inquiry “Ensuring standards in the
quality of legislation”.

2. You asked in particular about the legislative procedures in place at the National Assembly for Wales, how
those procedures were chosen and in particular our process of referring bills to a “Responsible Committee” for
consideration of the general principles—Stage 1.

Background

3. The Assembly first acquired primary law-making powers in 2007 following the passing of the Government
of Wales Act 2006. The Assembly was able to make Assembly Measures where it had the legislative
competence to do so. It acquired that competence by way of an Order in Council, made by Her Majesty, once
a Draft Order had been approved by both the Assembly and both Houses of the UK Parliament.

4. In 2011, following a referendum, the Assembly gained the powers to pass Acts of the Assembly rather
than Measures. The Assembly can pass Acts in any of the 20 devolved fields outlined in Schedule 7 of the
Government of Wales Acts and no longer seeks the competence to do so from the UK Parliament.

5. The Standing Orders for consideration of proposed Measures, now bills, were agreed by the Assembly in
2006 following proposals from a specially established Committee on Standing Orders. The procedures agreed
in 2006 have not been substantively amended and apply to bills as they did for proposed Measures.

Standing Orders

6. The Government of Wales Act 2006 requires the Assembly’s Standing Orders to include provision for
general debate on a bill with an opportunity for Assembly Members to vote on its general principles. The
Committee on Standing Orders agreed that prior to a debate open to all Assembly Members in Plenary there
should be an opportunity for consideration of the general principles of a bill by a committee (Stage 1).

7. This decision was influenced by, among other things, the size of the Assembly, the absence of a second
chamber and the opportunity to create procedures which allowed for thorough legislative scrutiny within
these constraints.

8. The decision whether or not to refer a bill to a committee is taken by the Assembly’s Business
Committee—a committee representing all parties in the Assembly. In the five years since the Assembly gained
primary law-making powers there has only been one occasion where a bill (or proposed Measure) was not
referred to a relevant committee for Stage 1 consideration.

Timetabling

9. The Business Committee also has responsibility for agreeing a timetable for the Stage 1 consideration as
well as the committee amending stage (Stage 2). It is usual for the Welsh Government (or backbencher where
appropriate) to propose a timetable and for the Business Committee to consider the appropriateness of the
timetable based on, among other things, the length and complexity of the bill.

Stage 1—Consideration of the General Principles

10. The Standing Orders state that the responsible committee must “consider and report on the general
principles of the bill”. It goes no further in setting out how the committee should approach its work.
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11. Since 2007 the Assembly’s committees have taken a reasonably consistent approach to reporting on a
bill, considering:

— the need for the bill to deliver its stated objectives;

— whether the bill achieves those stated objectives;

— the key provisions set out in the bill and whether they are appropriate to deliver the objectives;

— potential barriers to the implementation of the key provisions and whether the bill takes account
of them;

— whether there are any unintended consequences arising from the bill; and

— the views of stakeholders who will have to work with the new arrangements.

12. They will approach this in a variety of ways, consulting widely, taking oral evidence from stakeholders,
and the relevant minister. They will usually take evidence from the minister at the beginning of their
consideration and again at the end, to test the evidence they have heard from stakeholders.

13. The Assembly’s Constitutional and Legislative Affairs Committee will usually also report on the
provisions for the making subordinate legislation contained in the bill and in the Third Assembly (2007–11)
the Finance Committee also reported routinely on the financial information contained in the Explanatory
Memorandum; often taking evidence from the relevant minister and occasionally from stakeholders involved
in the delivery of the provisions in the bill.

Impact of Stage 1 Scrutiny

14. While the Assembly has not yet carried out a study of the effectiveness of its scrutiny procedures, this
approach means that, when the Assembly in Plenary takes a decision on whether or not to support the general
principles of a bill (the Stage 1 debate), it does so informed by a detailed committee report.

15. The same report will also make recommendations for later amendment and it is fair to say that many of
these are reflected in amendments tabled by the Welsh Government at later stages.

16. The approach also means that, at Stage 2, the first amending stage and one which also takes place in
committee, the Members involved are well versed in the bill and its surrounding policy arguments. The Stage
1 report also provides background for other Members at Stage 3—the second amending stage, which takes
place in Plenary.

17. I hope that this covers the areas of interest in sufficient detail, but if you would like any further
information please do let me know.

September 2012

Written evidence submitted by the Scottish Parliament

Background to the Legislative Procedures in the Scottish Parliament

1. The Parliament’s legislative procedures have their origin in the report of the Consultative Steering Group
on the Scottish Parliament (“CSG”), established by the Secretary of State for Scotland in November 1997. The
remit of the CSG was to report on the “operational needs and working methods” of the Parliament and to make
proposals for its standing orders and rules of procedure. Its main report, Shaping Scotland’s Parliament, was
published in January 199938 (“the CSG Report”).

2. The CSG Report set out key principles and recommendations designed to achieve “an open, accessible
and, above all, participative Parliament, which will take a proactive approach to engaging with the Scottish
people—in particular those groups traditionally excluded from the democratic process”.

3. The detailed legislative process was influenced by two of the key principles in particular:

— the Scottish Parliament should embody and reflect the sharing of power between the people of
Scotland, the legislators and the Scottish Executive; and

— the Scottish Parliament should be accessible, open, responsive, and develop procedures which
make possible a participative approach to the development, consideration and scrutiny of policy
and legislation.

4. The CSG Report said, “It is important that those most affected by legislation should have the opportunity
to influence the development of the policy leading up to the legislation. We therefore propose an important
role for Committees in the scrutiny process. [... ] Finally, we have sought to ensure that there are adequate
arrangements in place to enable Committees to initiate legislation, and for individual Members to put forward
proposals.”

5. The legislative procedures are also fundamentally influenced by the nature of devolution, with the extent
of the Parliament’s legislative competence shaping some of the procedural requirements. The boundaries of
38 http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/PublicInformationdocuments/Report_of_the_Consultative_Steering_Group.pdf
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competence have changed numerous times since devolution (through orders under section 30 of the Scotland
Act 1998 and through the Scotland Act 2012).

Basics of the Process

6. The basics of the process are set out in the Scotland Act 1998—as amended in relatively minor respects
by the Scotland Act 2012. Section 36 of the Act requires a 3-stage process:

— Stage 1: general debate on a bill and a vote on its general principles;

— Stage 2: consideration of the details of a bill; and

— Stage 3: a final stage to pass or reject the bill.

7. The detailed procedural rules are set out in chapter 9 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders.39 These include
minimum periods between the stages, requirements for certain accompanying documents, deadlines for lodging
of amendments and documents, etc. Standing Orders are also given authority by the Act to modify the process
for different types of bills (including, for example, expedited procedures in relation to a bill that the Parliament
agrees to treat as an Emergency Bill).

8. Standing Orders are further supplemented by formal published guidance, which sets out, for example,
how aspects of various rules will be interpreted.40

9. There have been several modifications to Standing Orders as the Parliament has developed experience of
how particular aspects of the rules contribute to delivering transparent, consultative and effective scrutiny.
There has not as yet, however, been a comprehensive review of the legislative process.

10. This paper focuses mainly on Public Bills introduced by the Scottish Government. Standing Orders also
provide modifications to procedures for Committee Bills, Members’ Bills, Private Bills, Hybrid Bills,
Consolidation Bills, Statute Law Repeal Bills, etc. Among Government Bills, modified procedures also apply
to Budget Bills.

The Legislative Process

Introduction of a bill

11. Standing Orders require a bill on introduction to be in “proper form”—a determination on which was
made by the Presiding Officer in the first session of the Parliament. Bills must also be accompanied by various
documents, only some of which are similar to those accompanying UK bills. In the case of Government Bills,
these documents are:

— a Financial Memorandum, setting out the best estimates of the costs to which the bill would
give rise;

— Explanatory Notes, summarising the bill’s provisions objectively;

— a Policy Memorandum;

— a statement that, in the view of the relevant Scottish Government Minister, the provisions of
the bill are considered to be within the Parliament’s legislative competence; and

— a statement by the Presiding Officer as to whether or not, in her/his view, the provisions of the
bill are considered to be within the Parliament’s legislative competence. A bill can be introduced
notwithstanding a negative statement by the Presiding Officer.

12. The Policy Memorandum must set out:

— the policy objectives of the bill;

— whether alternative approaches to meeting those objectives were considered and, if so, why the
approach taken by the bill was adopted;

— any consultation that was undertaken and a summary of the outcomes; and

— an assessment of any effects of the bill on equal opportunities, human rights, island
communities, local government, sustainable development and any other matters which ministers
consider relevant.

The requirement for a Policy Memorandum, and the stipulations on its contents, are based directly on specific
recommendations made in the CSG Report.

13. Although not formally required for introduction, where a Government Bill contains any provision
conferring power to make subordinate legislation, a Delegated Powers Memorandum must be lodged
immediately after introduction setting out the nature of the powers, why delegated powers are considered
necessary, and an explanation of the parliamentary procedure to apply to the exercise of each power and why
that was considered appropriate.
39 Available online at: http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/17797.aspx
40 Guidance on Public Bills available online at: http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/15717.aspx
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14. Although also not a requirement for introduction, the Presiding Officer must also determine whether
each bill is likely to involve expenditure of a nature or level that a Financial Resolution is required. No
proceedings on a bill beyond Stage 1 may be taken until any required Resolution has been agreed by the
Parliament. Only a minister or junior minister may lodge a motion for a Financial Resolution. Rules provide
for similar determinations where a bill requires a Financial Resolution only as a result of amendments at
later stages.

15. Bills are submitted to the clerks three weeks in advance of introduction. During that period, clerks check
that the bill and accompanying documents comply with the various requirements set out above. Advice is
prepared for the Presiding Officer to assist with the determination on whether the bill is within legislative
competence, and on whether a bill requires a Financial Resolution. The period is also used by the clerks to
establish in general terms what advice would be given to committee conveners and the Presiding Officer at
later stages should an amendment of doubtful relevance be lodged.

Stage 1—Consideration of the general principles of a bill

16. Once introduced, a bill is referred to a lead committee to consider and report on the general principles
of the bill, to inform a plenary debate and vote on the principles of the bill.

17. If the bill is clearly within the remit of only one committee, the Parliamentary Bureau (the body,
comprising the business managers of the main parties) refers the bill directly to that committee for Stage 1
consideration. If the bill engages the remit of more than one committee, the Bureau will propose a motion to
the Parliament to designate one as lead committee. Other interested committees (whether or not formally
designated as secondary committees) may also consider the bill and submit their views to the lead committee
as part of the Stage 1 process.

18. The lead committee’s task at Stage 1 is defined by Standing Orders as “to consider the bill and report to
the Parliament on its general principles”. The committee must also consider and report on the Financial
Memorandum and the Policy Memorandum.

19. The lead committee is required to take account of any views submitted by other committees:

— where a bill contains provisions for delegated powers, it must be considered by the Subordinate
Legislation Committee. After considering legal advice on the relevant provisions, corresponding
with the Scottish Government on any points of concern and possibly hearing oral evidence, that
committee will produce a report to the lead committee;

— the Finance Committee will consider every bill, and if it has substantial financial implications,
may take evidence and report to the lead committee; and

— where the subject matter of a bill engages the remits of subject committees other than the lead
committee, they may get involved as secondary committees. How and when they do so will be
a matter for negotiation and will be influenced by respective workloads, but it is not uncommon,
particularly with bills on substantial cross-cutting policy areas such as Climate Change, Land
Reform, etc. for other committees to undertake scrutiny at this stage.

In all cases, the responsibility for reporting to the Parliament on the general principles rests with the lead
committee.

20. Within the defined Stage 1 requirements, the lead committee has a free hand on how it goes about its
task. For example, a committee can decide whether to issue a public consultation/call for evidence. This is
usual, even where the Scottish Government has consulted on proposals or a draft bill. Committees will normally
take oral and written evidence, and may meet formally outside Edinburgh where appropriate or consider other
types of engagement appropriate to the bill, such as informal fact-finding, events, etc. In essence, this freedom
embodies the committees’ combination of “standing” and “select” functions, and represents the fact that they
have developed an on-going expertise in the subject area within which the bill falls.

21. Lead committee reports at Stage 1 vary considerably in size and style. The committee’s task at Stage 1
is to consider whether the bill in the round should be agreed to—whether the Parliament should approve a bill
to address the particular problem in this way—rather than the detail. In recent years, however, the trend has
been for reports often to become more detailed—essentially for the scrutiny process to be “front-loaded” to
Stage 1, and for reports to consider the merits of possible amendments. Lead committee reports do draw on
any reports from other committees, with recommendations from the Subordinate Legislation Committee and
the Finance Committee often being pursued by the lead committee in oral evidence with the relevant minister
as part of its evidence-taking at Stage 1.

22. Although the lead committee is formally required to consider and report on the Policy Memorandum,
comment on the Memorandum itself does not tend to be a significant aspect of reports. Reports do, however,
often draw on and quote the Memorandum, particularly when discussing the objectives of the bill.

23. The Scottish Government usually makes a written response to the committee report, but there is no
formal requirement for it to do so. Sometimes a response is made before the Stage 1 debate. Commonly it is
made afterwards, putting more flesh on comments by the relevant minister in the Stage 1 debate.
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24. The plenary Stage 1 debate is taken on a motion that the general principles of the bill be agreed to. It
cannot normally take place earlier than the fifth sitting day after the committee report is published. If the
motion is passed, the bill cannot now be withdrawn without the consent of the Parliament. If it is not passed,
the bill falls and another bill dealing with the same matters cannot normally be introduced within 6 months in
the same parliamentary session.

Stage 2—Consideration of amendments by committee

25. Stage 2 is the opportunity for the bill to be examined in detail—section by section, line by line—and for
amendments to the text to be proposed and considered. The bill is normally referred back to the lead committee
for this consideration, which can take place over a number of committee meetings depending on the bill. Any
member may lodge and speak to amendments in committee, but only members of the lead committee may vote
on them.

26. Underpinning Stage 2 scrutiny is the fact that the Parliament has voted for the general principles of the
bill—in effect, has said that it wants this issue dealt with this way, and is now asking the committee that has
become familiar with the bill’s subject matter to consider whether the bill needs to be refined.

27. While the bill can be amended sometimes substantially, it has to remain recognisably a bill dealing with
the same issue in the same general way. Rules on admissibility require amendments to be consistent with the
general principles (ie they cannot wreck what the Parliament has agreed at Stage 1) and to be relevant (ie
within the scope of what the bill as introduced does). The nature of the bill will determine how wide this
perspective can be.

28. Any disputes on admissibility are determined by the committee convener at Stage 2. Clerks prepare
advice at the pre-introduction phase on the likely limits of admissibility—seeking to reach a broad view on
what areas of possible amendment would be relevant to and consistent with the general principles of the bill.
Conveners also rule on whether to admit amendments lodged after the deadline.

29. An “As Amended at Stage 2” version of the bill will be produced at the end of Stage 2, if appropriate.

30. If required as a result of amendments agreed at Stage 2, revised or supplementary Explanatory Notes,
Financial Memorandum and Delegated Powers Memorandum will be produced. Time between Stages 2 and 3
is usually limited (there must normally be a gap of at least 10 sitting days), but the latter two revised or
supplementary documents may be scrutinised by the relevant committees in that time. There is no provision
for a revised Policy Memorandum to be submitted, as the matters it is intended to cover are not likely to have
changed as a result of amendments.

Stage 3—Consideration of amendments by plenary and debate on passing the bill

31. Stage 3 is the final parliamentary stage, and has two distinct elements. The first element is an amending
process, similar to Stage 2. Amendments can be lodged by any member, and can be lodged as soon as Stage
2 is completed.

32. Proceedings on amendments take place in plenary, usually on one day, and the amendments to be
considered are subject to selection by the Presiding Officer. Selection is subject to published criteria.41 For
example, amendments are less likely to be selected if they are unchanged from ones fully considered at Stage
2 and there was no significant support at that stage. However, the balance tends to be towards selecting and
allowing debate. The same rules on admissibility of amendments apply as at Stage 2, with the Presiding Officer
being responsible for ruling on admissibility.

33. Following consideration of amendments, a debate is held on a motion that the bill be passed. This is
usually immediately after the proceedings on amendments, but may be on a separate day.

34. If the bill passes, an “As Passed” version is printed. If rejected, the bill falls.

35. There are some other procedural options at Stage 3—such as Stage 3 proceedings to be adjourned or
parts of the bill to be referred back to committee for further Stage 2 consideration. However, they have been
very rarely used to date, with adjournment of Stage 3 having been agreed once and referral back to Stage 2
not yet used.

After passing

36. Sections 32 to 35 of the Scotland Act 1998 provide several further requirements after the passing of a
bill, influenced by the nature of devolution and the legislative competence of the Parliament.

37. Following the passing, the Presiding Officer sends the bill to the Advocate General, the Lord Advocate
and the Attorney General. There is a period of four weeks in which they can refer the bill to the Supreme
Court on a legislative competence issue. If a reference is made, the Parliament can resolve to reconsider the
41 See Guidance on Public Bills, section 4.60. Available online at: http://scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/

15707.aspx
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provision in questions to address the concern. This is effectively a limited Stage 3. It has never been used
to date.

38. The Secretary of State also has the four week period to consider the bill on other grounds relating to
any incompatibility with international obligations and impact on the law applying to reserved matters.

39. After the four week period, the bill is submitted for Royal Assent.

Additional Rules for Members’ and Committee Bills

40. The Standing Orders make provision for the introduction of Members’ Bills and Committee Bills. These
bills follow largely the same three stage process after introduction but are subject to additional rules ahead
of introduction.

Members’ Bills

41. Prior to introduction, a Member must lodge a draft proposal setting out the proposed short title and a
brief explanation of the purposes of the bill. The Member must then undertake at least 12 weeks of public
consultation on the draft proposal (or, alternatively, satisfy the committee within whose remit the proposal falls
that a consultation is not required).

42. The Member must subsequently lodge a final proposal accompanied by either a summary of the
consultation responses or the material used to satisfy the relevant committee that consultation was not required.

43. The right to introduce a bill is then secured if within one month of the final proposal being lodged:

— the final proposal receives the support of at least 18 other Members, including Members from
at least half the political parties or groups represented on the Parliamentary Bureau; and

— no indication has been given by the Scottish Government that either it or HM Government
intends to initiate legislation within a set timescale to give effect to the final proposal.

44. Each Member may introduce no more than two Members’ Bills in the same parliamentary session.

45. During the first three sessions (1999 to 2011), 47 Members’ Bills were introduced of which 18 were
passed.

Committee Bills

46. A Committee may make a proposal for a bill on matters within its remit and, in deciding to do so, may
hold an inquiry into the need for a bill. Where such a proposal is made it will be considered by the Parliament.
If the Parliament agrees to the proposal and no indication has been given by the Scottish Government that
either it or HM Government intends to initiate legislation within a set timescale to give effect to the final
proposal, the Convener of the Committee obtains the right to introduce the bill. In recognition of the work that
will have been undertaken to develop the proposal for the bill, a report by a committee on the general principles
is not required for a Committee Bill. All other aspects of the process are as for other Public Bills.

47. During the first three sessions, six Committee Bills were introduced all of which were passed.

September 2012

Written evidence submitted by the Northern Ireland Assembly

Introduction

1. The Northern Ireland Assembly was established under the Northern Ireland Act 1998 (the Act) as a
consequence of the Belfast Agreement of 1998.

2. Powers were devolved in December 1999. After a number of suspensions, a political agreement was
reached at St. Andrews in 2006 which resulted in amendments to the Northern Ireland Act and devolution was
restored in 2007. The Assembly completed its first full mandate in 2011 having passed 68 bills.

3. Part II of the Northern Ireland Act 1998, and Schedules 2 and 3 to the Act, set out the “Legislative
Powers” of the Assembly and this is supplemented by the Assembly’s Standing Orders 30–43. Under section
5 of the Act, “the Assembly may make laws, to be known as Acts”.

4. Legislative procedure draws heavily on the Westminster model but key differences are evident, due to the
statutory limitations of a devolved, uni-cameral legislature but also arising from the political settlement which
created a multi-party Executive, currently comprising five parties, and cross-community voting arrangements
in the Assembly.

5. This paper addresses some areas of difference between Assembly procedures and House of Commons
procedures followed by an outline of relevant reviews and inquiries conducted and/or in progress. Appendix 1
is a guide to the legislative process in Northern Ireland; Appendix 2 is a copy of Part II of the Act; Appendix
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3 sets out the Standing Orders on Primary Legislation; and Appendix 4 is a statistical overview of the bills
introduced in the 2007–11 mandate.42

Differences in Legislative Procedure between the NI Assembly and the House of Commons

6. The formal stages in the passage of a bill before the Assembly are as follows:

(a) Introduction—a short, formal process with no debate or speeches; Long Title read into the
record;

(b) Second Stage—a debate on the principles of the bill with a question on the motion that the
second stage of the bill be agreed;

(c) Committee Stage—detailed investigation by a committee, followed by a report to the Assembly
including any recommendations for amendments;

(d) Consideration Stage—a first amending stage during which Members debate the detail of the
bill and vote the clauses, schedules and long title to stand part of the bill;

(e) Further Consideration Stage—a final amending stage; where there are no further amendments,
there is no debate; and

(f) Final Stage—a final debate and vote on the question that the bill do now pass.

Pre-legislative scrutiny

7. While there is no requirement to consult formally on a draft bill, Statutory Committees43 of the Assembly
are engaged in pre-legislative scrutiny since they are involved in the development of a bill from the policy
development and consultation stage through to formal legislative stages and beyond, in terms of commencement
orders and subordinate legislation arising from the bill.

8. Arguably, Members are better placed to engage on the detail of a bill having developed some expertise in
that area of policy.

Speaker’s Legislative Competence Check

9. Under the Assembly’s procedures, formal scrutiny of the bill in terms of “legislative competence”, which
includes human rights and international obligations, begins in advance of introduction.

10. Standing Order 30 provides that the Member in charge of the bill must submit the bill to the Speaker at
least seven working days before the date proposed for introduction, during which period the Speaker takes
legal advice and forms a view on legislative competence.

11. Under section 10(1) of the Act, the Speaker must ensure that a bill is not introduced if he/she believes
that any provision would not be within the legislative competence of the Assembly.

12. Sections 6 and 7, read with Schedules 2 and 3 to the Act, are the main provisions dealing with the
Assembly’s legislative competence. Section 8 imposes an obligation to seek the consent of the secretary of
state before legislating on certain matters.

13. Section 6(1) of the Act states that “A provision of an Act is not law if it is outside the legislative
competence of the Assembly” and goes on to detail categories of provisions which would be outside that
legislative competence.

14. Provisions must, for instance, be consistent with rights under the ECHR as well as EU law and must not
discriminate on grounds of religious belief or political opinion. Section 7 of the Act specifies certain
“entrenched” enactments, such as the Human Rights Act 1998 and the European Communities Act 1972, which
would be recognised as “constitutional” enactments. These are also excluded from the legislative competence
of the Assembly.

15. Schedules 2 and 3 to the Act set out “excepted” and “reserved” matters respectively.

16. Excepted matters include taxation and defence, and the Assembly may not legislate substantively on
these matters: under Section 6(2)(b) a provision is outside the legislative competence of the Assembly if “it
deals with an excepted matter and is not ancillary to other provisions (whether in the Act or previously enacted)
dealing with reserved or transferred matters”.

17. Reserved matters include postal services and the minimum wage, upon which the Assembly may
legislate, but only with the consent of the secretary of state under Section 8.

18. All other matters not listed in Schedule 2 or 3 are “transferred matters”, devolved to the Assembly.
42 All not printed
43 For further information about statutory committees, see paragraphs 38 & 39 on Committee Stage, below.
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No programme motions

19. It may be of interest that programme motions do not exist in the Assembly, so the duration of passage
varies considerably, typically lasting between five and nine months, since many straddle the summer recess.
Standing Orders do, however, provide for “accelerated passage” (see below) which results in Committee Stage
being omitted, considerably shortening passage.

Five-day interval between stages

20. Standing Order 42 provides for an interval of 5 working days between stages except in two instances:

(i) after Second Stage, in which case Committee Stage is deemed to commence the next day; and

(ii) where a bill is subject to “accelerated passage” (explained below).

21. It has been argued that five days between the end of Committee Stage and the Consideration Stage is
not sufficient to allow printing, distribution and consideration of the report and time for Members to prepare
amendments before the deadline—especially for those who do not sit on the committee.

Accelerated passage

22. The Assembly has no “emergency procedure” for legislation but Standing Order 42 sets out a procedure
for the accelerated passage of certain bills. The key feature of this procedure is that Committee Stage is
excluded.

23. Budget Bills proceed on this basis subject to a requirement that the Chair of the Committee for Finance
and Personnel confirms to the Assembly that the Committee is satisfied that there has been appropriate
consultation with it.

24. SO42 imposes additional requirements, where “exceptionally, a bill (other than a Budget Bill) is thought
to require accelerated passage”. These include the Member in charge giving an explanation to the Committee
of: the reason(s) for the request; the consequences of accelerated passage not being granted; and any steps
taken to minimise recourse to this procedure. A motion seeking accelerated passage must then be passed by
cross-community support,44 in the House.

25. Members resist accelerated passage on the basis of the diminished opportunity for scrutiny, and the
number of bills proceeding on that basis has reduced in recent years. In 2007–08, the first session after
devolution was restored, 44% of bills were subject to accelerated passage reflecting, to some extent, the back-
log of legislation resulting from suspension. This reduced to 18% in 2009–10, a figure which includes two
budget bills (which proceed by accelerated passage subject to the requirements of Standing Order 42 referred
to above).

Time limits

26. Another distinguishing feature of Assembly procedure is that there are no time limits on the duration of
plenary debates on legislation; neither are time limits imposed on Members’ speaking time.

27. A procedure exists to curtail debate but has not been availed of to date: a motion for closure of debate
can be put, under Standing Order 25. This requires Speaker to be satisfied that all parties present have had a
reasonable opportunity to contribute to the debate and it also requires cross-community support.

Human Rights and Equality

28. The Speaker’s duty to scrutinise bills, prior to introduction, for legislative competence, including
compliance with the ECHR, has been referred to above.

29. Further to section 13(4)(a) of the Act and Standing Order 30(6), the Speaker also sends a copy of each
bill to the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission as soon as is reasonably practicable, after introduction.

30. Under section 69(4), “the Commission shall advise the Assembly whether a Bill is compatible with
human rights—(a) as soon as reasonably practicable after receipt of a request for advice; and (b) on such other
occasions as the Commission thinks appropriate”.

31. Standing Orders 34 and 35 deal specifically with human rights and equality. Under Standing Order 34,
a motion can be put to the House by any Member, “that the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission be
asked to advise whether the … Bill (or draft bill or proposal for legislation) is compatible with human rights”.
Any advice produced must then be circulated to all Members of the Assembly. An ad hoc Committee on
Conformity with Equality Requirements can also be created, although this has not yet been availed of in the
Assembly. Standing Order 35 enables either the Chair of the Statutory Committee or any minister to propose
a motion to establish such a committee which may then function similarly to a statutory committee, examining
and reporting on the bill.
44 A type of weighted majority defined in section 4(5) of the Act.
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Petition of concern & cross-community support

32. Deriving from the Belfast Agreement, section 42 of the Act stipulates that where 30 Members of the
House sign a “petition of concern” on any matter which is to be voted upon by the Assembly, the vote shall
require “cross-community support”, a type of weighted majority defined in section 4(5) of the Act. Petitions
of concern have been used to oppose amendments and to arrest the passage of a number of bills including the
Victims Bill [NIA Bill 33/09] and the Armed Forces and Veterans Bill [NIA Bill 6/10].

33. Cross-community support is also required for specific items of business including Budget Bills. To this
extent, therefore, it may be said that there are certain bills which are subject to a “special parliamentary
procedure”.

Financial acts of the Assembly

34. The Assembly’s procedures on financial legislation differ significantly from those at Westminster. The
Assembly has no direct equivalent of a “money resolution”. Most bills are expected to be funded from within
departmental budgets (as approved by the Assembly in the Budget Bill) and there is no separate vote relating
to finance.

35. Section 63 of the Act requires a recommendation from the Minister of Finance and Personnel before
certain types of financial vote and states that such votes shall not be passed without cross-community support.

36. These include all bills imposing or increasing a charge on the Consolidated Fund of Northern Ireland
(eg Budget Bills) and bills imposing or increasing a tax (eg Rates Bills). Such bills will have the minister’s
recommendation printed on the front cover at Introduction and will be subject to a cross-community vote at
Second Stage and Final Stage. The content of the Budget Bill will have been the subject of a debate and vote
on the Supply Resolution, for which a cross-community vote is also required.

Committee Stage

37. Whereas Introduction and Second Stage are similar to the first two stages in the House of Commons,
the Committee Stage in the Assembly has no direct parallel.

38. On the Second Stage of a bill being agreed, the bill stands referred to the “appropriate statutory
committee”. The Assembly has 12 such Committees mirroring government departments and empowered under
section 29 of the Act to advise and assist ministers and call for witnesses and documents (section 44). They
also engage in scrutiny and policy development and can initiate legislation under section 29 (1)(c), which
confers on committees the powers referred to in paragraph 9 of Strand One of the Belfast Agreement.

39. Statutory Committees have 11 Members reflecting the balance of party representation in the Assembly
and usually meet weekly, for around 3 hours.

40. Under Standing Order 33(2), Committees have 30 working days from the date of referral to “consider
and take evidence on the provisions of the bill and report its opinion thereon to the Assembly” but this can be
extended by way of a motion to the House; Committee Stages vary but typically last four to five months, based
on a typical schedule of weekly meetings (during which non-legislative business is also considered), and
usually proceeds as follows:

(a) the Committee issues a public call for evidence via newspapers and the Assembly website and
writes to all key stakeholders inviting written evidence on the bill, allowing four to six weeks
for submissions;

(b) the Committee reviews the written evidence received and selects certain stakeholders to give
oral evidence—the selection of witnesses is a matter for the Committee;

(c) the departmental bill team is present at most meetings and officials engage directly with
Committee throughout—the minister may attend once or twice;

(d) the Committee deliberates on the bill—scrutiny is driven by issues raised in evidence rather
than draft amendments necessarily;

(e) the Committee takes a formal position on each clause and schedule and the long title, but only
recommends amendments rather than actually making them; and

(f) a report on the bill is published including all evidence, analysis of issues raised and the final
view of the Committee including recommended amendments.

41. Standing Order 7 provides that “except as otherwise prescribed by Standing Orders the proceedings of
the Assembly shall be held in public.” Standing Order 66(2)(c) provides that a “committee may resolve to sit
in private”. It is the practice of Committees to do almost all of the Committee scrutiny of a bill in public session.
While Committees are not precluded from going into private session, this is usually limited to consideration of
legal or procedural advice. Particularly in respect of controversial provisions or amendments, it can be
challenging for Members to reach a Committee view in public session.
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Consideration Stage

42. Consideration Stage, which is carried out in plenary session, is the first amending stage at the Assembly,
during which Members debate the detail of the bill and any amendments, vote the clauses and schedules to
stand part of the bill and agree the long title.

43. The deadline for amendments is Thursday at 9.30am for a Consideration Stage taking place on either
the following Monday or Tuesday (the Assembly’s plenary days). There is no convention of starring and
printing amendments submitted late. The Speaker has discretion to accept late amendments but the question
rarely arises and it is unlikely that Speaker would admit late amendments other than in exceptional
circumstances.

44. Admissibility of amendments is based on criteria drawn from Erskine May and documentation is similar,
save that the Marshalled List includes only amendments selected for debate.

45. A distinctive feature is that, given the absence of time limits, questions will be put on non-ministerial
amendments without the sponsor having to request a separate division.

Further Consideration Stage

46. Further Consideration Stage, which is carried out in plenary session, is the final amending stage at the
Assembly. Where there are no amendments, there is no debate.

47. Further Consideration Stage was added as an extra stage by way of an amendment to Standing Orders
agreed on 4 July 2000. Prior to this, the Assembly had a single amending stage and concern was expressed
that this created a risk of (particularly non-ministerial) amendments being made at Consideration Stage without
a chance to make the full range of consequential amendments required.

Final Stage

48. Final Stage comprises a final debate and vote on the question “that the bill do now pass”. Amendments
cannot be tabled at Final Stage, even in manuscript. This restriction is important given that the Speaker has a
statutory scrutiny role prior to the Final Stage, being obliged under section 10 of the Act to ensure that the
secretary of state’s consent has been sought and granted in respect of any relevant provisions.

Private Legislation

49. The Assembly has separate Standing Orders to deal with Private Legislation but, to date, these have not
been used.

Review and Reform

50. As referred to earlier, the Assembly is a young institution and is engaged in ongoing review of its
procedures under various mechanisms.

Financial Scrutiny Unit

51. Arising out of the work of the Committee for Finance and Personnel, the Assembly is in the process of
establishing a Financial Scrutiny Unit which is designed to contribute to a more detailed analysis of the
financial implications of legislative proposals being made available to Members, to assist in the scrutiny of bills.

Power of Committees to amend

52. The Assembly and Executive Review Committee is a Standing Committee established under the Northern
Ireland Act 1998, to consider and report to the secretary of state, the Assembly and the Executive Committee,
by 1 May 2015, on the operation of Parts III and IV of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 (Executive Authorities &
the Northern Ireland Assembly respectively); and consider such other matters relating to the functioning of the
Assembly or the Executive as may be referred to it by the Assembly.

53. The AERC published its “Review of the Number of Members of the Northern Ireland Legislative
Assembly”, in June 2012 in which the Committee concluded that a review of committees may be beneficial
should the number of Members be reduced. The Committee further recommended that any such review consider
whether the effectiveness of legislative scrutiny would be enhanced by enabling statutory committees to amend
bills during Committee Stage (as opposed to merely making recommendations for amendments). It has been
argued that the present system results in a degree of duplication between stages.

Effectiveness Review

54. The Assembly has increasingly been interested in the way that it discharges its functions of making laws
and holding ministers to account. In 2010 the Assembly sought to measure a number of qualitative and
quantitative measures of “effectiveness” drawn from the Inter-Parliamentary Union Self-Assessment model on
parliamentary benchmarking.
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55. It was not part of the terms of the review to consider or propose changes to the institutional arrangements
under which the Assembly operates: the focus was on maximising the impact of the Assembly in its current
form on, inter alia, the quality of legislation passed by the Assembly; and enhancing the tools available to
committees without significant additional resource impact or structural change. Following this exercise, it was
determined that a number of matters would merit detailed consideration as possible means by which to enhance
the Assembly’s legislative effectiveness.

Further Enhancing Members’ Skills

56. The Assembly has taken the view that not only internal structures, but also the skills and experience
brought by Members to the analysis and improvement of legislation, are important in achieving high legislative
standards. For that reason, Members are provided with considerable support from the Assembly’s research and
information service, legal services and committee teams as they discharge their scrutiny functions.

57. In the longer term, the Assembly’s Legislative Strengthening Trust, supported by an external grant, seeks
to enhance the capacity and capability of the NI Assembly by supporting a programme to build and enhance
political leadership capacity for Members.

Committee Structures

58. Although a young and evolving institution, the Assembly recognises that highly developed committee
structures are an important part of legislative effectiveness. It is recognised that such structures can facilitate
scrutiny and improvement of legislation. The Assembly already has a large number of committees relative to
its size, and it is not proposed additional committees (for example a legislative standards committee, or
equivalents to the Joint Committee on Statutory Instruments or Joint Committee on Human Rights ) would
be practical.

59. The Assembly has, however, been developing its capacity in technical scrutiny of Bills. Committees
have delegated technical scrutiny of statutory instruments (in Northern Ireland, called “statutory rules”) to the
Examiner of Statutory Rules (ESR). The ESR carries out technical scrutiny of Bills against broadly the same
criteria as the Joint Committee on Statutory Instruments and advises the relevant committee accordingly.

60. In addition, the Assembly began to consider delegated powers in legislation (against criteria similar to
those used by the Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee) in 2007. This function is also generally
delegated to the ESR, who reports to the appropriate committee.

61. As has been noted, de facto pre-legislative scrutiny already takes place on many bills. In light of the fact
that the Assembly has just completed its first full mandate, detailed consideration has not yet been given to post-
legislative scrutiny, which could, for example, require departments to set out policy targets which legislation is
intended to deliver and then have progress against those targets reviewed by the appropriate committee after
three or more years.

Standards Based-Scrutiny

62. The Assembly is currently undertaking a pilot on further standards-based analysis of primary legislation.
Technical scrutiny of bills may be particularly valuable in the Assembly, in that it will allow Members a
“space” to analyse bills outside party-political relations.

63. The bills introduced to the Assembly have already been subjected to a detailed check on their legality
against a number of objective standards (see pages 3 and 4 above). While these are not driven by consideration
of the “quality” of a bill or the means by which it seeks to give effect to a particular policy, with certain bills
an analysis of compliance with EU Law and Convention rights will necessitate consideration of the
proportionality of a particular measure as a means for giving effect to the policy proposed. However, while this
analysis is provided to the Speaker it is not provided to Committees and it would be unusual for Committees to
ask for briefing as to the legal mechanisms by which a bill gives effect to a particular policy.

64. A pilot project is currently being undertaken to examine means by which to increase the expertise of
committees in testing bills against particular legislative standards. Consideration has been given to, for example,
scrutiny of bills against human rights, in particular the ECHR, similar to that performed by the Joint Committee
on Human Rights; and against legislative standards such as those set out in the Legislative Standards Act 1992
enacted by the (unicameral) Parliament of Queensland, Australia. Depending on the outcome of this
programme, additional briefing on bills against these standards may be provided to committees in appropriate
cases.

Members’ Bills

65. In the Assembly, the right of Members to initiate legislation was enshrined in the Agreement of 1998.

66. During the first mandate (1998–2002), a legal firm was contracted to provide drafting services to
Members seeking to introduce a bill. Drafting instructions were prepared by the Bill Office and resources were
made available on a “first come, first served” basis with limited requirements imposed on Members. During
that period, only three private Members’ bills progressed to drafting stage but the 2007–11 mandate saw a
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significant increase in the level of interest: 21 proposals were lodged as a result of which 12 Members’ bills
were drafted, 11 were introduced and three passed into law, a relatively high proportion as compared with
other institutions on these islands.

67. A review of the system was therefore instigated by the Bill Office in December 2009, the primary
objective being to contribute to the more effective and efficient operation of the system and assist in
managing demand.

68. The new system has been operational since September 2011 under which the Speaker will grant access
to professional drafting services conditional upon the Member adhering to guidance in the development of the
proposal including:

— a requirement that Members seeking access to drafting resources undertake a consultation
exercise;

— time limits for the production of a consultation paper and final legislative proposal, beyond
which the issue under investigation can be re-opened to other Members; (without such a
restriction, it would be possible for an issue to be “blocked” for a lengthy period, without any
progress towards a bill);

— a requirement that Members develop one bill at a time; and

— a requirement that the proposal address a “single, focused policy objective” and that it does not
utilise an unreasonable proportion of the drafting budget.

69. Members receive procedural advice from the Bill Office in the preparation of the legislative proposal
and the Bill Office continues to prepare drafting instructions on Members’ behalf. The Bill Office collaborates
with Legal Services and the Research and Information Service to provide support throughout the process.

Conclusion

70. As a young institution, the Assembly has had the opportunity to establish its procedures benefiting from
experience and expertise elsewhere without being bound by it. As the Assembly continues to review and refine
its legislative procedures it will doubtless be informed by the findings of the Committee when it reports in
due course.

September 2012

Written evidence submitted by Daniel Greenberg, Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP

1. Introduction

1.1 I am a Parliamentary lawyer at Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP. From 1991 to 2010 I served in the Office
of the Parliamentary Counsel. I am presently also the General Editor of Annotated Statutes, Westlaw UK, the
Editor of Craies on Legislation, Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary and Jowitt’s Dictionary of English Law, and the
Editor in Chief of the Statute Law Review. I am a part-time adviser in the Legal Services Office of the House
of Commons. My book Laying Down the Law, discussing the UK legislative process, was published by
Sweet & Maxwell in 2011. The opinions in this letter are simply my own personal opinions and are not
intended to be representative of any other person or organisation.

2. A Legislative Standards Committee?

2.1 I am doubtful about the value of establishing a parliamentary Legislative Standards Committee.

2.2 My main fear is that the establishment of a Committee would not in itself address the real issues of
legislative quality. At best, the Committee could act as a spur for the necessary action in other quarters. I
worry, however, that the Committee’s establishment could come to be seen as a substitute for addressing the
problems directly, and that it could come to be used as an excuse for inaction, rather than as part of the solution.

2.3 In addition, I believe that legislative quality could be improved through a number of administrative
changes that could be made relatively easily, quickly and cheaply, without the establishment of another body.
I discuss some of these changes below.

3. Secondary and primary legislation

3.1 Any discussion of the standards of legislation must address both primary and secondary legislation. Of
the two, however, in many ways secondary legislation is more important than primary, for three reasons: (a)
there is much more secondary legislation; (b) at least in theory, it receives less substantive scrutiny; and (c) its
direct impact for the citizen is frequently more immediate and burdensome.

3.2 Put another way, almost every line of secondary legislation has the potential to cause actual
inconvenience, loss or damage to one or more citizens at some point in their lives. Much of primary legislation,
by contrast, is sufficiently “high-level” to have less of an impact (indeed, an increasing amount is either
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skeleton-legislation that achieves nothing without its subordinate legislation or aspirational legislation that
achieves nothing at all).

3.3 In some ways, however, the issues to be addressed in enhancing the quality of secondary and primary
legislation are different ones. While it is essential to address both, therefore, it would be a mistake to think
that a mechanism for improving the one will necessarily affect or even influence the other.

4. “Technical” issues

4.1 I note that the Committee’s call for evidence quotes one of the calls for the establishment of a new
committee as emphasising a distinction between “the underlying policies or the drafting of the legislation”
which would not be for the committee, and “technical and procedural compliance with agreed standards of
best practice in bill preparation”.

4.2 I am doubtful whether this distinction is likely to lead to an effective change. If the committee were to
be a mere checklist of purported compliance with a new set of procedural or administrative requirements—
such as the production of impact assessments—it is hard to see how it could have real influence on the quality
of legislation. But if it were required to satisfy itself that compliance with new requirements had been rigorous
and effective, and had influenced the overall result in a reasonable and proportionate way, it is hard to see how
it could avoid considering questions of policy and drafting.

4.3 It is important to realise that in one sense there is no such thing as “technical” legislation, or “technical”
aspects of legislation, if by the word “technical” is implied that some parts of legislation are of less importance
than others and can be more readily “taken on trust” than others. A provision about cross-border application
of an England and Wales-only measure might be seen as “technical” by many; as might a provision about the
transitional application to pre-commencement options of new rules for the taxation of oil futures. It is certainly
likely that both sets of provisions would be framed in a way that made them relatively impenetrable to readers
without reasonable familiarity with legislation. But neither is technical in the sense of being unimportant; each
could radically affect the livelihood of a number of citizens, and their very technical complexity makes the
possibility of error or unintended consequence the more serious and the more difficult to address.

5. The Committee’s questions—(1): Is there a need for improved legislative standards?

5.1 Yes: apart from anything else, because all the real-world issues required to be reflected in and accounted
for by legislation are constantly changing, without continuous emphasis on legislative improvement the result
is continuous and automatic deterioration.

6. The Committee’s questions—(2): What changes to existing processes in Parliament or Government would
contribute to improved legislative standards?

6.1 It is possible to imagine an enormous number of possible changes that might help to improve the quality
of legislation, so I shall focus on three that seem to me possibly less obvious than some others and therefore
less likely to be brought to the Committee’s attention by other responses.

6.2 First, I have always believed that a significant improvement could be achieved by the relatively simple
process of ensuring that, as a general rule, the Bill team within a Department were kept in place, with the same
personnel, for at least a year after the enactment of an Act. This would be designed to ensure, in particular,
that the lawyers and administrators responsible for the Bill were also responsible for the production of the first
wave of secondary legislation under the Act, and for the initial operation of the Act and its subordinate
legislation. This would ensure that those who implemented the Act in its early stages had good knowledge of
its policy and legislative history. It would also avoid any temptation—subliminal or otherwise—to fail to get
to the bottom of complicated and intractable issues on the grounds that after enactment they would become
somebody else’s problem.

6.3 Secondly, I believe that the age-old debate about the use of purpose clauses requires to be re-evaluated
in the light of developing judicial approaches and other changes. My view in the past was that purpose clauses
were neither right nor wrong, but that their use should be considered by the drafter on each occasion in the
light of whether they would assist to present the provisions of the particular Bill in question to its principal
target audience in the clearest and simplest manner. I now feel that it would be right to shift this slightly
towards a (rebuttable) presumption that all legislation—primary and secondary—should include as an operative
provision a concise statement of its legislative purpose. I believe this would be a valuable way of focusing the
minds of everybody involved in preparing, considering, operating and construing the legislation, as to whether
it was likely to be, or was, fit for purpose (since the purpose would be concisely and authoritatively expressed).

6.4 Thirdly, I think post-legislative scrutiny is such an obvious and important way of improving the quality
of legislation that I am surprised that a rigorous mechanism for it was not established some time ago. Although
much has been said and written about post-legislative scrutiny in recent years, the developments by way of
implementing it have been patchy and peripheral. Since it requires no new bodies or formal procedures, but
could be built into existing Parliamentary processes, this is something that could be implemented in a thorough
and systematic way relatively easily, quickly and cheaply. Post-legislative scrutiny is the most effective
mechanism for testing assurances given and predictions made before the enactment of legislation; and it is an
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effective method of improving overall quality by allowing direct experience of the past to inform preparations
for the future. In my opinion, some form of post-legislative scrutiny should be applied automatically not just
to all Acts but also to a significant proportion of statutory instruments (with selection being carried out in a
manner similar to the method used for the selection of EU instruments for individual scrutiny by Select
Committee).

6.5 (Although I prefer not to comment on this directly myself, I imagine that the Committee will also wish
to hear views about ways in which time for line-by-line scrutiny of Bills at the Committee Stage in each House
could be made more effective and, in particular, could be extended to every provision of the Bill.)

7. The Committee’s questions—(3): Should a new mechanism designed to ensure improved legislative
standards (such as a Legislative Standards Committee) be introduced?

7.1 For the reasons given above, I am doubtful whether a new body or procedure is needed as much as the
implementation of a few administrative reforms and the increased use of existing mechanisms, as set out above.

8. The Committee’s questions—(4): Should all legislation be treated in the same way, or is there a case for
differentiating between different types of legislation?

8.1 As explained above, I am strongly opposed to classifying legislation on grounds of perceived importance
when considering legislative quality; all legislation either does or should matter to real people in real ways,
and the fact that the impact of a piece of legislation may be confined to a relatively small class of people or
circumstances should not be seen as a reason for less rigour in the standards applied to the legislation’s
preparation.

8.2 More generally, one of the problems of the Westminster processes is there is no necessary correlation
between perceived political importance and impact on the daily lives of those to whom legislation is addressed.
A piece of primary or secondary legislation may be seen as politically insignificant, perhaps because it
implements policy that was determined at EU level or has already been agreed at Parliamentary level; but the
quality of the manner in which it is framed and executed may still be of enormous importance to those citizens
most likely to be affected by it.

9. Conclusion

9.1 I hope these thoughts are of use to the Committee; I would be happy to expand on them if it would
be helpful.

January 2012

Written evidence submitted by Professor Dawn Oliver

I agree with the Committee that there needs to be appropriate and thorough scrutiny of bills, draft bills and
draft statutory instruments in the two Houses of Parliament.

The most effective thing the two Houses can do to secure good quality legislation is to introduce incentives
to those concerned with the preparation of bills etc “upstream”—in government departments, in Cabinet, by
Parliamentary Counsel—to meet standards that they know will be imposed “downstream” by the two Houses
in the course of the legislative process, including scrutiny.

If such standards are clear and known in advance upstream, and if the two Houses are known upstream to
insist on their being met before a bill, draft bill or SI can progress unless the executive can produce convincing
justifications for their not doing so, then preparation upstream will improve.

A Legislative Standards Committee would be a good way of imposing these pressures upstream.

In my view this should be a Joint Committee of the two Houses—the JCLS. This would secure that both
Houses focussed on legislative standards when dealing with bills/draft bills.

I agree that such a committee should be concerned about process, eg that appropriate consultation has taken
place before the bill/draft bill is published and that it should report critically on a bill if that process has not
be appropriately followed.

I also agree that such a committee should be provided by the executive with information about the bill and
that the committee should report critically if this is not the case.

Information provided to the JCLS should include the evidence that the new measures are needed, the policy,
the expected outcomes—so that post legislative scrutiny can be targeted—and the expected impacts including
regulatory, human rights, international law, constitutional, financial.
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Should different types of legislation be subject to different methods of scrutiny, and why?

Legislation which changes our constitutional arrangements in substantial/major ways should be subject to
special scrutiny in order to prevent a government from changing the rules of the game arbitrarily to the
advantage of its own party or to the disadvantage of other parties or for other inappropriate reasons.

The current arrangements for the committee stage of parts of bills of major constitutional importance to be
taken in committee of the whole House of Commons work quite well. But it is possible for such bills or
measures to pass without being subject to this special scrutiny.

A Legislative Standards Committee could identify “Constitutional Bills” or parts of bills for special scrutiny.

The criteria developed by Professor Sir John Baker would be useful checklist items.

However it should be open to such a Committee to develop additional “checklist items” incrementally in as
a kind of “legisprudence” in the course of its work, as the HL Constitution Committee has done.

Many bills that are not primarily “constitutional” include clauses raising possible “constitutional”
implications. These are currently subjected to special scrutiny by the Joint Committee on Human Rights, the
House of Lords Constitution Committee and the House of Lords Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform
Committee. This works well.

Constitutional principles such as the rule of law, non-retroactivity of laws, respect for Parliament, legal
certainty, respect for human rights etc are not about “merits” or “politics”. They are matters of non-political
substance. It is essential that bills/draft bills etc are scrutinised for their implications for these substantive
principles.

A Question is whether the HL Constitution Committee should be a Joint Committee of the two Houses to
ensure that both Houses have their attention drawn to such clauses and issues. I suggest that it should be.

Comparison of scrutiny in the UK with other common law legislative systems

The Australian Senate uses scrutiny standards many of which are substantive (eg re civil liberties)—but not
concerned with political merits—and publishes Alerts and Digests of their concerns about bills. This suggests
that similar steps could be taken by the two Houses in the UK.

The Australian executive has developed its own Scrutiny Standards including matters of substance and not
simply process and procedure as the Guide to Making Legislation does. It is suggested that the UK GML
should include substantive matters and requirements as to information to be provided to Parliament eg impact
statements. If the two Houses in the UK Parliament were to develop such standards then it is to be expected
that GML would in due course be amended to reflect them.

The Queensland unicameral legislature has a Scrutiny of Legislation Committee which uses scrutiny
standards based partly on legislation which refers to “fundamental legislative principles… that underlie a
parliamentary democracy based on the rule of law” (eg respect for rights, respect for Parliament, onus of proof
in criminal cases).

This is reflected upstream in the Queensland Cabinet Handbook. The same would be expected to happen in
the UK if Parliament established such a committee.

July 2012

Written evidence submitted by Mark Ryan

1. My name is Mark Ryan and I am a Senior Lecturer in Constitutional and Administrative Law and I have a
particular interest in matters of constitutional reform. My submission represents my personal view on legislative
standards and in no way represents the view of my employer Coventry University.

2. Question 1: The old maxim that not only should there be less legislation, but that there should better
legislation, is certainly apt today. It is certainly the case that far too much primary legislation is passed each
year. The volume of this legislation is of concern, not only in terms of the number of primary Acts passed
annually, but also its legislative detail. For example, the Constitutional Reform and Governance Bill which
entered the House of Lords in March 2010, comprised 133 pages (ie 95 clauses and 15 Schedules) before a
number of these elements were shed during the wash up process. As an aside, as an academic and researcher
in the area of public law, it has been very difficult at times in the last decade to navigate the volume of
legislative measures which have (continually) amended the British Constitution.

3. Question 2: The publication of explanatory notes in the last decade has certainly helped to make legislative
measures (both Bills and Acts) more understandable and accessible to the public, however a lot more needs to
be done to improve the legislative process. For example, it should be standard legislative practice that major
bills are subject to pre-legislative scrutiny and issued in draft form. On occasions the urgency with which fully-
fledged bills have been introduced into Parliament is a concern. As an example, the Fixed-term Parliaments
Bill (a seminal piece of constitutional legislation) was not issued in draft, and yet there was no legal or
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constitutional reason for this not to be done. In fact, had the legislation been subjected to full pre-legislative
scrutiny, its content and passage may not have proved quite so controversial. In terms of pre-legislative scrutiny,
the consultation process should be cast as wide as possible. Moreover, it is arguable that consultation should
continue during the passage of a bill in order to help inform parliamentarians during the law-making process.
After all, the content of bills can, and do, change during the course of their passage through Parliament (and
sometimes such changes can be quite radical).

4. There needs to be less government control of the parliamentary timetable in the House of Commons
(though quite how this is achievable is a moot point) and there should be much less programming of bills.
There also needs to be appropriate planning of the various stages of legislation. For example, the large and
highly complex Constitutional Reform and Governance Bill entered the House of Lords in March 2010 shortly
before the Government called the general election, thereby leaving no realistic opportunity for comprehensive
scrutiny in the Lords. As an adjunct, although following the enactment of the Fixed-term Parliaments Act 2011
the wash up process should (logically) no longer be necessary, given that early elections can still be triggered
under section 2, consideration needs to be given to examining how this most unsatisfactory process could be
improved. Indeed, the experience of the Constitutional Reform and Governance Bill during the wash up period
in April 2010 is a model in how not to legislate. Furthermore, this was a bill with profound and far-reaching
constitutional implications.

5. More time needs to be spent in the House of Commons on examining legislation and this could be partly
achieved by a reduction in the number of bills that the House has to consider each year. The Commons has,
of course, been recognised as the de facto legislative chamber within Parliament (with the Lords acting in
effect as a revising chamber), and so it is simply not acceptable for any clause of a bill to leave the Commons
having been insufficiently examined. In fact, a useful legislative reform which Parliament would do well to
implement is Lord Rooker’s suggestion that any clause or schedule which had not been scrutinised in the
Commons should be listed in a certificate attached to the bill when it is presented to the House of Lords.

6. In addition, Parliament should consider restricting late amendments to a bill (especially where whole Parts
are inserted). For example, disparate Parts and clauses were added to the Constitutional Reform and Governance
Bill at both the Committee and Report stages in the Commons, with the result that these amendments
necessarily received limited scrutiny at such a late stage in the legislative process. In order to increase the
scrutiny of a bill, an experiment which it is worth Parliament considering is for parallel bills to be introduced
in both chambers, thereby allowing simultaneous consideration of the basic principles underpinning a major
bill (in due course the “dummy” bill in the House of Lords could be discontinued). In any event, there should
be much more extensive use made of post-legislative scrutiny in order to assess how legislation has bedded
down, together with any lessons that could be learnt.

7. Question 3: There should be a Legislative Standards Committee to ensure improved legislative standards
and ideally it should be a joint committee comprising both MPs and peers. It is suggested that this committee
should devote an equal amount of time considering both primary and secondary legislation, given the
insufficient parliamentary scrutiny which the latter currently receives.

8. Question 4: A distinction should be drawn in the legislative process between constitutional bills and non-
constitutional bills. After all, in other countries changes to a codified constitution must undertake a specified
and more rigorous procedure (eg via a referendum or a parliamentary super majority) which reflects the fact—
quite rightly—that constitutional law is of a higher legal order. Although it is conceded that on occasions, it
may be difficult to determine whether a particular bill should be classed as constitutional or not, in most cases
however it should be fairly obvious. For example, nobody would dispute that the Constitutional Reform Bill,
the House of Lords Bill or the Fixed-term Parliaments Bills were self-evidently classic constitutional measures.
In any case, all “constitutional bills”, owing to their significance, should be subject to extensive pre-legislative
scrutiny and be issued in draft. Such bills should never be subject to a programme motion or involve having
MPs whipped during their passage (the British Constitution, of course, does not belong to any one political
party or the Government of the day). In any event, constitutional bills should never be involved in the wash
up process.

April 2012

Written evidence submitted by Eloise Ellis, Lecturer in Law, University of East Anglia

Introduction

1. In compiling this brief response I have had the benefit of first reading the evidence, submitted by several
Members of the House and a former Parliamentary Counsel, published by the Committee in February. My
interest in this is from the perspective of an academic lawyer teaching and researching in the public law sphere.

2. I am pleased that the Committee is holding this inquiry not least because in practical terms I believe
that Parliamentarians themselves (particularly those whom might be considered to be less partisan and more
independently-minded back-benchers) are the most appropriately positioned in terms of investigating and,
ultimately, suggesting workable options for improvements to the legislative process.
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3. It seems to me that the process by which legislation is initially drafted, is of vital importance in terms of
ensuring high standards in the legislation itself and correspondingly in its effectiveness in the later application
and interpretation of that law. I hope that the Committee will consider these preliminary stages in the transition
of policy ideas to implementation in their inquiry.

4. Improving legislative standards will be an on-going and long-term process; it is particularly important
that cross-party agreement and consensus is in place with regards to any significant changes.

The Committee’s Questions

Q2. What changes to existing processes in Parliament or government would contribute to improved
legislative standards?

Increased Pre-legislative and Post-legislative Scrutiny

5. Ensuring that government-proposed primary legislation receives adequate pre-legislative scrutiny at an
early stage (barring that which is required to deal with exceptional circumstances or as a result of a national
emergency) would enable constructive input by interested parties, stakeholders, pressure groups and back-
bench and opposition politicians at the drafting stage of a bill. There is potential for this to significantly
improve the clarity and thoroughness of the legislation and possibly also to reduce the time required for the
passage of a bill through Parliament. This aim presupposes that pre-legislative “criticism” would be constructive
rather than obstructive.

6. Whilst there has been some (albeit limited) improvement in the amount of pre-legislative scrutiny over
recent Parliaments, this falls far short of that required in order to bring about a genuine improvement in the
quality and standards of legislation. An increase in pre-legislative scrutiny and the publication of bills in draft
form is important to pursue and an aspect which, at least in principle meets with widespread agreement.

7. It is also important that pre-legislative scrutiny should be exactly that, ie occurring in advance of the
legislation’s formal introduction to Parliament. It is not adequate when the opportunity for scrutiny occurs only
simultaneously with the passage of a bill; something the Committee has experienced first-hand with regards its
experience in reviewing the recent legislation on both fixed-term Parliaments and on voting reform.

8. The notion of post-legislative scrutiny is one which is growing in popularity and recent precedents have
been set for this to take place, for example, with the Fixed Term Parliaments Act set to be reviewed in 2020.45

Q3. Should a new mechanism designed to ensure improved legislative standards (such as a Legislative
Standards Committee) be introduced?

9. I am not wholly convinced that the introduction of a new mechanism would significantly improve
legislative standards and would be concerned that it could merely add to the existing bureaucracy. However,
the model proposed by the House of Lords Leader’s Group on Working Practices appears to somewhat echo
part of the role of the Joint Committee on Human Rights whose work has been constructive and well-received.

A Declaration of Compliance?

10. An alternative mechanism for possible consideration might be to introduce a declaration accompanying
a bill stating its compliance with an agreed set of standards, for example, this could operate in a manner similar
to the ministerial declaration of compatibility in the Human Rights Act.46

11. It would be relatively straightforward to extend such a “declaration of compliance” to Private Members’
Bills, secondary legislation and so on.

12. It would seem that a clear set of standards could be agreed with a wide consensus, perhaps based on
those suggested by the Better Government Initiative. This might be another area of interest for the
Committee’s inquiry.

Q4. Should all legislation be treated in the same way, or is there a case for differentiating between different
types of legislation?

13. This depends upon how one interprets the idea of “different types of legislation”. At one level a
distinction might be drawn between those pieces of legislation, primary or secondary, which come about as a
result of external influences—most obviously those emanating from the European Union47—and those
introduced domestically, either at the Government’s initiative or as Private Members’ Bills. Whilst it is
important that both of these “types” is well-drafted it is perhaps more difficult to determine at which stage it
is appropriate for scrutiny to commence with regards the latter and raises questions as to what extent creating
policy (politics) is distinct from the more technical process of creating “good” legislation.
45 S.7(4) Fixed-term Parliaments Act 2011
46 S.19 Human Rights Act 1998
47 Primarily Directives
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14. A more obvious distinction might be between primary and secondary legislation and in this case it is, at
least, equally important to ensure a high level of compliance with standards in the subordinate legislation. The
possible declaration of compliance to which I referred above would be as important in terms of Statutory
Instruments or other secondary legislation (whether drawn up by ministers or local authorities).

15. Consistency in ensuring high standards across differing types of legislation is vital.

Summary: Key Points and Recommendations

— Declaration of Compliance: introduction of a declaration accompanying draft legislation which states
it is compliant with an agreed set of quality standards.

— Committee’s inquiry to consider the requirements to ensure quality at the early stages of transposing
policy ideas to draft legislation.

— Committee’s inquiry to consider endorsing or drafting new “set of standards”.

— Need for consistency in terms of legislative quality.

— Requirement for cross-party consensus and agreement on proposals.

April 2012

Written evidence submitted by Harry Beresford

1. I am no expert on legislation, but during my business career I frequently had to make sense of
incomprehensible legislation and found it helpful to read the Explanatory Notes (formerly Notes on Clauses)
on bills, which explained what ministers and Parliamentarians thought that they were attempting to pass.

2. It seems to me that all legislation could be improved very simply (and cheaply) if the Explanatory Notes
to the final version of any bill were incorporated into it by way of a Schedule attached to the section dealing
with interpretation. This Schedule would therefore have the force of law and serve as a definitive guide to the
meaning of any part of any bill. In any point of doubt, the interpretation in the Schedule would prevail, unless
the bill as enacted failed so totally to achieve that interpretation that it would be unreasonable to maintain it.

3. I hope that this suggestion is within the remit of the inquiry and that it might be of value to the Committee.

September 2012

Written evidence submitted by Rt Hon Mr Michael Meacher MP

We take programming to refer to all the measures that the Government takes in order to ensure that its
business is passed quickly and efficiently through the Commons. We accept the principle of programming on
two grounds. It quite properly focuses attention on the best use of the limited time available, avoiding an
unjustified expenditure of time on the early sections of a bill at committee and report stages and the squeezing
out (whether deliberately or consequentially) of more important issues towards the end. We also believe that
the alternative of filibustering, by extended time-wasting often into the late hours of the night, is not a rational
or defensible way of trying to defeat a Government bill. This certainly does not imply surrendering to contested
Government legislation tout court, but rather finding more sensible and more effective ways of calling to
account Government’s handling of bills. The rest of this paper is designed to show how this might best be done.

1. Legislative Standards

Parliament should establish a Legislative Standards Committee, involving representatives from both the
Commons and the Lords, to assess the necessity of legislation and whether the technical quality of a bill has
met an agreed minimum set of standards and criteria. At present there are sometimes major controversial bills
which reach the Commons in an ill-digested state, leading to dozens of Government amendments tabled at
very short notice both at committee and report stages. Another unacceptable aspect is that too many bills have
in recent years been drafted in a manner that gives the Secretary of State wide-ranging untrammelled powers
to act in a way that destroys the principle of accountability. Such sloppy (or deliberately power-seeking)
drafting should be excluded from bills or at least drastically narrowed down.

2. The Ordering, Purpose and Effect of Bills

The Thursday Business Questions to the Leader of the House should be replaced by an amendable motion
subject a vote, as recommended by the Wright Committee. In addition a new Legislative Impact Assessment
should be required to provide Members with a detailed statement of the purpose and contents both of the bill
as a whole and each main section of it. At present the innocuous title of bills, reproduced on party Whips
without further explanation, can often conceal issues about which Members should be fully and properly
forewarned so that they have time to respond in any way they may think appropriate.
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3. Pre-Legislative Scrutiny

Pre-legislative scrutiny by a parliamentary committee should be the norm for all the more important bills.
At these sessions which might take several weeks, relevant experts, lawyers and where appropriate public
officials should be invited to give evidence. Members undertaking this scrutiny should be selected in either of
two ways. One is that Members should be chosen by a cross-party elected House committee in accordance
with party strengths in the House, not by the present Committee of Selection which is dominated by the Whips
and which notoriously has led to Members being excluded from a bill who have substantial experience in that
field but whose views may not coincide with the Government’s or Opposition’s official views.

The other, which we would prefer, is based on the precedent set by the Scottish Parliament whereby the
Select Committees are expanded in size and then divided into specialist sub-committees to which bills would
be sent for scrutiny. They would over time acquire deep experience and knowledge of their subject and an
expertise that would be more likely to resist automatic and mindless party whipping which is currently so often
a feature of bill committees and which is so destructive of the whole democratic principle of the serious and
thoughtful scrutiny of bills which the public expects.

4. Bill Committee Scrutiny

There should be more time allotted between the evidence-gathering phase of a public bill committee and the
line-by-line consideration of the bill in order for the lessons of the evidence-taking sessions to be absorbed and
properly taken on board. Members who undertook the pre-legislative scrutiny should continue to serve as
members of the public bill committee. There should at the outset be informal agreement between the parties
over the time management of the bill so that all sections of the bill are reached and debated, and in particular
that the most important issues are allotted adequate time for full and proper debate and decision.

5. Report Stage Scrutiny

All amendments tabled, whether by Government, Opposition, smaller parties or individual Members, should
be accompanied by a brief but clear explanation of the purpose and nature of the amendment, comprising no
more than 50 words. More time should be allotted to the most important bills (ie another half day or another
whole day) since this is the sole opportunity for the House as a whole to modify the bill and some of the issues
are of first-rank public resonance and currently get squeezed into omnibus groupings of amendments where
their significance is blunted. If Government tables a large number of amendments that substantially alter the
nature of a bill, or if so many significant amendments are tabled by Opposition parties or individual Members
that were not adequately covered at the committee stage, then the House Business Committee (once this is
formed as agreed within 3 years from May 2010) should be able to return it to Committee stage. The timetabling
arrangement should be agreed between the parties in such a manner as to ensure that each block of amendments
is reached and adequately debated, not as at present squeezed out by excessive time spent on earlier
amendments before the knife falls.

6. Post-Legislative Review

All Acts eligible for post-legislative review between 3–5 years after enactment should be considered by the
relevant departmental Select Committee, or possibly by a new Joint Committee for Post-Legislative Review.

7. House of Lords Procedures

The House of Lords should adopt a public evidence hearing committee for all bills that originate in the
Lords. Grand Committee should be the default mechanism for consideration of all bills in the Lords unless
otherwise required by the House. Members of the temporary Select Committee that hear the public evidence
session should also consider the bill at Grand Committee stage. When a bill passes from the Commons to the
Lords, any clauses that have not been debated should be`flagged’ on the order paper or the bill.

8. Delegated Legislation

To harness the value of extra-parliamentary scrutiny to handle both the range and detail of delegated
legislation, a small number of independent bodies, similar in form to the Social Security Advisory Committee,
should be established. The House of Commons should establish its own sifting committee for delegate
legislation. Statutory Instruments to be approved through the affirmative resolution procedure should be
amendable.

9. Public Engagement with the Legislative Process

Public awareness of and engagement in the parliamentary process has been promoted by the convention that
petitions gathering more than 100,000 signatures should be debated in the House, and will be promoted further
by explanatory statements set out for public viewing on the dedicated TV channel. In addition a new petitions
and ePetitions system should be implemented through a new Petitions Committee which, on the Scottish model,
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could from time to time make visits round the country to meet, listen to and respond to the public’s concerns
and complaints and then report back to the House.

February 2013

Further supplementary written evidence submitted by Rt Hon Mr Andrew Lansley CBE, MP, Leader

of the House of Commons

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Committee and for your subsequent letter.

In answer to your first two questions my approach is to consider the evidence your inquiry produces and
study your recommendations before making any commitments on resources or changes in policy. If it can be
demonstrated that value could be added by agreeing a list of legislative standards then that is something that
we would consider, but let us study any supporting evidence first.

In response to your third question, I think it is important that we treat legislation on a case by case basis. It
would be wrong to assert that a sunset clause would improve the quality of legislation—emergency or
otherwise—in all circumstances. For example, it would clearly have been inappropriate to be included in the
recent Mental Health (Approval Functions) Bill. There may be occasions where a sunset or review clause is
undesirable for policy reasons; for example it might create an unacceptable or unnecessary level of uncertainty
in a particular market. This is essentially a policy judgement though, and illustrates the point I made in evidence
that any committee would find it very difficult to separate views on legislative standards from those on policy.

I hope this is helpful and I look forward to receiving your report in due course.

January 2013

Letter from the Chair of the Committee to Rt Hon Mr Andrew Lansley, CBE, MP, Leader of the

House of Commons

Thank you for appearing before the Political and Constitutional Reform Committee on 10 January 2013. As
a result of time constraints, Members of the Committee were unable to ask all the questions that they wished
to, and I would be grateful if you would answer the following questions by letter.

1. Will the Government agree to set aside time and resources to work with Parliament to draw up
a list of standards for what makes good quality legislation?

2. The Law Commission recommended the creation of a Joint Post-legislative Scrutiny
Committee, but the then Government disagreed, reasoning that such a committee would conflict
with the role of existing departmental select committees. Do you agree that it is time to
reconsider their recommendation?

3. Where a Bill has not been subject to pre-legislative scrutiny, or is a piece of emergency
legislation, do you agree that the inclusion of sunset or review clauses is important to ensure
that the legislation is of the highest quality?

The Committee would be very grateful if you could respond to these questions before the House rises on 14
February 2013.

January 2013

Written evidence submitted by Joan Walley MP

1. The focus of my evidence is on the parliamentary procedures relating to private members’ bills.

2. In short, I believe that the current procedures for private members bills are deeply flawed and in urgent
need of reform. I believe that the current procedures alienate the public from the political process and create
the impression that parliament is not fit for purpose.

3. At the heart of the system should be the principle that the merits of a private members bill should at the
very least be considered by parliament and a decision reached one way or the other. Currently only a very
small proportion of such bills are debated on the floor of the House, much to the frustration of backbench MPs
and the general public who contact their MP in support of the Bill. It is the case that private members bills
often have a large groundswell of public support and, from my experience, it is common for members of the
public to contact their MP in support of a private members bill. This engagement in the political process is
exactly what parliament should be encouraging and yet the process for private members bills, which results in
most bills not even getting debated, invariably leaves the public disappointed and disillusioned. At a time when
trust in parliament is low, we ignore such perceptions at our peril.

4. I would like the Committee to consider how the system could be improved by, perhaps, allowing time on
Tuesdays or Wednesdays for private members bills, allowing the Backbench Business Committee to allocate
time to private members bills, allowing deferred divisions so MPs can remain in their constituencies on Fridays,
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or taking measures to prevent a small number of MPs filibustering Bills. Such reforms would enable private
members bills to receive fair consideration, ensure backbench MPs have some power to introduce legislation
and legitimise the role of parliament in the eyes of the public.

5. I hope these comments are of some use to the Committee and if I can be of any further assistance do
please let me know.

February 2012

The Stationery Office Limited
05/2013 023643 19585
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